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SECTION 1. 0
	 INTRODUCTION
The need for a rellable, lon g-lived, and efficient water electrolysis
unit for closed-cycle life-support systems has prompted;a number of development
f. programs encompassing both acid and alkaline technologies, Early acid systems
using liquid sulfuric or phosphoric acid electrolytes suffered a significant performance
penalty, as compared with alkaline systems, in that they required considerably more
power to generate a given amount of oxygen. Loth acid and alkaline systems with liq-
uid electrolyte have also encountered problems Ninth leakage, materials compatibility,
z performance stability, and life.
In March, 1970, NASA Langley Research Center awarded a contract
Wilmington, )Massachusetts (then located n Lynn, Massachusetts)  to investigate
NAS 1-9750 to General Electric Company, Direct Energy Conversion Pro
nvestlat  the
use of the solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) technology in a water electrolysis system
to generate oxygen and hydrogen for mannedspace station applications. The long life 	 x
and stable performance of the SPE electrolysis concept was demonstrated by four
separate laboratory cells operating approximately 9000 hours each and a seven cell
module (two-man 02 rate) accumulating 11, 000 operating hours all without failure.
Under this program, a one-man rated breadboard SPE water electrolysis system'
(WES) was developed and demonstrated the performance/life characteristics of the
SPE electrolysis technology. In addition, the program culminated in the fabrication
of the major components for a four-man rated breadboard, oxygen generation system.	 ^k
This program was completed in August 1972, with results documented in a final :.
report NASA CR-112183 dated August 1972,
In October 1972, the present program, consisting of two phases, was -
initiated. Phase I utilized the previously fabricated major components, where appro-
priate, and fabricated and tested a four-man rated, low pressure breadboard WES
with the necessary instrumentation and controls. A photograph of this system is shown
in Figure 1. Phase II encompassed the development of a six-man rated, high pressure,
high temperature, advanced preprototype WES. This configuration included the design
and development of an advanced water electrolysis module, capable of operation at
2758 kN/m2 (400 psig) and 366. 5K (200 oF), and a dynamic phase separator/pump in
place of a passive phase separator design. Major components and instruments meeting
design requirements of this system, were utilized from previous WES contract work.
The "six-man rated advanced WES was contained in the control cabinet and fluid package
shown in Figure 2. Evaluation of this system demonstrated the goal of safe, unattended
automatic operation at high pressure and high temperature with an accumulated gas
generation time of over 1000 hours. Work under this contract was concluded in June
1975.
During the period of this contract (approximately 2 1/2 years), support
was also provided to two other, water electrolysis development programs of NASA.
System performance mapping tests were performed on the four-man WES, including
1
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Figure 1. Four-Man Breadboard WES Facility
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Figure 2. Six-Man Advanced Water Electrolysis System Control
Cabinet and Fluid Package
t
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exploratory, off-design conditions to provide design data in support of the Space Sta-
tion Prototype (SSP) Oxygen Generation Subsystem design. Also, the six-man WES
was tested in different operating modes to provide design information in support of
the development of the WES demonstrator unit for the Life Sciences Payload Program,`
Contract No. NAS 9-14205.
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SECTION 2. 0 LOW PRESSURE BREADBOARD, WATER ELECTROLYSIS
SYSTEM (WES)
1.
The WES components developed and fabricated under Contract NAS
1-9750 were designed to be capable of continuous oxygen generation equivalent to a
nominal four-man rate basis of 4.54 kg/day (10 lb 02/day), with a maximum nominal 	 =,
capacity equivalent to a six-man rate. Wherever possible and as directed by the
<.	 contract, standard commercial materials and components were selected to provide 7y
functional. demonstration compliance at minimal cost and delivery schedule. It should
be noted therefore, that these breadboard components would require. modification and
	 `"'
redesign in order to provide flight-worthiness to withstand "hard" environment launch 	 "-4
vibration, shock and acceleration along with weight and volume reductions, mounting
configuration, producibility and maintainability considerations.
	 ?
2 1	 Specification
A "guideline" specification for design capability of the four-man rated,'w
low pressures breadboard WES is outlined in Table I.
2.2	 Configuration
r^
Figure 3 is a fluid schematic of an SPE water electrolysis system g
showing the basic arrangement of the breadboard components.
	 It should be realized r
that additional control components and instrumentation would be necessary for auto- «:
matic control, performance monitoring, fault isolation, shutdown, and safety
considerations.
Primary fluid and electrical interfaces to the WES are:
28 VDC to Control Panel
28 VDC to Inverter
115 VAC, 60 Hz to Control Panel
80 psia nitrogen as necessary for scaver.,._,ing hydrogen overboard
(in and out)
Water Coolant (in and out)
Make-up feed water) (in) ;
Hydrogen (out)
Oxygen (out)
As shown in Figure 3, feed water is supplied to the WES at a make-up
water rate of approximately 5. 13 kg/day (11. 3 lb/day) and 69 kN/m2 (10 psig) for an
oxygen generation rate of 4.5 kg/day (10 lb/day).
	 The water enters: the WES through
re
a check value which prevents reverse flow when the system is shutdown at normal
5
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TABLE I
GUIDELLNE SPECIFICATION FOR FOUR-KLAN RATED LOW PRESSURE
WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTE12 (WES1 -
WES Capacity
10 lb/day /,4. 54 'kg/day) oxygen (nominal four-man rate - continuous).
Equivalent 75 amp axygen generation (maximum) - cyclic usage up to 16 hours "on't/ 
hours
^.
WES Gas Purity
Oxyzen Generation
99.770 min. 021
0.1 o max. H2
Remainder	 Not defined.
Hydrogen Generation
99.3% min. H2
0. Vol max. G
Remainder - Not defined.
NA SA 	 Downstream Gas Pressures of WES
Oxigea Subsystem:	 1-4.7 Asia (101. 4 kIUm2 ) or less.,
li Srogea Subsystem: 20 i. 5 Asia (13. 9 = 357
_l2al:e-uo Water (r eed Water) .A. 	 ilable to WES
Temperature:	 +40 to +17 OF (277. 6 to 3501q.
k
Pressure: 35 ± 5 Asia (172 = 35 k.'Vm2).
Water Purity:	 < 100 opm by weight solids (assume ionic species).
< 80 micromhos /cm specific conductance 0-2, 500 ohm-cm mas.
specific resistance).
Bacteria	 -	 Pseudomonas Aeruginosa 10 counts/cc
Alcaligenes Faecalis 	 10 counts/cc
Funga	 -	 ylucor	 I spore count/cc
Ylolds	 -	 Not defined.
R	 ^^ Coolant Available to WES
{
Fluid:	 Water w!th propylene glycol additive W establish a nominal OF (273K)
free2i:	 point.
t
Temperature:	 +40	 3F (277. 6 ± 1.7X).
Pressure:	 80 psig (552: kN/m2) man.
Flow:	 Up to 1 gpm (3.78 I/mina) 1
Nitrogen Available to WES
Pressure: `	 80 psia (552 kN/m-2) nominal.
Electrical Services Arailable to IVES
28 : 3'VDC.
115 VAC nominal at 60 Ha.
1
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working pressures. The feed water is mixed with recycled module cooling water up-
stream of the particulate filter to the water pump. This process water is circulated
throughout the WES by a gear-type pump with quantity regulation maintained by the
water flow control valve and needle bypass valve. The pump design includes an in-
ternal relief val a ry l ich becomes functional if an internal dead-ended condition arises
within the pump. Pressurization of the feed water to 69 , /m 2 (10 psig)'reduces the
pump pressure rise and subsequent journal bearing load and also prevents the relief
valve from continuously relieving. Excess pump capacity is delivered through the
needle bypass valve. An orifice could be used in place of the needle valve for a flight
designed system. The water pump is powered through a DC to 3-phase AC inverter
with a 28 VDC input. Downstream of the pump, the water flows through a deionizer
resin bed which reduces the ionic contamination level to acceptable WES purity limits
of ? 400, 000 ohm-cm.
The water then passes through a regenerative heat exchanger prior to
mixing in a temperature regulating valve which controls the supply temperature to the
electrolysis module at approximately 311K (100F). This temperature control main-
tains electrolysis module performance essentially independent of coolant and environ-
mental temperature variations. The process water is delivered to the cathode (hydro-
gen generating) side of the 13-cell electrolysis module. Since the electrolysis occurs
at the anode,- water required for this reaction diffuses through the solid polymer elec-
trolyte at a rate just equal to that equired for oxygen generation. (A cross section
showing the SPE electrolysis cell concept and a description of operation are provided
in the Appendix.) The generated oxygen will be saturated at the cell temperature and
pressure [approximately 322K (120F) and 428 k.N/m2 (62 psia)] , but will contain no
liquid water when discharged to ambient pressure, The free liquid water required for
cell cooling will remain on the cathode side and will exit with the hyexogen as a two-
phase mixture. This heated mixture passes through the regenerative heat exchanger
to transfer its heat to the incoming colder process water. The i vo-phase mixture
(hydrogen and module cooling water) leaving the regenerative heat exchanger is then
cooled to approximately room temperature in the primary heat exchanger which trans-
fers heat to the interface coolant fluid. Waste heat from the power conditioner is re-
moved by the attached heat sink through which the interface coolant is also circulated.
A biological resin bed filter is installed immediately upstream of the two-phase sepa-
rator to remove micro-organisms (i. e. , bacteria, molds, fungi, yeast) and particulate
matter by three possible mechanisms, namely; electrostatic attraction to the resin
beads; particulate matter depth filtration through the resin bed column and retardation
or actual destroying of bacteria and mold growth by any localized acidified water within
the resin bed column.
The two-phase mixture, therefore, has been pre-cleaned prior to entry
into the two-phase separator. The life of the hydrophilic tubes with a pore size of 2
to 3.5 microns within the separator is therefore increased since pore clogging is
minimized. The H2/H2O phase separator provides a passive means of separating
liquid from a gas in a zero gravity environment using both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
8
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separation elements.
	
Primary separation is accomplished by removing water slugs
from the two-phase mixture (hydrogen and water) with five hydrophilic porous;, glass
tubes connected in a series fluid flow path. 	 The hydrophilic elements permit the
water to pass through the tube wall under a controlled differential pressure to the
housing side of the assembly.	 Gas leaving the last tube, which is normally free of
entrained water, passes through three parallel hydrophobic membranes located in
the separator cover.
	
The hydrophobic membranes, by their ability to pass only gas,
serve as a trap to prevent water carryover to the hydrogen outlet stream in the event
of porous tube failure and/or differential water regalator failure.
	 The pressure dif-
ferential across the hydrophilic elements is controlled by a differential back-pressure
regulator which is referenced to the inlet side of the hydrophobic membranes.
	 The
water leaving the differential back-pressure regulator (module cooling water) is mixed
with the feed water and returned to suction side of the pump through the particulate
filter.
The electrolysis module is supplied by a power conditioner which main-
tains a constant current corresponding to a pre-selected oxygen generation rate.
	 This
electronic unit is capable of 75 amps maximum input to the module which is an oxygen
generation rate of approximately 15. 3 lb/day.
. The AYES would normally be operated through a single switch at a fixed
oxygen generation rate output.
The major components developed and fabricated under Contract No.
NAS 1-9750 were: i
1)	 13-Cell Electrolysis Module
2)	 75 amp Power Conditioner
3)	 Control Panel
4)	 Prototype Two-Phase Separator
5)	 Deionizer Resin Bed
6)	 Biological Filter Resin Bed.
7)	 Regenerative Heat Exchanger
8)	 Water Temperature Control Valve
9)	 Process Water Pump
10)	 DC/AC Inverter
11)-	 Water Flow Valve
12)	 Absolute Oxygen Back-Pressure Regulator
13),	 Absolute Hydrogen Back-Pressure Regulator
14)	 Differential Back-Pressure Regulator
These breadboard components were individually acceptance tested, as
part of the aforementioned contract. 	 Installation and operation of these components
as part of an integrated four-man .rated system wa's accomplished under Phase I of
^Y-Contract No. NAS 9-13430~
- 9
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Figure 1 illustrates the four-man rated breadboard WES which resulted
from modification of the NASA/LRC f^iility (ref. Figure 13 of Report NASA CR-
112183). The modification required complete teardown of the one-man rated WES to
install the four-man rated breadboard components previously listed.
In addition, the installed system and facility were modified to include
start-up pressurization capability, increased make-up water reservoir capacity,
primary heat exchanger, city water coolant system and automatic shutdown capability
with a fault detection.and isolation panel. A 100 amp DC power supply along with
facility wiring and temperature, pressure, current and voltage readout was also
provided.
2.3
	
Component Testing
As previously described, the fourteen major components listed on
Page 9 had been designed, fabricated and some indivndually bench tested under
Contract NAS 1-9750.' Component descriptions, specifications, drawings and check-
out test data are included in the Final Report NASA CR-112183 under that contract.
Component checkout tests were completed under the current program,
a.
1
•
most of which required installation with instrumentation as part of an electrolysis
system in order to obtain meaningful operating conditions and test data. The
following component checkout activities were undertaken.
2. 3.1	 13-Cell, Low Pressure, Electrolysis Module
A 13-cell, low pressure (434 kN/m . 2, 1.00 psi, maximum operating
pressure), electrolysis module design, as shown in Figure 4 and pictured in Figure 5,
was designed to meet requirements of a four-man rated low pressure WES under
Phase I of this program. As reported under Phase II, most of the cell parts were
salvaged for modification and incorporation into a six-man rated, high pressure
(2758 kN/m 2 , 400 psi) advanced electrolysis module design. A satisfactory proof-
pressure leakage test was performed on the low pressure module design (10/17/72)
submerged in water and under 690 kN/m 2 (100 psig) nitrogen pressure common to
oxygen and hydrogen sides. There was no indication of external leakage. Subsequently,
a satisfactory cross-membrane leakage test was performed with 345 kN/m 2 (50 psig)
nitrogen to the hydrogen side and atmospheric pressure on the oxygen side. Measured
gas leakage was within acceptable SPE permeability limits.
Module flow-pressure drop characteristics of the cathode ,side werep	 P
"s olid"measured with solid water flowing respective of anon-operating condition as sho wn
in Figure 6. Two tests were performed, of which the 11/21/72, data is considered
more appropriate because someresidual bas may have been trapped by screens in the
cells for the 11/20/72 evaluation.
_	 10
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The module demonstrated satisfactory steady state performance on
11/27/72. This was at four-man rated design point conditions of 49. 1 amps, current
density of 230 mA/cm2 (213 ASF), a process water feed rate of 80 cc/min at 311K
(100F), two-phase mixture (hydrogen plus liquid water) outlet temperature of 331. 7K
(137. 5'F) and nominal operating pressure of 75.8 kN /m 2 (11 psig). Typical voltage
performance at these conditions was as follows:
Voltage, VDC
at 49. 1 Amps, 230 mA/cm2
	
Cell No.	 Total	 Total
1	 2 3	 4 5	 6 7	 8	 9 10 11 12 13 Sum.	 Term.
o N ao "-1 N r_1 cc to o o N N L
C^ oo ao ao t— t— 00 ao
co m e^ ep co :^ c^ zc ep co s :.^ c^
Immediate gas generation was demonstrated during push-button starts
at pre-selected current settings from a nominal 5. 6 amps to 49. 1 amps. During
cyclic operation under typical space-station orbit conditions of a nominal 55 minutes
"on" and 39 minutes "off", the oxygen was delivered during the instantaneous start-up
transient and thereafter, free of liquid water.	 Liquid-free oxygen delivery was
observed during pushbutton starts following shutdown periods of up to 16 hours. 	 How-
ever, with shutdown periods of approximately 24 hours, or longer, some water will be a
delivered with the oxygen during a subsequent start transient (10 to 30 cc of water).
The start transient is that elapsed time from a pushbutton start (at a pre-selected
current setting) for the module oxygen-side pressure to reach a steady-state level as
set by the absolute oxygen back-pressure regulator. 	 In this four-man rated system,
the regulator is set at a nominal 310 kN/m 2 (45 psig).
	
This water discharge, only at
start-up, is caused by the hydraulic permeability of the SPE membrane which allows
the gradual transport of water from the flooded hydrogen side to the oxygen side over
ran extended shutdown period. I
2. 3.2	 Power Conditioner and Control Panel
The power conditioner and control panel checked-out satisfactorily for
all steady state, start and stop transient conditions up to the four-man design point
of 49.1 amps (230 mA/cm 2).	 In addition, satisfactory operation was demonstrated at
above design point conditions up to 75 amps (350 mA/cm2).
The automatic current limit shutdown feature of the power conditioner
was satisfactorily demonstrated at approximately 80 amps.
14
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2. 3. 3	 Temperature Regulating Valve
This valve, Model No. SA767 - Rev. 002, manufactured by Standard-
Thomson Corp. , is factory set to control the outlet water temperature of the valve
313 ± 2.2K (104 ± 4F).
	
However, during WES testing in October - December 1972,
there was observed occasional upward shifting of the controlled mixture-out tempera-
ture (cold water plus hot water) to as high as 313K (146F).
	
It has been hypothesized
that residual gas bubbles in the water at the 80 cc/min. process water rate would
tend to collect in the vicinity of the "wax" actuator internally in the valve, causing
poor heat transfer characteristics with subsequent "out-of-spec" control of the tem-
perature.
	
During WES operation, when temperature regulation was out-of-spec, it
was demonstrated that manually tapping the valve would clear the gas and re-establish
proper temperature control at the nominal 311K (100F) setting.
On 1/3/73, the valve was removed from the WES for a bench evaluation.
The results of this investigation demonstrated satisfactory performance of the tem-
perature regulating valve with "solid" water flows of more than 100 cc/min.
In the WES, process water is delivered to the module cathode side for
electrolysis and module cooling. 	 A two-phase mixture of -water-hydrogen gas sluglets
therefore exits from the module at module pressure and temperature.
	
This water
also contains dissolved hydrogen gas.
The downstream passive separator removes the water sluglets from
this mixture with subsequent return circulation of the water to the pump suction side.
In the WES, pressure-drop of components in the return circulating loop (water dif-
fer;ential back-pressure regulator, check valve, etc.) have been kept low to minimize -	 o
the release of dissolved gas in the water "from coming out of solution", due to expan-
sion from a high pressure region to a lower region. 	 It is possible, therefore, that
some dissolved gas may come out of the water (effervescent effect) which will be re-
circulated by the: pump.	 It was concluded, therefore, that the temperature regulating
valve had previously failed to control because of this gas mixture condition.
The evaluation of the problem resulted in the following corrective
action:
a
1) For gravity operation, the valve must be mounted at a 45 0 attitude
to provide internal gas clearage from the wax-actuator end of the
s valve.	 This facility change was incorporated on 1/24/73. 	 A con-
figuration design change to the valve is possible to remove the
- attitude sensitivity. }:`
ti 2) To enhance gas clearance through the valve, the process water
rate was increased by 50% (from 80 to 120 cc/min. ).
a
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` After introducing these corrective actions, performance of the
temperature regulating valve was satisfactory.
2. 3. 4	 Absolute Oxygen Back-Pressure Regulator
Regulator performance of the controlled upstream pressure was evalu-
ated on Ausco Inc, regulator, type P320-51. 	 Figure 7 presents the results of this {
investigation.	 Compliance with GE/DECP requirements was satisfactory.
2. 3. 5	 Absolute Hydrogen Back-Pressure Regulator
Regulator performance of the controlled upstream pressure was evalu-
ated on Ausco Inc. regulator, type P320-52. 	 Figure 8 presents the results of this
evaluation.
	
Compliance with GE/DECP requirements was somewhat marginal due to
the controlled setting being near the lower specification limit.	 Actually, the results
. confirm the setting of this component as it was originally received from the vendor.
The setting is readily changeable and was adjusted to bring the control point up to
-approximately 172-kNI /m2 (25 psig) from a nominal 165 kN/m 2 (24 psig).
2. 3. 6
	
Differential Back-Pressure Water Regulator +
Regulator performance of the controlled upstream water pressure be-
low a nominal hydrogen reference pressure of 165 kN/m2 (24 psig) was evaluated on
Ausco Inc. regulator, type P321-50.	 Figure 9 presents the results of this investiga-
tion.	 Compliance with GE/DECP requirements was satisfactory.
t
Figure 10 presents the adjustment characteristics of this regulator as
investigated from the original as-received setting.
2. 3. 7	 Inverter, Process Water Pump and Flow Valve
These components were always operated together in bench testing and
for the delivery of process water in the WES. A second pump, Micropump Corp.
Model No. 02-70-316-986, which included a plastic poppet-type relief valve in place
of the ball-type and a 316 SST gear housing in place of a plastic housing, was purchased '
' for this program as a back-up to the original pump (Model No. 02 -70 -316 -731).	 The
performance characteristics of these two pumps are presented in Figure 11. 	 Compon- :
ent evaluation also occurred during systems testing of the WES which identified a
number of pump problems that were investigated. A summary of these problems with
y ^	 corrective actions is presented as follows:
1) ilncoupling of the magnetic drive between the motor and pump was
resolved by drilling pressure balancing holes in the Teflon hub of
the driven magnet.
16
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Figure 11.	 Inverter, Pump and Flow Valve Performance NASA/MSC Water Electrolysis System
2) Oscillations in pump discharge pressure had resulted in breakage
in the internal relief valve spring. Tried a vendor recommenda-
tion of relief valve ball material change from Teflon to rubber, but
spring breakage continued. A change from a ball-type to a poppet-
type relief valve design configuration did reduce pressure fluctua-
tions and resulted in no spring breakage.
3) Pump cavitation was caused by entrained gas in the pump suction
resulting from dissolved gas (the water is saturated with hydrogen
at the operating pressure of the phase separator) coming out of
solution at reduced pressure and increased temper iture. An
attempt to reduce pump pressure fluctuations with an external by-
pass to deliver excess flow (approximately 75% of input flow) ex-
ternally to the pump rather than internally through the relief valve
increased the cavitation problem. Cavitation was reduced by rais-
ing pump suction pressure, reducing pimp suction water tempera-
ture and by increasing water pump throughput rate from 80 to 120
cc/min which forced out residual gas.
4) The audible noise emitted by the pump was reduced by a material
change of the pump-gear housing from plastic to stainless steel.
5) External pump leakage was eliminated by a design change to gaskets
in place of an O-ring seal.
2.3. $
	
Passive Phase Separator
Operating characteristics of the prototype, five-tube passive phase
separator were evaluated during transient and steady-state operation of the four-man
rated electrolysis system. A photograph, drawings and a complete description of
this assembly is provided in Report NAS CR-112183. This is a passive phase separa-
tion device (a dynamic phase separator was developed and tested under Phase II_of
this program) which utilized five hydrophilic_fritted glass tubes for water transport/
gas blockage and hydrophobic polypropylene membrane material for gas transport/
water. blockage.
During system startup, a transient high pressure differential existed
momentarily across the hydrophilic tube walls which resulted in some bubble-point
b 
2 
akthrough. This was r 
2 
olved by replacing twc tub.,,s with bubble points of 47 kN/
M2 (6. 8 psid) and 59 kN/m (8.5 psid) with tubes of higher bubble points such that all
,,	 F
five tubes were greater than 62 kN/m2 (9. 0 psid).
Flooding of the hydrophobic assembly also occurred which was attri-
buted to loss of water permeability of the hydrophilic tubes due to pore contamination
and the effects of higher water viscosity and insufficient hydrophilic 4P margin when
r	 22
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operating with a cold (278-283K) (40-50°F) two-phase mixture. Corrective action in-
cluded (1) discontinuation of the tubes capable of reclamation which resulted in higher
water flow permeability of the separator assembly, (2) increasing the hydrophilic
p P by adjusting the water differential regulator from 16.5 kN/m2 (2. 4 psid) to
42.7 kN/m2 (6. 2 psid), (3) thoroughly draining and flushing the system to remove
contamination (particulate matter and/or microbiological species), and (4) repacking
of the deionizer and biolcgi.cal filter resin beds with new beads after thermoplastically
coating (with FEP) the inside of the housings to eliminate ,: possible corrosion con-
tamination source. Test data showing the water flow permeability of the refurbished
separator assembly is provided in Figure 12.
2.4	 System Evaluation and Test Results
2. 4.1
	
System Checkout Tests
WES system checkout was essentially performed during evaluation of
components, as described in Section 2. 3, such as the electrolysis module, power
conditioner, static phase separator, water pump, pressure regulators, etc. , under
various conditions of module current or gas generation rate, process water rates,
process water temperature, city water coolant temperature, etc.
As part of WES testing, electrolysis module operation prior to April 4,
1973, had been exclusively operated in the cathode water feed mode with the oxygen side
,pressure greater than the hydrogen (cathode) side pressure. This 027H2 pressure condition
was selected to minimize water carryover to the oxygen side by hydrodynamic per-
meability through the SPE cell from the flooded hydrogen side when the electrolysis
module was shutdown.	 In support of a parallel engineering design effort on the oxy-
subsystem for the Space Station Prototype (SSP) it was necessary, forgen generation
overall life support system considerations, to learn the effects of electrolysis module
operation and deactivation with a H2 > 02 pressure condition. 	 Laboratory experi-
ments have verified that electrolysis cell performance (i. e. , cell voltage) is indepen-
dent of oxygen pressure, but that cell voltage increases about 30 millivolts for each
tenfold increase in hydrogen absolute pressure in agreement with the theoretical
Nernst equation. 	 Because of protonic pumping (Ref. Appendix) of water from the
anode to the cathode in the SPE cell under load, there would be no water transport to
the oxygen side even with a H2 > 02 pressure differential as was evidenced by test.
The effects of a deactivated electrolysis module were studied during the typical orbi-
tal toff" period of 39 minutes, and also for extended shutdown periods up to 90 hours.
` The effects of diffusion and the consumption of gases (112 and 02) in the "fuel cell"
mode were demonstrated after shutdown. 	 Module total voltage decreased from an
operating value of about 22 VDC to less than 2 VDC within 2 hours of shutdown for
either H2 > 02 or 02 J H2 pressure condition. 	 Because the trapped gas volume on
the oxygen side of the electrolysis module is considerably smaller than that on the V.
hydrogen side, which includes the heat exchangers, biological filter resin bed and
phase separator, the oxygen pressure decays more rapidly than the hydrogen pressure
`
after shutdown.	 The results of measuring oxygen side pressure decay are plotted in
Figure 13.
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Water accumulation on the oxygen side after shutdown depends upon
initial H2 > 02 pressure conditions and the time interval for water transport.	 The
water discharged from the oxygen side was measured on the subsequent start-up. 	 In
summary, the water discharged at start-up after a 39 minute orbital shutdown amount-
ed to about 2 to 3 cc.	 After an extended 90 hour shutdown about 90 cc of water was
discharged at start-up.	 This is greater than the total calculated volume of all 13_ cells
on the oxygen side of the electrolysis module, indicating eventual complete flooding
with time.
For module operation with 0 2 > H2 pressure conditions, the discharge
of water from the oxygen side on start-up is substantially reduced. 	 No water was
ever delivered out the oxygen side for any orbital cycle start-up (39 min. "off" period)
and for any extended shutdown period up to 16 hours.	 The following quantities were
measured after the shutdown periods cited: 10 cc in 24 hours, 15 cc in 72 hours, 63 cc
in 12 days.
2. 4. 2	 SSP Mapping Tests
Exploratory system testing was conducted in support of anticipated SSP	 °?
operating requirements which represented conditions of overstress outside the design
point of the four-man rated WES capability of 4. 54 kg/day (10 lb/day) oxygen genera-
tion rate.	 Steady state electrolysis module voltage performance is shown in the fol-
lowing table at the four-man rated WES design point represented by a current of 49. 1
amps (230 mA/cm2), module controlled water inlet temperature of 311K (100F) and two-
phase (H2/H20) outlet temperature of 327. 7K (130F) obtained from a process water
flow of 120 cc/min, 326 kN/im 2 02 pressure, and 174 kN/m2 hydrogen pressure.
Voltage, VDC
at 49. 1 Amps, 230 mA/cm2
Cell No.	 Total	 Total
Date	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 it	 12	 13	 Sum	 Term.
`
La	 N	 00	 M	 LO	 Ln	 cV	 ti	 d+	 ti	 er
.-i	 o	 o	 0	 00	 o	 M	 o	 ,-+
^	 ti	 ti	 ti	 ti	 N	 o-	 ^	 o	 ti	 m	 c-	 cc	 cc
4}-i	 4	 r4	 ri	 --i	 *-i	 4	 *4	 ,	 ri	 cc
Five simulated orbital cycles were demonstrated, each consisting of a
j 55 minute "on" power period and a 39 minute "off" period. 	 Design point operating con-
ditions were identical to those cited above except that module H2/H20 outlet tempera-
ture of 321.2K-(128.5F) was slightly lower reflecting a shorter warm-up period.
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At essentially the same operating pressures, but at a minimum load
condition of 5.7 amps (27 mA /cm2), module water inlet temperature of 282.6K (85F)
and H2/H20 outlet temperature of 303. 7K. (86. 8QF) the following steady state voltages
were measured.
Voltage, VDC
at 5. 7 Amps, 27 mA/cm2
H
Cell No.
	
Total	 Total
Date	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 1_0	 11	 12	 13	 Sum.	 Term.
_'	 ^'
z
M	 M	 M	 CV	 dt	 CV	 Cn	 cr	 CA	 M	 rl	 Lo	 OD	 CV	 r-1	 r-i
C0	 O	 C0	 O	 c0	 LA	 O	 to	 co	 O	 c0	 Ln	 c0	 M	 M
i
I
Ut	 U7,	 LCJ	 La	 LA	 in	 LC3	 Ln	 LCD	 LCD	 tL3	 LO	 Ln
O	 O
"
^
ra	 4	 r4	 r4	 4	 e4	 r4	 r4	 4	 4	 4	 r4	 CV	 C\7
With the 02 and H2 pressure regulators maintaining design operating
i
pressures as before",and with the temperature regulator controlling water inlet tempera-
ture to the module at 311. 5K(100. 9F), off design conditions were established fora
load of 75 amps (350 mA/cm2). A module two-phase outlet temperature of 343.2K
(158F) was established at the same process water flow of 120 cc/min. 	 Cell voltage
performance was measured as follows.
3
i
Voltage, VDC r
at 75 Amps, 350 inA/cm2
Cell No.
	 Total	 Total
j Date	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 it	 12	 13	 Sum.	 Term.
M	 m	 N	 o	 o	 m	 o	 M	 ao	 Ln	 o	 0	 o
- -C -	 ao	 t-	 C•	 oo	 t•	 M	 c0	 d+	 CD	 CO	 CD	 ItV	 Ln	 C9	 Gn
Cq	 C4
I M	 r-I	 r-1	 r-I	 r-I	 r-I	 r-1	 ri	 r-i	 r -f	 r-1	 r-1	 r-I	 C^7	 CV J
I`
Two simulated orbital cycles, each of nominal 55 minutes "on" and 39
minutes "off", at the off design condition of 75 amps were also successfully completed,
ilk as was	 the minimum load condition of 5. 7 amps.
r
An evaluation of electrolysis module operation at higher temperature
was made with the water inlet temperature manually controlled at a nominal 399K
and at design load of 49.1 amps. 	 Steady state module H2/H20 outlet tempera-.(150F)
ture was measured at 348K (166.8F) with the following improved corresponding voltage
performance.
i?
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Voltage, VDC
at 49.1 Amps, 230 mA/cm2
..Total	 Total
Date
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 Sum.	 Term.
M	 in	 ao	 ti	 ao	 N	 04	 ao	 Co	 r-	 M
ti	 M	 M	 CO)	 M	 rl	 M	 CV	 M	 GV	 M	 N	 M	 CV	 N
'	 '
*	 {
\	 c0	 c0	 c0	 co	 CO	 c0	 ^	 cC	 cC	 cp	 GG	 to	 c0
CD
:i
\	 ^	 ri	 rl	 r—+	 ri	 rl	 r-1	 e-1	 >•f	 ri	 ^	 rl	 r-a	 GV	 GV
Cpl
2. 4. 3	 Breadboard System Unattended Test
ii Following component and system checkout tests, the WES breadboard
configuration and operating conditions were sufficiently defined to specify requirements
for automatic control, fault monitoring detection with automatic safe shutdown allowing
unattended operation. A Failure Mode and Effects Analysis of the WES was made to
identify single point failures and determine where redundancy or fault detection of
components was required in the system.	 A Fault Detection and Isolation Analysis
ii (FDIA) identified the monitoring instrumentation and control requirements for auto-
matic WES shutdown capability.	 Wherever possible, commercial "off-the-shelf" com-
ponents were purchased to minimize the cost of the FDIA instrumentation.
Table H is a summary
	 gof those monitoring devices installed to detect
out-of-limit component operating conditions which result in an automatic shutdown.
An emergency controller shown in Figure 14 was designed and fabricated which moni-
tored sensor signals and provided conditioning and logic for automatic emergency
\shutdown of the WES.
After complete installation and checkout of all fault detection and isola-
tion instrumentation, breadboard system operation at design point conditions was ini-
tiated on 8/7/73. Typical electrolysis module voltage performance toged on the fol-
lowing at 49.1 amps (230 mA/cm 2) with temperatures of 310.8K (99.7 ) water-in,
328K (130.8F) H2/H20 out, 121 cc/min process water rate, 165. 4 kN/m 2 (24. 7 psig)
02 pressure and 265. 5 kN/m2
 (38.5 psig) H2 pressure was as shown in the following ;.
table.
fiF
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Table II }s
FDIA Automatic Shutdown Summary
Fault
WES Component Monitoring Isolation
4 Functional Description Device Device	 WES Result
Low Module Current (Pwr.. Cond.) Meter Red light on Automatic Shutdown
High Module Current Pwr. Cond.g	 (	 ) Meter ht ongRed li
High Two-Phase Module Outlet Meter Red light (3)
Temperature on
High H2 Concentration in 02 Meter Red light on
Outlet
Low City Water (Coolant) Flow Flowrator Red light on
Loss 28 VDC Supply Voltage Meter Green light
out
Loss 115 VAC Supply Voltage -- Green light
out
Nigh Power Conditioner Input SW Pos. Red light on
Current (Circuit Breaker)
High Pump Outlet Pressure Meter Red light on
High Separator Hydrophilic _AP Meter Red light on
High Separator Hydrophobic OP Meter Red light on
High Module 02 Outlet Pressure Meter Red light on r
High Separator H2 Outlet Meter Red light on
_
,
sPres ure
High Deionizer Effluent Meter Red light on
Conductivity
Note:
a) All circuitry communicates through electronic controller to be designed under
Tasks 1.1.9 and. 1.1.10.
b) All automatic shutdowns simultaneously remove power to the module and the
PUMP.
c) Data recording is manual.
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Voltage, VDC
,at 49. 1 Amps, 230 mp /cm2
	
Cell No.	 Total	 Total
Date 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Sum. Term.
M	 O	 l^	 d4	 Ln	 CC	 O	 Ln	 N	 CO	 aCr	 N	 r-I	 r-1	 ,—^	 e-1	 C7	 rl	 O	 N	 O	 r^	 O	 O	 N	 Gil	 i
oo
	
`	 \	 L^ N	 N ti	 N	 CO	 ^ L`^ t^ L^	 lam-	 L^	 l`-_	 ,
	
°	 00 	 r-I	 ri	 r-1	 r1	 r-1	 r-i	 rl	 rl	 r-^	
*"^	 r-1	
,-1
	 r-1	 N	 GNV
System operation was conducted on an unattended daily basis with mini-
mum data logging and/or operator surveillance. Four hours after morning start-up
on 8/9/73 with 18. 8 cumulative hours of unattended operation, the system was found
automatically shutdown with the "Low Module Current" light illuminated on the FDIA
panel. Subsequent investigation revealed that a 10 micron, in-line pump filter (Circle
Seal type P/N 43115-2XTN) was severely plugged with anion resin material. A pre-
vious failure of the anion resin (degraded into a fine powder) in the biological filter had
caused plugging of hydrophilic tubes of the passive phase separator. At that time
(5/1/73) the biological filter was removed from the system which was drained and
flushed to remove this residual degraded resin. It was hypothesized that the in-line
filter was plugged with fine resin material not previously flushed from the system.
After cleaning the in-line filter, a differential pressure transducer was
installed in the system to monitor the pressure drop across the filter during WES
operation. Also, the water reservoir facility was drained and fresh distilled water 	 1
added.
While remaining in the breadboard test setup, the 13-cell electrolysis
module was checked for possible damage. A cross-membrane, nitrogen permeability
test revealed no leakage as evidence damage. A 1000 Hz impedance check did show
	
g	 Cell No.. 5 was 0. 00142 ohm or 47. 6% higher than the average of the other 12 cells.
	
a
The high cell impedance was attributed to water starvation and subsequent drying prior
to emergency shutdown caused by the plugged water filter during WES operation.
Attempts to restore the performance of Cell No. 5 with low current density operation
50 mA/cm2) was not fruitful. Retesting of the module at design point conditions
previously cited, revealed the following voltage performance at 49.1 amps (230 mA /cm2).	 1
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Voltage, VDC
.G at 49.1 Amps, 230 mA/cm2
Cell No.	 Total
	
Total
Date	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 Sum.	 Term.
M d+	 ►n	 oU 13	 c0	 00	 it	 r{	 r-1	 o	 ao	 r_	 ooo	 o	 o^	 o	 e^	 UMd+	 N	 N	 ^•	 r.	 ^	 cc	 a	 eD	 r	 efl	 ^-	 cs^	 ^	 .
r-1	 r•i	 F-4 ri 	 ".47-4	 r-i	 r-i	 r_ I	 ,-i	 P-i	 rl	 r-4N
Note that the voltage of Cell No. 5 is 0.273 volt higher at 230 mA/cm2 than the
average of the other twelve cells.
Loss of water supply to one or more cells of the electrolysis module
results in drying of the SPE cell membrane and an increase in cell impedance. 	 At a
- given load this results in a higher cell voltage. 	 The power conditioner voltage/current
control established an upper module voltage limit about 1. 5 VDC below supply voltage
of 23 VDC.
	
Once this voltage limit was reached a further increase in cell or module
impedance would reduce input current to the module. 	 An automatic shutdown "lows'
limit of 5 amps was pre-set for WES operation. 	 It was hypothesized that Cell No. 5
was more sensitive to the condition of low `eater supply, increased impedance and
`
,.y
temperature at the sustained load of 5 amps sufficient to change the SPE water equili-
brium such that normal water content impedance and performance could not be restored
as in the other cells.
Corrective action was planned to include, for Phase II, the replacement
of Cell No. 5 with a new cell when the 13-cell electrolysis module was disassembled,
modified and reassembled for high pressure operation. 	 Also, the "low current" shut-
down for module protection would be changed to a "high voltage" shutdown condition in
the event of water starvation or performance loss. 	 The latter type of shutdown protec-
tion had been used successfully on laboratory cells and modules, but had been altered
to the former for ,system incorporation to prevent inadvertent module shutdown at high
initial current settings with a "cold" module.
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SECTION 3. 0 DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED WATER ELECTROLYSIS
SYSTEM (WES) WITH COMBINATION WATER PUMP, PHASE
SEPARATOR
	
3.1	 Specification
A guideline specification for the design of a six-man rated, high pres-
sure and temperature WES is outlined in Table III. The primary goals of the advanced
WES were the development of an electrolysis system capable of operating at 2758 kN/m2
(400 psig) and incorporating a combination water pump/dynamic phase separator, and
with an electrolysis module capable of operating up to 366 0K (2000F), and 350 ma/em2
(326 ASF).
	
3.2	 .System Description
The complete six-man rated, preprototype water electrolysis system is
contained within two packages pictured in Figure 15. The control cabinet
(53 x 53 x 66 cm) on the left contains operating controls, meter displays and fault
detection and isolation lights. The fluid components and large electrical components
of the system are contained in the package (91 x 91 x 61 cm) shown at the right. The
electrical and fluid interface connections are located on the left face of this package
and an electrical harness interconnects the two packages. A more complete descrip-
tion of these packages with component identification and location will be provided
later. A list of the major components installed in the two packages of the system is
provided in Table IV. These are identified by item number and shown in the system
schematics in Figures 16 and 17. Fluid and electrical service interface connections
are shown at the left side of Figure 16 with nominal maintained values in accordance
with the guideline specification of Table M. A functional description of the system
follows and the basic functional components described are identified by respective
item numbers in parenthesis as referred to Table N and Figures 16 and 17:
Power is delivered to the 13 -cell electrolysis module ( 1 ) from a 28-VDC.
supply through a power conditioner ( 11) which acts as a current regulator for
maintaining a selected gas production rate. 	 The power conditioner which operates at
about 92 percent efficiency, rejects waste heat to a cold plate through which 11
externally supplied coolant is circulated.
Water is delivered to the hydrogen side of the electrolysis module at a
controlled maximum temperature of 339 K (150 1 F) maintained by the temperature
regulating valve ( 10 ).	 Some of this process water is dissociated into hydrogen and
oxygen by electrolysis, whereas the excess amount is discharged with the hydrogen
Produced and carries off the module waste heat. Temperature rise of the process
water through the module is proportional to the applied load which at 75 A produces a
module outlet temperature of 366 K (200 F) at a water flow rate of 9 kg/hr (20 lb/hr).
The two-phase mixture of hydrogen and water passes through the regenerative heat
exchanger (	 to water	 to the	 side of the temperature12)., to release heat 	 delivered	 hot
regulating valve. The two-phase mixture is further cooled to about room temperature
€
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Table III
a^
Guideline Specification for Breadboard Six-Man Rated
Advanced Water Electrolvss Svstem (WES)
(*Revised 11/30/73)
WES i .Capac_tV
15 lb/day (6 . 8 kg/day) oxygen (nominal six-man rate) ;
Equivalent 75 amp maximum oxygen generation;
Continuous or cyclic orbital duty of 55 minutes "on" power and 39 minutes
"off" power.
WES Gas Purity
Oxygen Generation - by volume
99.7% min. O 20.i 1% max. H
Remainder - not defined.
Hydrogen Generation - by volume:
99.3% min. H2
0.2% max. 02
Remainder - not defined.
NASA-Maintained Downstream Gas Pressures of WES
Oxygen Subsystem: 14.7 psia (101.4 kN/m2
 ) nominal
Hydrogen Subsystem: 14.7 psia (101.4 kN/m 2 ) nominal
Make-Up Water (Feed Water) Available to WES
Fluid: Industrial distilled water
Temperature 75:1:5F. 	(27 5 t 2. 8I
*Pressure: 2 to 10 psig. (13. 8 to 68.9 k'N/m2)
*Water Purity
Microorganism species: Not defined.
Total dissolved solids: 5 ppm max.
*Particulates:
Particulate	 No. of Particles
Size Range	 per 500 mi.
0 - 10 microns
	 Unlimited
10 - 25 microns	 1000
25 = 50 microns
	
200
50 - 100 microns
	
10
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Table M (Cont'd)
4
1
Guideline Specification for Breadboard Six-Man Rated
Advanced Water Electrolysis System (WES)
(*Revised 11/30/73)
Coolant Available to WES
Fluid: "City" water.
Water Purity (i. e. ionic and microorganism. species): Not defined.
Temperature: 48:L 7 F (289A: 3.9 K),
Pressure: 75 psig (517 k.N/m 2) max.
Flow: Up to 10 gpm (37.13 1/min).
Nitrogen Available to WES
Pressure: Selectable to 500 psig (3448 k N/m^ maximum
Electrical Services Available to WES
' 28:L 5% VDC.
115 f 5% VAC, 60 Hz, single phase.
Component Desigom Stress Considerations
Proof Pressure: 1.5 times maximum operating pressure. a
Burst Pressure: 2.5 times maximum operating pressure. 	 a
'i
L:
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Figure 15. Six-Man Advanced Water Electrolysis System
Control Cabinet and Fluid Package
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Table IV
Major Components List
6-Man Advanced Preprototype Water Electrolysis System (WES)
Fluid Package
Item Component Installed
No. Title Quantity
1 Water Electrolysis Module 1
2 Check Valve 6
3 Make-Up Water Filter 1
4 Make-Up Water Pump 1	 a
5 Coolant Water Filter 1
6 Separator/Pump Electronic Controller 1
7 Deionizer Resin Bed 1	 q
s8 Two-Phase Dynamic Separator/Pump 1
9 Cooling Water Flowmeter 1
10 Temperature Regulating Valve 1
11 Power Conditioner/Cold Plate Assembly 1
12 Regenerative Heat Exchanger 1
13 Primary Heat Exchanger 1
14 Absolute 02 Back-Press. Regulator 1
15 Absolute H2 Back-Press. Regulator 1
1 16 Water Accumulator 1
17 Pressure Transducer, 0 - 500 psig (0 - 3448 k.N/m^ 5
18 Differential Press. Trans., f 100 psid (: 689 kN/m2) 1
19 Pressure Switch 1
F 20 Differential Back Press. Regulator 1
21 Module Outlet Temperature Sensor 1
22 Combustible Gas Detector Sensing Probe 1
23 Dual 02 and H2 Flowmeter 1
24 Conductivity Sensor Probe 1
25 Coolant Flow Switch 1
26 In-Line Relief Valve 4
27 Manual N^ Pressure Regulator 2
28 Manual Shut-Off Valve 7
29 * Differential Pressure Test Gage,O - 30 psid 	 (0 - 207 kN/m^	 2
34 Needle Valve 2
31 Flow Orifice	 - 1	 }
32 Catalytic O2/H2 Mixture Sensor 2
33 Circuit Breaker, 80 amp 1
34 * Differential Pressure Test Gage, 0-200 }VC (0 - 50 k.N/m2) 1
*	 forNon-deliverable instrumentation 	 check out only
37
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Table IV (Cont'd)
}MajorComponents List
6-Man Advanced Preprototype Water Electrolysis System (WES)
Control C
Item Component Installed
No. Title Quantity
40 Module Terminal Voltage Meter, 0-50 VDC 1
j 41 Module Current Meter, 0 - 100 amp 1
42 Module Cell Voltage Meter 1
43 Module Cell Voltage Selector Switch, 13 Pos'n 1
44 Temperature Elec. Display Meter, 0 - 250°F 1
45 1 Temperature Sensor Selector Sw. , 3 Pos'n 1
46 , Combustible Gas Detector Controller/Meter 1
47 Conductivity Sensor Controller/Meter 1
48 Press. Trans. Elec. Display Meter, 0 - 500 psig 2
49 Accumulator A P Trans. Elec. Disp. Meter, t 100 psid 1
50 Electric Display Meter, 0 - 5 VDC 2
51 Elec. Meter	 Selector Switch, 3 Pos'n 2
52 Elapsed Timer 1
53 Module Current Adjust, Potentiometer 1
I
i
ai
1
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in the primary heat exchanger ( 13 ) where heat is rejected to the externally
supplied coolant.
The H2/H2O mixture is delivered tc the dynamic phase separator-pump ( 8 )
which provides separation of the gas and water. This device was developed by the
Fluid Dynamics Corp., Chester, California, to provide positive separation of hydrogen
and water in a zero gravity environment as well as pumping capability for the process
water circuit. It is basically a centrifugal pump operating with a gas core of a
diameter controlled by the operation of an internal pickup or sensor causing venting
of hydrogen through an integral' solenoid valve.
An ion exchange column, or deionizer ( 17 ), is located between the
phase separator-pump and the electrolysis module to eliminate any system generated
contaminants within the circulating process water loop and impurities from the
makeup water feed. Hydrogen vented from the phase separator-pump through the
differential pressure regulator ( 20 ) is further regulated at an absolute pressure by
thh dr	 b k	 t	 15	 d' di h	 d f	 +11 	 t	 The y	 ogen ac	 pressure regula or (	 ) an is	 sc arse	 rom	 a sys em.	 e	 a
latter pressure regulator contains a spring adjustment capable of manual settings
between 790 and 2860 kN/sq m (115 to 415 psia). 	 The oxygen back pressure regulator 	 -
( 14 ) receiving the gas supply directly from the electrolysis module is a similar
device which controls oxygen absolute pressure at a level set about 345 kN/sq m (50
psi ) higher than hydrogen absolute pressure.	 This assures a positive pressure
differential of oxygen greater than the two-phase mixture of hydrogen and water in 	 j
the module such that no water is hydraulically transported to the oxygen side and
eliminates entrained water in the oxygen discharged from the system.
A feed water makeup pump ( 4 ) and water accumulator ( 16) are also
provided in the system.	 The latter contains a spring-loaded piston and rod-actuated
position switch. 	 As water is consumed by electrolysis, the piston travels to a
IF position actuating the switch subsequently starting the makeup pump which is energized	 j
for two minutes adding water to the system from the supply at ambient or cabin
pressure. The water accumulator also accommodates changes in the quantity of
water contained in the process water loop due to system startup and load transients
a associated particularly with cyclic load operation which will be further discussed
under "System Development and Test Results.
The nitrogen supply at 3550 kN/m 2 (515 Asia) is utilized to pressurize
the electrolysis module pressure vessel or domed enclosure subsequently discussed,
and to maintain a regulated system base pressure under regulated hydrogen pressure.
The oxygen and hydrogen sides of the system are initially pressurized with nitrogen
to;a base pressure of 234 kN/m2 (340 psia) with a hand loading pressure regulator
(27 - 2) through dual check valves ( 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4). 	 During automatic
start up oxygen and hydrogen are generated and internal pressures built up until the
02 and H2 back pressure regulators discharge gas at their pre -set regulated settings.
When the system is electrically deactivated at elevated pressure the nitrogen base	 x
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pressure serves as a "floor" to which internal pressures gradually decay and
maintains a safe condition in the event of an automatic shutdown. The nitrogen also
serves as an inert gas for purging the system during depressurization.
In addition to the aforementioned basic functional components, the 	 ka
schematic in Figure 16 also shows relief valves for overpressure protection and
manual valves for venting, bypass, sampling, etc. Sensors for measurement of
voltage, current, pressure, temperature; water conductivity, etc. provide output
to display meters on the control panel as well as to the emergency controller with
preset fault detection limits which activates an automatic safe system shutdown.
The packag,,ad system was designed for automatic operation at any preset
pressure level from 790 to 2860 kN/m 2
 (115 to 415 psia). Operating" controls include
0 to 75 amp load adjustment, mode selection switches for continuous, cyclic
(simulated near-earth orbital conditions) or standby operation as well as override
switches for independent makeup pump, phase separator-pump or power conditioner
(including electrolysis module) operation. Control by manual valves permits opera-
tion at low pressures close to atmospheric pressure as well as allows "bootstrap"
operation by self pressurization of both 02 and H2
 sides under load to maximum
operation pressure.
A frontal view of the control cabinet is shown in Figure 18. The
rectangular meters display module current (with potentiometer for load adjustment)
and terminal voltage, individual cell voltage with selector switch, module two-
phase outlet temperature, 02 in H 2 and H2 in 02ytemperatures sensing gas mixtures,
accumulated hours and the following pressures: H 2 and 02 regulated back pressures,
accumulator piston Op, two-phase (module), N2 dome, N2 base, phase separator-
pump Op, and water flow orifice Ap. The nine rectangular push buttons in a vertical
line respective from top to bottom provide the following operating functions: Mode
selection for (1) Continuous or (2) Cyclic operation, (3) Automatic start up (4) Standby
operation (5) Shutdown and the override switches for independently energizing the 	 'r
(6) Contactor (7) Power Conditioner (including electrolysis module) (8) Phase
separator-pump and (9) Makeup pump. The 24 small round lights in a vertical line
identify which one of 22 fault detection sensor limit conditions was activated during
an automatic shutdown. The fault conditions and sensor limits are listed in detail
in Table X. To the left center of the control cabinet in Figure 18 is located a
controller and meter for a combustible gas detector, Model 180, manufactured by
General Monitors, Inc., Costa Mesa, California which detects external hydrogen
leakage to ambient from piping and components in the fluid package. At the lower
left corner of the control cabinet is the controller and meter, for a water
conductivity sensor Model 915M-SC manufactured by Balsbaugh Laboratories, Inc.,
South Hingham, Massachusetts for monitoring the quality of process water.
Inside the control cabinet are located three circuit beards which contain
the logic elements for automatically controlling sequential functions of start up,
42
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Figure 18. WatL:i' Electrolysis System Control Cabinet, Front
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shutdown, continuous, cyclic and standby system operation as well as the require-
{
	
	
meats for an automatic safe emergency shutdown. Also contained within the cabinet
are eight adjustable potentiometers for each of the FDIA. pressure limit conditions
which permits pre-setting these limits for any selected system operating pressure
between 790 and 2860 kN/m2 (115 to 415 psia). Also inside is located an emergency
shutdown bypass switch which allows low pressure system checkout below the
established high pressure regulator and potentiometer limit settings.
A frontal view of the fluid package is provided in Figure 19. Locations
of the major components are shown and denoted by item numbers identified in
Table IV and Figure 16. The electrolysis module is shown with its thermal
insulation removed.
!	 e ea	 w	 e fluid package i given in FigureA photograph of the rear v e of ths b
	
g  20
The locations of many of the basic components identified in Table N and Figure 16
are shown. Thermal insulation applied to those components operating at elevated
temperature such as the temperature regulating valve, module outlet temperature
sensor and associated lines has been removed. The primary and regenerative heat
exchangers shown consist of off-the-shelf concentric tube dual heat transfer coils,
P/N 3101-6, 4-8-6X, manufactured by Parker Hannifin, Cleveland, Ohio, which
were foamed-in- place-into insulating cylinders of polyurethane foam covered with
alumimmn foil.
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1
3.3	 Component Development
Available components from the low pressure, breadboard WES developed^ 	 P
under Phase I were utilized wherever possible in the high pressure, advanced,
preprototype WES. Also, standard commercial materials and components were
selected where applicable to avoid unnecessary developmental costs and minimize
procurement time. Specifications were prepared for definition and development of
those components having operating requirements particular to the needs of the
advanced wS system. A discussion of these components including specifications,
drawings, and test results from bench checkout and/or system operation follows.
c	 i 3..3.1	 13-Cell, Advanced Ele trolys s Module
u
A primary objective under Phase U of the program was to increase the
capacity of the 13-cell, 4-man rated, low pressure module 'tested under Phase I to a
six-man rated, high pressure, high temperature module design. Disassembly of the
four-man rated module revealed that all cell parts exhibited no corrosion and were
otherwise in a physically gocd condition. Twelve of the membrane and electrode
assemblies were reusable whereas one required replacement because of high electrical
impedance, attributed to water starvation during Phase I testin g, to make up a 13-cell
module. All of the cell screen assemblies and separator sheets were -found reusable.
A photograph of these cell components is shown in Figure 21. Two screen/ gasket
assemblies are required for each single cell to form the anode and cathode fluid
compartments.
Laboratory compatibility tests were conducted with carious gasketa
materials contacting the :SPE membrane for 1400 hours at 361K (190 F) and
2758 SN/m 2 (400 psi). Fluorosilicone rubber showed excellent resistance to acid
attack as did silicone rubber faced with a thin film of teflon (TFE) on the side adjacent
to the SPE membrane. Both were considered alternate approaches for the high
temperature design with the former incorporated into a molded gasket configuration
with dual peripheral beads on each face shown in Drawing 73D205854, Figure 22.
Tie bolt holes in all cell components were enlarged from a,10-32 to a 5/16 - 24 screw
size to accommodate the higher pressure capability. The basic cell design was
otherwise unchanged to increase module operating performance from a Four-man to
a Six-man capability (current density from 213 to 350 _12A/cm2) resulting from
attaining lower cell voltage and improved performance at higher operating temperature.
Basic design parameters of the SPE electrolysis cell are listed in Table V.
The design approach to a high pressure module configuration was to
f	 enclose the compressed stack of 13 cells into a pressure vessel. A photograph of
E	 the module is shown in Figure 23.
r	 _
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TABLE V
13-CELL ADVANCED WATER ELECTROLYSIS MODULE
SIGNIFICANT DESIGN DATA
Cell Design Parameters 	 Design Point
Electrode Diameter 	 16.5 cm (6.5 in.)
Active Area	 214 cm2 (33. 2 in. 2)
Ion Exchange Membrane 	 G. E. Spec: A50GN342
;	 I
f	 Anode (02 Side) Catalyst 	 E50, 12.576 Teflon
i;	 •r-
Cathode (H 2 Side) Catalyst	 Pt Black, 12.5%o Teflon
Cathode Catalyst Support	 Expanded Gold Screen .076 mm (. 003 in.)
thick, 17. 15 cm (6.75 in.) dia.
f	 ,	 H2 and 02 Gas Gap Screening	 5 Layers Expanded Screen 5 Nb 7, 3/0,
Platinized and Welded Pressed to
I	
.56 mm (. 022 in.) Thick
112/02 Separator Sheet
	
	 la 6 mm (,	 003 in.) Thick Niobium
Platinized
Cell Gasket Seal
	
	
69 mm (. 025 in.) Thick TFE Faced
or Fluorosilicone Rubber Unfilled
-a
H2 Cell Water Feed Port
	
	 .56 mm (. 022 11) Thick Screen Gap x
6.4 mm (. 25 1 ) Wide
H2 and 02 Cell Outlet Gas Ports	 .56 mm (. 022 1 1 Thick Screen Gap x
9. 6 mm G 38 1 1 Wide
Manifold Gasket Seal	 1.:,,19 mm (. 047 1) Thick Silicone or
Fluorosilicone Rubber Unfilled
Pressure Pad	 1.40 mm (. 055 1 1 Thick, 16.5 cm (6. 5 in.)
Diameter Perforated G. E. Silicone
Rubber SE -4404
Operating Mode	 Cathode Water Feed
Maximum Current	 75 amp
Maximum Current Density
	 350 n1A/cm2
Maximum Outlet Temperature 	 367K (200'F)
Cell Voltage (at Maximum Current,
Nominal. Pressure and Temperature) 	 1.72 VDC
Nominal Cell Spacing (Including one
pressure pad)
	
	 2.8 mm (0. 110 in.)
DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION PROGRAMS
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TABLE_ Cont'd
13-CELL ADVANCED WATER ELECTROLYSIS MODULE
SIGNIFICANT DESIGN DATA
Module Design Parameters 	 Design Point
Oxygen Generation Rate 6.8 kg/day (15 lb 02 /day)
' Min. Supply Voltage (Out of Power 23.5 VDG
Conditioner)
Number of Modules in System One
Number of Cells per Module 13
Maximum Cell Pressure 2861 kN/m2 (415 psia)
Nominal/Maximum Cell or Gasket
Pressure Differential 345/690 kN/m 2 (50/100 psid)
Maximum Dome Pressure 3206 kN/m2 (465 psia)
_r Proof Pressure 4654 kN/m2 (675 psig
Top End Plate 23.2 cm (9. 125 11) Dia x 1. 9 cm (._7511
thick, 7075-T651 Alum. with .15 mm
(. ,, 006 1 ) thick epoxy coating
Internal Studs Sixteen, 5/16" - 24 Type 316 S. S.
E
E	 ^ -Belleville Washer Assy. 7 ;nests of 3 in parallel per Stud,
` P/N B0750-040-S Assoc. Spring Co.
Bottom Enclosure Plate 33.02 cm (13.00") Dia x 26. 8 cm
(1.055 1 ) Thick	 Type 316 S. S.
Domed Enclosure Head. 33 .02 Cm (13. 00 111)
 
Dia. x 152 cm (6. 01)
Deep 6061-T651 Alum. , Anodized.
Flange Bolts	
_
Sixteen, 3/8" - 2 41 per MS9559-28
oLiil ^ ss.5embled Weight W/O Insulation	 72. 5 lbs..
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t13-Cell Advanced Electrolysis Module
(With Pressure Dome Removed)
Figure 23.
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The config
compressed	
consists of 13 ..als with projecting terminal plates
 with 16 tie bolts, spring-loaded with Belleville washers, between
'ri d end plates. A flanged elli tical dome is fastened to the larger bottom plate^	 P	 g	 Ptf	 to enclose the stack assembly.
The photograph was taken before internal wiring was connected to the
terminal plates and the cell voltage tabs. These tabs of .08 mm (. 003 1 1 niobium
were embossed with a diamond pattern to a thickness of (. 16) mm (. 006 1 ) and
inserted between the separator sheet and manifold gasket into the pressure pad
cavity of each cell. They provided a dual function of individual cell voltage
measurement and gas breathin g between the pressure vessel and pressure pad
cavity thus preventing possible gasket blowout during rapid module depressurization.
,j
	
	
A layout of the module assembly is pictured in Figure 24. Module design parameters
are listed in Table V.
The module pressure vessel is pressurized with nitrogen to approximately
345 kN/m2 (50 psid) greater than cell internal operating pressures to eliminate
gasket blowout from high pressures while providing an inert gas blanket in the event
of a module gasket failure. Cell gasket thermal expansion at high operating
temperatures is accommodated by the stack of Belleville washers on the tie rods
which permit axial displacement of the top end plate while maintaining axial load.
The advanced module was assembled initially with FE P film/silicone
rubber ( GE Compound SE - 4404 unfilled) gaskets since delivery of the molded
}
	
	
gaskets was later. With the domed enclosure head removed the 13-cell stack
assembly was proof pressure tested at 690 kN/m 2 (100 psi) internal pressure and
"cross membrane gas diffusion at 345 kN/m2 (50 psid) was measured within
i	 acceptable permeability limits.
The aluminum dome was satisfactorily proof pressure tested at
4827 kN/m2 (700 prig) u ing a special stainless steel test plate and filling the dome
a
	
	
with water prior to pressurization for safety. The electrolysis module was then
completely assembled with the dome and leak checked. With the dome pressurized
i `
	
	with nitrogen at 345 kN/m2 (50 psig) leakage to the oxygen and hydrogen cell cavities
at';atmospheric pressure was measured respectively as zero and 13.2 standard
r
	
	
cc/hour. Calculated dome-free volume from a pressure decay test was 4320 cc.
Electric checkout for shorts and cell impedance measurements were found
satisfactory.
Operational checkout of the electrolysis module coincided with initial
low pressure checkout of the system on June 4, 1974. All cells performed
satisfactorily. Module performance, at a nominal operating pressure of
690 kN/m2 (100 psig) exhibited during warmup at varied load settings is show-d in
Figure 25 on June 13, 1974. Over a 429 hour endurance test period at a nominal
system pressure of 690 kN/m2 (100 psig) module performance was very stable.
^g
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GENERAL	 ELECTRIC
Tabulated below are the individual cell voltages which were recorded
after one and seven days, respectively, of continuous unattended system operation at
75 amps (350 ma/cm2), 627 kN/m2 (120 psig) 02, 655 kN/m2 (95 psig) H2/H20
pressures, 339 k (150F) H 2O inlet and 361 k (190°F) H2/H20 outlet temperatures at
the module.
Voltage, VDC
at 75 amp, 350 ma/cm2
Cell Number
Date	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13	 Total Sum
`	 ell O r-1 t- C: O e14
 4 O , N 00 Ln
6=20-74	 t- t- e- a N ti C t L-= N cz 22.34
r1 ,4 r-i r-I ri ri r1 r-i ri ri r-i ri ri
r-f o 0 0	 c^ a^ a^ m	 ca c^ c^
6-27-74N
	
22.40
1-4 ri ,-1 ri ri r-4 	 ri r♦ r-1 r	 rl r-1
The change in module temperatures and voltage during reductions in
load following the endurance test period is plotted in Figure 26.
The end cells, Nos. 1 and 13 exhibit higher voltages because the
measurement, as wired, inbludes IR drop across the terminal plates.
Following syste endurance testing at 690 kN/m 2 (100 psig) and prior
to initial testing at 1724 kN/m^ (250 psig), a nitrogen dome leakage check disclosed
leakage from a Conax gland sealing module cell voltage lead wires through the end
plate. This teflon gland seal becomes hot .•, 339 k (150 F) during module operation
and evidentally some permanent set and contraction allowed leakage at room tempera-AW. tare. Upon commencement. of module tests at 172 4 kN/m2 (250 psig) it was discovered
that cell voltage readout on cell numbers 12 and 3 was not possible although module
operation and total voltage was otherwise normal. The common voltage tab between
cells 12 and 13 was evidentally loosened or pulled out when the nut and gland was
rotated to effect a seal on the lead wires.
Measurements of module temperature and voltage over 2 load profile
from 20 to 75 amperes at a nominal operating pressure of 1724 kN/m (250 psig)- are
plotted in Figure 27.
Coincident with this test run at a module current of 75 amps 350 ma cm
the following cell voltages were recorded.
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Figure 26.	 WES Unattended Endurance Test Steady State
Load/Temperature Evaluation
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Voltage, VDC
at 75 Amps, 350 mA/cm2
Cell No
ermi-
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11 12 13 nal
1.713-1 1.710 1.697 1.696 1.688 1.684 1.680 1.691 1.692 1.673 1.670 * * 22.4
* No cell voltage measurement capability on
Cell numbers 12 and 13
Module performance at design point conditions of 75 amp (350 mA/cm2)
load, 2860 kN/m 2 (415 psia) nominal pressure and 367 K (200 0F) outlet temperature
was satisfactorily demonstrated by the following operating conditions on 11-7-74.
TABLE VI
Measured Parameter	 Operation Value
59t
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Module Current, Amp 75
Module Current Density 350 mA/cm 2 (325 ASF)
Module Terminal Voltage, VDC 22.4
Module Dome N 2
 Pressure 2965 kN/m 2 (430 psig)
q
Regulated 02 Pressure 2772 kN/m2 (402 psig)
Module H2/H20 Outlet Pressure 2578 kN/m2 (374 psig)
Regulated H 2 Pressure 2482 kN/m 2 (360 psig)
Regulated N2 Base Pressure 2275 kN/m 2 (330 psig)
Phase Separator - Pump 0 P 53. 8 kN/m 2 (7.8 psig)
Mean Process Water Flow Rate 8. 07 kg/hr. (17. 8 PPH)
Regulated Module Water Inlet Temp. 339 k (151 F)
Module H2/H20 Outlet Temp. 372 k (210'F)
i Module Dome Skin Temp. 350 k (170'F)
Module End Plate Skin Temp. 347 k (165F)
GENERAL ,,* ELECTRIC
Voltage, VDC
at 75 amp, 350 mA/cm2
Cell No Termi-
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12 13 nal
1.734 1.717 1.708 1.714 1.695 1.693 1.691 1.714 1.699 1.678 1.691 * * 22.4
* No cell voltage measurement capability on
Cell numbers 12 and 13
P	 f	 phase	 -	 •gBecause of reduced pumping ^	 o the  as separator pump at high
system operating pressure which reduced process water flow rate and increased
module outlet temperatures, module operating loads greater than 50 amperes
(233 mA/cm^ could not be sustained for periods of time exceeding six hours.
After 550 hours of module operation which included high pressure and highI temperature operation, the assembly was rechecked for internal leakage with nitrogen.
1 At 345 kN/m- (50 psid) pressure differential, N2 dome to 02 side and N2 dome to
H2 side leakage rates were measured 3.13 SCCM and 3. 81 SCCM respectively.
Cross membrane cell diffusion of nitrogen at 345kN/m 2 (50 psid) 02 to H2 side was
measured at 8. 3 SCC/hr/cell which was under the 10 SCC/hr,cell allowable
C diffusion for new cells.	 Nitrogen leakage from the dome to the cell prevented
locking in nitrogen pressure during unattended operation and was t!ttributable to
difficulty in sealing the manifold port locations which was experienced during
assembly.	 The 02 to H2 side sealing capability was effective in the cells so
testing was contained without servicing the module.
The performance characteristics of the 13-cell electrolysis module at
these pressures (shown by the relationship of cell voltage, current and operating
temperature), are shown in Figure 28. 	 These data are taken from mapping and
j parametric testing of the system over a period of time rather than from a single
run evidenced by Table VI. 	 Lines of constant current or cell current density are
if
drawn which show the linear decrease in cell voltage as the module H 2/H20 outlet
temperature would increase during a warm-up period at constant load settings.
Satisfactory electrolysis module performance was also demonstrated
during the orbital cyclic mode of WES operation. 	 Because of parasitic losses caused
C
by gas diffusion through the SPE cell at high temperature and pressure a load of
5 amps or greater is required to sustain a net gas production such that the 0 2
 and H2 back
pressure regulators maintain system pressures.
	
During a period of seven days or
170 hours of continuous unattended system operation in the automatic cyclic mode, the
module was cycled between loads of 6 and 20, 30, 40 and 50 amperes.
	 A recorded
trace of module terminal voltage over an 11 hour period on 1-28-75 is provided in
Figure 29. Maximum voltage occurs immediately after the 40 amp load is
60
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Figure 29. Electrolysis Module Terminal Voltage During Cyclic (Orbital)
Operating Mode: 54.7 Min Higti Power at 40 Amp
40. 7 Min Standby Power at 6 Amp
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-
instantaneously applied and decays slightly during the warm up period at high load.
Minimum. voltage occurs immediately after the load change from 40 to 6 amps and
increases very slightly as some cooling of the module occurs at the low standby
load.
After an accumulated gas generation time of over 1040 hours on the
module as part of advanced WES testing, it was removed from the system to be
disassembled for inspection and installation of molded fluorosilicone gaskets in
place of the FEP film/silicone gaskets as initially assembled. 	 In addition to the
new gasket configuration, the electrolysis module will be reassembled with seven,
instead of thirteen, cells reflecting the three--man oxygen generation requirement
of a WES Test Demonstration Unit for the Life Sciences Payload Program under
Contract No. NAS 9-14205.	 The advanced breadboard system will serve as a test
bed to evaluate performance and endurance of the new module configuration as well
as other components incorporating modifications for the Test Demonstration Unit.
_i
i
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3.3.2	 Power Conditioner
The 75 amp power conditioner was developed on previous Contract
NAS 1-9750 and adapted for use on this system. The unit is of open construction
(Figure 30) with water cooling of the main power handling components. The output
is directly coupled to the electrolysis module and thr, output can be controlled from a
to	 from 0 to 75 amps to the module.remote potentiometer	 give
The power conditioner circuitry is shown schematically in Figure 31
It is basically a step-down, time-ratio-con rol current regulator.
	 a
The power circuit is a conventional transistor controlled switch using
two parallel transformer coupled transistors. 	 Transformer drive is obtained with a
two transistor Darlington drive configuration operating directly from TTL logic gates
(SIN 7400N).	 Pulse width control of the fixed repetition rate modulator is obtained by
dynamically varying the time constants of the monostable pulse generator SIN 74122N
over the range of from < 5 microseconds to the maximum width of one half of the
330 microsecond period.	 The two modulating circuits acting alternately as controlled
by flip flop SIN 7474, will then provide a continuous drive to the power transistors
and a resulting continuous conduction characteristic of voltage limited operation.
The control amplifier (741) is basically an integrating amplifier
responding to the error signal difference between the shunt signal and the reference set
by the current control of the control panel.	 -	 a
The fixed pulse repetition rate is provided by a unijunction pulse
generator which is amplified with a transistor and a logic gate,
	 j
The unit is normally controlled by biasing the reference circuit to
where it calls for less than zero current. 	 This enables the unit to start-up and shut-
down very smoothly at any current setting.
One of the drawbacks of adapting this power conditioner from a
previous contract was the floating negative module bus. Direct overvoltage shutdown
protection divider circuitry was found to be overly sensitive to operating transients
causing erratic shutdowns. 	 Replacement with ameter relay which did not require the
negative common reformer eliminated this problem. The same result could have been
accomplished by using PNP switching transistors and a common negative bus, however,'
it did not seem practical to redesign and rebuild the power conditioner just to overcome
this limitation when a meter relay was available and worked very satisfactorily.
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C. 3.3	 Dynamic Phase Separator-Pump
II	 i
I
Important to the design of an advanced, high pressur
electrolysis system utilizing a cathode feed SPE module design, was the need for
reliable H2 /H2O phase separation and process water circulation essentially insensitive
to system operating pressure and its possible variations with operation conditions in
a 1 g or zero gravity environment. Experience in low pressure electrolysis systems
with passive means of phase separation and available pumps had shown the vulnerability
of these devices to system pressure changes resulting in loss of positive separation
and/or pump cavitation. A successful centrifugal phase separation device had been
developed by the Fluid Dynamics Corporation, Chester, California. An advanced design
for the high pressure WES application required increased pumping pressure differential,
higher gas volume rates and high line pressure capability. Analyses were made from
WES component test data in Phase I to predict H2 /H2 O separation and process water
flow requirements to define a specification for a combined phase separator-pump. This
specification, No. 73A49-828, is included in the appendix.
An outline drawing of the phase separator-pump developed by Fluid
Dynamics Corporation under Phase H of this program is provided in Figure 32.
The phase separator-pump assembly consists of a single phase,
115VAC, 60 Hz synchronous motor, permanent magnet drive coupling, pump impeller,
speed-sensing pickup impeller, H2 outlet solenoid valve, overboard relief valve and
accompanying electronic control. The permanent magnet on the motor armature engages
and spins a concentric magnet sealed inside and attached to the pump impeller thus
avoiding a shaft seal. Protruding radial vanes on the pump impeller cause the liquid
in the separator spin chamber to form a rotating hollow cylinder which creates a
separating force in excess of 200 g's on the incoming fluid. The lighter fluid of a two
phase mixture, consisting in this case, hydrogen and water, is separated by moving to
the center or core of the spin chamber. The heavier fluid is drawn into the centrifugal
pump impeller and is discharged into a chamber connected to the water outlet port.
As a mixture of hydrogen (saturated with water vapor) and water
is delivered to the separator, the gas and vapor will be forced to the center core while
the liquid will be discharged out of the pump section.
As more gas is separated the center core grows in size and must be
vented to allow the separating action to continue. A secondary, or sensor, impeller
is mounted in such a way as to face the driving impeller and the rotating mass of liquid
causes this impeller to rotate with the fluid. Since the diameter of the sensor impeller
is smaller than the spin chamber, the rotating liquid moves out of contact with sensor
impeller blades as the gas core grows in size. The sensor impeller, through various
components, activates a logic circuit which determines a rotating or non-rotating signal.
A non-rotating signal causes the logic circuit to open a solenoid valve allowing the gas in
the core to be vented. Since the separator is operated at a pressure higher than the
67
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discharge point, gas is forced out of the separator. This causes the gas core to shrink,
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and the spinning liquid engages the sensor impeller causing the logic circuit to close
1
	
	
the solenoid valve. More gas enters, is separated, the gas core grows until the sensor
impeller slows, the vent valve is opened, the core shrinks, the sensor impeller rotates,
and the valve closes. Cycling of the solenoid valve is continuous with a steady input
of gas increasing in frequency to about ten cycles per minute at maximum volumetric
hydrogen generation rate whereas water flow rate is determined by H2O outlet minus
2 0 inlet AP and the flow impedance of the recirculation loop.
The phase separator/pump and its electronic control box was bench
tested at low pressure using a seven-cell electrolysis stack as a source of two-phase
' H2/H20 flow.	 Operation was found satisfactory except that measured pump pressure
rise was 63.4 kN /m2 (9.2_ psid) instead of 69 k_N/m 	 (10. 0 psid) as specified and 71.7
kN/m2 (10.4 psid) as obtained by Fluid Dynamics Corporation (see Figure 33) at low
system pressure.	 A subsequent proof pressure test showed excessive leakage at the
bolted flange or end plate which attaches the solenoid valve and relief valve to the
separator /pump housing. Recommendation by fluid Dynamics Corporation was made
to reduce a 0.4 mm (. 016" shim) to about .' 30 mm (. 012 inch) thickness to increase the
compression on tvo 0-ring face seals.	 This was accomplished and the-separator,!
pump assembly successfully passed a proof pressure test of 38-0 kkN/mr - (5.-37 psig)
without evidence of external leakage.	 Subsequent bench testing to re-evaluate seoarator/
pump operation showed'an increase of pump differential 'Co 71. 'r kN/m2 (10.4 psid)
probably due to reduced internal rznning clearance. 	 The setting of the built-in relief r
valve was increased from 124 to 138 k_N /m-' (18-20 psid) to 290 'LN /m2 (-'? psid) crack ng !°
pressure, 207 t^IN-/m2 (30 psid) reseat pressure.
Performance of the phase separator/pump was satisfactory over
a 429 hour test period which included system checkout at low pressure and continuous
operation for over 300 hours at a phase separator/pump inlet pressure of 655kN/m2
(95 psig) and an H2O out minus 2 (^ inlet SP of 64.8k.N/m J (9.4 psid .	 When system
pressures were adjusted for operation at a nominal level of 25+0 psig, phase separator/
pump operation was found to have dropped to under 41.k1N/m 2 (6.0 psid) thereby reducing
process water flow rate. With the concurrence of Fluid Dynamics Corporation, the
manufacturer, it was decided to obtain system performance data at maximum system
pressure of 2860k.N /m2 (415 Asia) before returning the separator/pump for vendors
examination and correction. At this pressure level decoupling of the magnetic drive
sometimes occurred as well as leakage of the solenoid valve and integral relief valve.
Removal and inspection of the solenoid valve revealed from wear-marks that the open
coil of the return spring evidently snagged in the longitudinal groove of the plunger thus
preventing its return and proper seating. 	 Correction was accomplished by reversing
the coil spring such that the open coil faced the shoulder on the plunger. An improper
O -ring seal was found in the relief valve which was corrected by removing the spring
,^
' and inserting a 1/4 inch tube spacer. 	 This, however, left the relief valve non-
^ functional, but was not considered necessary for WES safe operation. It was also
learned that normal pumping AP was restored at low pressures.	 The unit was removed,
from the system and sent to Fluid Dynamics Corporation on 9-11-74 for high pressure
evaluation and corrective modifications as necessary.
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1
As evaluated by the vendor, loss of pumping pressure differential
at high operating pressure was attributed to excessive thrust bearing friction causing
loss of motor speed and at times decoupling of the magnet drive to the pump element.
The thrust bearing was altered to include improved relative slip between a glass-filled
teflon thrust washer and a stainless steel ring inserted in the impeller. Recommendations
by Fluid Dynamics Corporation for a more improved redesign;, not possible within the
configuration of the current unit, would include substitution of graphite for teflon for
further reduction of friction and increasing the torque capacity of the magnet drive from
22 to 35-inch-ounces. To prevent magnet uncoupling on the present unit the motor speed
was reduced slightly at high torque with the change of a capacitor in its circuit to
increase motor slip.
Phase separator/pump operation was satisfactory when re-installed
in the system, although it did exhibit some sensitivity to system pressure by a -AP
reduction from about 9.5 to 8.0 psid between respective operating pressures of about
138kN/m2 (20 psi-) and 2480kN/m2 (360 psig). Two occurrences of component
malfunction during system evaluation resulted ultimately in a bearing seizure of the
separator/pump which required additional repair. During system depressurization
and drainage of the process water loop without the separator/pump operating, reversal
of water flow through the deionizer caused dislodging of resin beads into the separator/
pump water discharge line (which was subsequently flushed) and some inadvertently
into the impeller cavity. During unattended system operation a broken solder joint on
a water accumulator switch prevented makeup water addition to the process water circuit.
This ultimately resulted in fault shutdown of ' f low"` separator/pump AP equal to 24k1 /m
(3. 5 psid). The .low AP resulted from an enlarged gas core which reduced water
lubrication of the impeller thrust bearing, and some deionizer resin particles had settled
in the 010 inch clearance between the thrust bearing and impeller, thus interferring
with rotation. Normally, the pump could handle this foreign material as a centrifugal
pump with adequate water flow. However, with reduced water flow rate the gas core
enlarged in diameter and exposed dry regions of the thrust bearing which eventually'
picked up the resin particles and bound up. New bearings were fabricated and the
separator assembly was bench tested at low and high pressure by Fluid Dynamics
Corporation.
The repaired phase separator/pump was re-installed in the system
on 12-3-74. Subsequent system evaluation revealed at the nominal operating pressure -
of 2413kN/m2 (350 psig) that pressure rise across the circulating pump element was
51. 7kN/m2 (7. 5 psid) as opposed to 69kN/m 2 (10 psid) measured by a vendor bench
test. The difference was later attributed to possible deflection of the pump housing
at elevated pressure which increased the impeller clearance and reduced pump
performance.
Because a few drops of water had been observed in the glass tube
hydrogen flowmeter, a translucent 1/4" diameter nylon line was installed at the hydrogen
outlet of the phase separator. During system operating conditions with a full water
accumulator, a pressure differential of about 159kN/m (23 psid) can exist across the
n1
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closed solenoid valve. Water slugs up to 2.5 cm long were periodically observed
-discharged with the hydrogen when the solenoid valve was opened. Apparently, the
surge of hydrogen from the gas core at high differential allowed some carry-over
of water to the outlet. This condition was corrected later in the program by an
internal modification which prevented the sensing impeller from picking up water/
gas interface during venting at high differential pressure.
On 12-31-74, the system was automatically shutdown caused by a
"high" two-phase pressure fault condition resulting from a failed bellows in the
hydrogen back pressure regulator. The poppet of this component continuously cycles
between an open and almost closed position as the solenoid valve on the phase separator
is energized cyclically. The frequency, dependent upon gas generation rate, was about
10 cycles per minute at 30 amperes. It was estimated that 400, 000 cycles were
accumulated to this failure point with a WES accumulated gas generation time of
629 hours. Subsequently the system was installed with a repaired hydrogen back
pressure regulator and an electrical counter which was energized simultaneously
with the solenoid valve on the phase separator/pump.
ft
As reported in Para. 3.4. 3 a differential H2 back pressure
regulator was added downstream of the separator solenoid valve with a reference to
separator/pump H2O outlet pressure. This device has reduced the continuous cyclic
operation of the solenoid valve and no water discharge was evidenced in the translucent
H2 outlet line. During an extended period of over 200 hours of system operation the
pressure rise of phase separator/pump gradually diminished from 7.6 to about 6. 0 psid
which required readjustment of the differential pressure regulator to "hold" the
solenoid valve open.
On February 10, 1975, the phase separator was removed from
the system and disassembled. Inspection of the pump revealed that the teflon washer
shim between the impeller and housing had been worn and frayed. This was replaced
with a .13 mm (. 00511 ) thickniobium metallic washer. The separator/pump was then
reassembled and bench tested with a pressurized water reseroir up to 2413kN/m2
(350 prig) and with circulated water flow (without two-phase input capability). A pump
OPof about 62kN/m2
 (9. 0 psid) was measured in this set up. After re-installation
of the separator and subsequent operation in the system at design pressure for a few
hours its measured AP changed to about 51.7kN/m 2
 (7.5 psid).
Additional system tests were conducted to determine the variance of
phase separator/pump AP with low and high pressure operation with solid water or
two*phase flow separation, etc. Provision was made with a "tee" inserted in the
two-phase line-at the separator/pump inlet to inject nitrogen gas. Gas injection at
this point took the form of small bubbles swept by the continuous water stream; whereas,
electrolysis operation usually results in alternate cylindrical bubbles and water slugs.
The "tee" was, therefore, relocated to the two-phase inlet of the primary heat exchanger.
2	 In passing through about 6.1 meters (20 feet) of 1/4 inch diameter ;tubing of the heat
72Im
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' exchanger as well as working against a 25 to 38 cm (10 to 15 inch) water column, a
more slug-like flow was established. 	 A differential gage was also installed to measure
separator Op, i. e. , (1120 OUT minus 2 0 IN).	 Separator pressure differential was
measured under a variety of conditions, i. e. , 103. to 2413 kN/m 2 (15 to 350 psig)
0 to high injection rates of N 2 or H2	as as well as with electrolysis module generation.
At low pressure a differential of 59 to 62kN/m 2 pf (8.5 to 9.0 psid) was usually
experienced which fell off to 51.7 to 55kN/m 2 (7. 5 to 8. 0 psid) at design operating
E pressure of 2413kN/m2. (350 psig). 	 This change was sometimes erratic and sudden,
however, particularly at high pressure or by stopping and restarting. 	 Although
a Ap of 51.7kN/m2 (7.5 psid) was normally realized at 2413kN/m2 (6. 5 psid).	 Two
phase operation of 12 hours or more resulted in a reduction to about 45kN/m 2 (6. 5'psid).
s The phase separator/pump was not disassembled or removed from the system
installation to further ascertain the cause; but, as previously hypothesized these
variations were probably due to changes in internal impeller clearance causing
variation in internal leakage which affects pump performance.
F; Operation of the phase separator/pump with the differential pressure
regulator, whereby the solenoid valve is maintained continuously open, usually results
in generation of a repeating pulse or dip in pump AP lasting one to two seconds. 	 Periods
of steady operation may be up to an hour, but once triggered by a load change, operation
of the makeup pump or some flow transient, the pulse is sustained at a frequency of
usually two to seven times per minute. 	 During this pulse the pump AP drops from a
normal 48 to 50kN/m2 (7 to 8 psid) to about 34kN/m2 (5 psid) and then returns to the
higher value.	 A change in water flow coincides with the change in AP and motor speed
increases sharply as AP is reduced by a'larger core diameter. 	 Because the operation
of the phase separator pump, differential pressure regulator and water accumulator
are inter-related; the exact cause was not apparent. 	 By isolating the water accumulator
;r and differential pressure regulator with valves and by elimination of water in the H2
discharge with a trap, the causes of possible instability could be determined. 	 It was
found that pulses could occur when the solenoid valve was powered open, even with the
differential regulator and water accumulator ineffective in the fluid circuit by valuing.
It appears that the core diameter may be oscillating slightly (noted by slight OP
oscillations) which becomes unstable probably due to a speed increase as the core
diameter grows and the motor becomes unloaded (possibly aggravated by the built-in
` slip condition).	 At low pump AP a churning sound is heard for about one second and
then the motor speed is reduced and high OP is restored as the core; collapses.
	 Pulsations
have been observed during system operation at low and high pressures and at low and
high loads.
	
Observations were also noted during a shutdown condition with the phase
separator/pump "on" when the two-phase loop was being drained. 	 That is, pulsations
could occur when the solenoid valve was powered open, as caused by a partially drained
separator with an enlarged core. 	 Although disconcerting, the pulsations noted are less
frequent and no more detrimental to system components than those oscillations caused
by a constantly cycling solenoid valve. 	 Further phase separator testing and development
should investigate whether pulsations are prevented by a synchronous speed or whether
the vortex region or the pump impeller should be modified with baffles to retard free-
surface oscillations of the core.
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In summary, the technical difficulties experienced with the develop
ment of the dynamic phase separator/pump were primarily related to the undersize
torque rating of the magnetic coupling which required the reduction in motor speed to
prevent decoupling. The modified speed-torque characteristic resulted in a speed
and OP output sensitivity to impeller torque variations with clearance and bearing
friction. Positive aspects of the component development were that the unit provided
effective H2/H20 separation over the wide range of system operating pressures and
gas production rates and was proven functionally compatible with the automatic start,
stop and cyclic operating requirements of the system. Centrifical separation with
a hallow core and with gas venting capability completely eliminated pump cavitation
problems and no gas was ever entrained in the water discharge. For this reason,
the phase separator was operated continuously during system depressurization to
GENERAL	 ELECTRIC
3. 3. 4	 Water Accumulator
The water accumulator provides the dual function of accomodating
the changes in the quantity of water in the two-phase region of the process water loop
due to sudden changes in load or hydrogen generation rate, and, it also provides the
sensing means for adding makeup water periodically as it is consumed by the elec-
trolysis module. Bench tests with a seven-cell electrolysis stack verified the clia.nges 	 a
M water "held up" in the hydrogen cavity of t4.; ,,t cells at various applied loads. Also,
'
	
	 the quantity of water contained as cylindrical slugs with two-phase flow in fluid lines
depended on rates and the volume ratio of gas and liquid. Anticipated volumes of
fluid components handling two-phase flow were calculated with the electrolysis module,
primary and regenerative heat exchangers making up the largest portion of total
volume for sizing the water accumulator.
Requirements for the desi gn of a water accumulator meeting the
volume displacement requirements and the switching logic for makeup water addition
are provided in Spec. No, 73A490-862 contained in the appendix. Commercially
available accumulators or hydraulic cylinders could not be modified to meet these
requirements primarily because materials used were not suitable for ,eater service.
Response to quotations were received from four vendors but cost and deliVem. in all
cases were beyond program plans.	 J
^
	
	 The design of the water accumulator specially made for the WES
requirements is shown in cross section on Drawing No. 73A490 -3 73 in Figure 3i. It
consists of a customary hydraulic actuator design with piston, rod, return spring,
hollow cylinder and square end plates sealed with 0 rims and secured with four tie
rods. The piston design shown was for incorporating TFE coated "Quad" rings. An
E
	
	 alternate split-piston design suitable for chevron-type teflon seal rings was also
fabricated. The cylinder bore and piston rod were honed to an 8 R. S finish to
minimize friction. All metal parts are made from 300 series stainless steel. The
water storage capacity of the unit is 261 cc consistent with a full stroke of 7.62 cm
(3 inches). A . 635 cm (,25 inch) square by 2.54 cm (1. 00 inch) long magnet is
contained in the end of the piston rod, which actuates proximity switches, fastened
to the surrounding bracket, at zero and full stroke positions. The number of internal
washers (one inch diameter bolt size) located on the tubular piston stop can be
varied to adjust spring force for various operating pressures.
Bench tests were performed on the accumulator to evaluatey	 P	 both
piston seal designs and to -set pre-load on the return spring. The teflon seal, of a
ch,evron-type having a captured expansion spring, demonstrated lower friction but
allowed a small amount of water leakage (H2O to H 2 outlet) which was considered
unsatisfactory. The TFE coated "Quad" ring exhibited, a 20. 6 to 34. 5kN/m ? ' (3 to
psid) pressure differential due to friction, but maintained a leak-proof seal. The piston
was assembled with only one ring to limit friction. Typical accumulator performance
during a bench test is shown in Figure 35 with the hydrogen side of the piston at
atmospheric pressure. At elevated system H2 pressure., the pistion pressure differential
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Figure 35,	 Water Accumulator Bench Test
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(H20 H2) increases because of the imbalance caused by the piston rod area..
Accumulatior performance during the extended period of system
operation exhibited a minimum of difficulty. On one occasion the WES was automatically
shut down due to a broken solder joint on the "empty" position switch. After o Jer
550 hours of WES operation the water accumulator was observed to stick near the
"empty" position.. The component was disassembled and the teflon coating on the
"Quad" ring seals was observed to be worn off and deposited on the cylinder wall n;:ar
the "empty" position where most of the cyclic stroking occurs (from phase separator
solenoid valve cycling). The seals were replaced and Dow Corning silicone grease and
"Apiezon" pure hydrocarbon grease were evaluated as lubricants. The latter gave
smoother stroking results so was used in the assembly.
The function of the accumulator was evaluated during load and
pressure transients as well as during the cyclic mode of WES operation. During
system operation at high load the high-volume components of the two-phase loop
(primarily the electrolysis module and two heat exchangers) are filled with a mixture
of hydrogen and water having a greater portion of hydrogen. At a low gas production
rate in the standby mode the mixture changes to mostly water in these components. The
difference in the quantity of water in the two.-phase loop caused by load change must be
accommodated by the water accumulator. Parametric, tests of cyclic operation were
conducted between a standby current of 6 amperes and selected currents of 20, 30, 50,
and 75 amperes which provide the data in Figure 36. As currant is changed from low
load to high load, water is added to the accumulator from the two-phase loop. At load
reductions water is removed from the water accumulator by the return spring in the
piston. At maxumum load differential, piston displacement approximates 3. 8 cm
(1. 5 inch). To accommodate this displacement it was necessary to relocate the
"empty' switch of the water accumulator to the center position of the 7. 62 cm (3. 00 inch)
maximum stroke. This was done , with the addition of a button-actuated switch which
was actuated by the piston rod for any stroke position between 0 and 3.70 cm (0-1.46 inch);
refer Figure 35. From this position, maintained by water addition from the makeup
pump, the water accumulator will tend to fill with water for a load increase or almost
empty to the zero stroke position for a large load reduction. In the latter case, the
makeup pump is on for about eight minutes during the standby period to return the
piston to the mid-position. It was therefore necessary to increase the ESD delay time
for an "empty" water accumulator from 4.5 : to 9. 0-minutes.
From all piston positions a continuous feed of sufficient water is
always available to the two-phase loop such that pressure decay is minimized and normal
phase-separator/pump pressure rise is also maintained during load changes.
It had been concluded after system checkout that the accumulator
check valve (Item 2-6, Fig. 1.6) was not a necessary system component. To verify
this by test this component was removed from the WES. One result was that the makeup
I	 pump was noisier but otherwise system operation at low pressures and high pressuresI`
7$I
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was basically the same. Throttling of the accumulator metering valve (Item 30-1,
Fig. 16) does diminish the magnitude of the piston stroke during cyclic operation of
the solenoid valve on the phase separator/pump.
The same check valve was inserted in the water outlet line of the
phase separator/pump to learn if it might reduce the pressure flow excursions caused
by cyclic operation of the solenoid valve on the phase separator/pump. It was deter-
mined that the check valve was effective in controlling the water flow direction during
priming of the system but did not alter system operation or reduce pressure-flow
excursions. It appears that rather than the gas core being collapsed by reverse water
flow when the solenoid valve is opened, there is a sudden rush of two-phase flow into
the phase separator/pump supplied by the reservoir of two-phase fluid in the
electrolysis module and heat exchangers. Pressure drop across the check valve in
the flow direction was about 6. 9kN/m 2 (1 psid) so that water flow rate was reduced.
The conclusion was to leave the check valve out of the system for either function.
i
i
I
i
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3. 3. 5	 oxygen Absolute Back-Pressure Regulator
An oxygen absolute back-pressure regulator P/N 356-01 was
designed and fabricated by Ausco, Inc. , Port Washington, N. Y. in accordance with the
requirements of Specification No. 73A490-831 Rev. B contained in the appendix. A
drawing of this unit is provided in Figure 37.
The valve is of the direct acting, bellows loaded poppet type. The
evacuated bellows acts to oppose the ambient pressure force to hold the poppet seated
until crack pressure is reached, then allows the poppet to lift off its seat for flow.
Adjustment of the crack pressure over the range of pressure from 690 to 3448kN/m2
1100 to 500 psi) is accomplished by turning the gland into the body then the key type lockM	 f
is brought into the mating slot in the body by the knurled nut. This gives a positive lock
between the body and gland so that vibration, etc. will not alter the pressure setting.
This regulator controls oxygen back-pressure on the electrolysis module in the WES.
Vendor bench tests with N2 gas on the unit prior to delivery are included in Table VII.
Performance of the unit during, all WES testing was excellent at the
adjusted levels of 827, 1793 and 2758kN/m 2 (120, 260, and, 400 psig) regulated oxygen
pressure used during automatic system operation. No seat leakage was ever observed
below set cracking pressure.
3. 3.5	 Hydrogen Absolute Back-Pressure Regulator
A unit identical in design to the oxygen absolute back-pressure
regulator was fabricated by Ausco, Inc. as P/N 356-02 to meet requirements for a
hydrogen absolute back-pressure regulator per Specification No. 73A490-830 Rev. B
`	 contained in the appendix.
Vendor bench tests with helium gas on the unit prior to delivery are
included in Table VIII• Adjusted levels of regulated hydrogen pressure were established
at 620, 1517, and 2413kN/m (90, 220, 350 psig) during automatic system operation.
Pressure regulation and poppet sealing at lock-up conditions was observed to De
excellent.
A regulator failure occurred on 12-31-74 at 2413kN/m 2 (350 psig)
operating pressure after 619 hours of operation and an estimated 400, 000 open/close
cycles caused by cyclic operation of the solenoid valve on the phase separator. Dis-
assembly of the valve assembly revealed a cracked bellows. The bellows manufacturer
attributed failure to cyclically applied high stresscondition on the diaphragm. -Recommend-
ations for substantially increased cycling capability would be to increase_ diaphragm
thickness from 152 to .178 cm (. 006 to 007 inch).
d
A Spare bellows assembly was installed in the failed regulator
which was re-installed in the WES for resumption of testing on 1-3-75. Because this
assembly continued the original bellows design, efforts were made to reduce the cyclic
pature of phase separator solenoid valve operation as discussed in -Para; 3.3.2.
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3. 3. 6	 Water Temperature Regulating Valve
The water temperature regulating valve controls the process water
temperature entering the electrolysis module. This valve mixes the water heated by
the regenerative heat exchanger with a portion of the process water which bypasses the
regenerative heat exchanger to maintain essentially constant temperature leaving the
valves. Electrolysis module performance is improved by the higher operating temper-
ature, remains independent of changes in coolant and ambient temperature at high load
and module warm-up time is reduced. The water temperature regulating valve was
designed and fabricated by Standard-Thomson Corp. , Waltham, Massachusetts in
accordance with Specification No. 73A490-829 Rev. B contained in the appendix. A
drawing of the unit is shown in Fig. 38. Valve function is performed by an internal
spool or actuator which contains a hermetically sealed eutectic wax. Expansion and
contraction of the wax due to temperature variations results in valve displacement and
subsequent proportioned mixing of "hot" and "cold' s entering water.
Performance of the temperature regulating valve installed in the
WES was excellent throughout system testing at all water flow conditions. Water discharge
temperature was controlled usually within 2K (3. 6 0F). of the regulated setting of
339.1 (150^r). This controlled temperature is maintained for all module loads greater
than 50 amps which provide a module heat rejection sufficient to raise the temperature
of process water flowing through the regenerative heat exchanger and to the "hot"
water inlet part of the temperature regulator to a value above 339K (1500 F). At
module loads below 50 a.rnps the temperature regulating valve is closed to the "cold"
water inlet part so no process water by-passes the regenerative heat exchanger and
module water inlet temperature see'- s a lower level of thermal equilibrium (See
Figure 26) .
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If	 3. 3. ^r	 Process Water Deionizer
On the basis of makeup water supplied to the WES having total
dissolved solids of 5 PPM (Refer- Guideline Spec. in Table IH),a mixed deionizer bed
size of about 80cc was determined for water consumption of 7.7Kg (17 lb) /day for 60
days at 50 percent bed efficiency. Because of internal generated metal ion
contaminants resulting from slight corrosion of stainless
components in the process water loop, the bed size was increased to 500 ML utilizing
a commercially available, high pressure gas sampling cylinder as a container.
(Model No. 6-645-2520, Matheson Gas Products, Type 304SS, 1800 psig rating).
This container was machined with 9/16-18 UNF female threads on each end and internally
coated with .15mm (. 006 11 ) thick gray durathane by American Durifilm Co. , Inc. ,
Newton Lower Falls, Massachusetts for corrosion resistance. To the internal face of
a commercial outlet fitting was spot welded 100 mesh, type 310 stainless steel screen
A " micron in-line filter P/N 20666-4-40, Mectron Industries, Inc. South El Monte,
California was installed in the outlet line. The container was filled with Universal I
monobed resin, Illinois Water Treatment Co. , Rockford, Illinois and with glass wool
packed between the resin bed and fitting at each end. The results of these water flow
pressure drop tests on 2-5-74 are plotted in Fig. 39.
Because of reduced water flow rate on 11-11-75 the deionizer
in-line filter was removed and found plugged with fines from the resin bed. Further
inspection revealed many dionizer beads in the water line between the phase separator/
pump and inlet to the deionizer. The latter was expected to occur a few days
previous during which rapid depressurization from 2413kN/m2 (350 psig) of the
system without the phase separator/pump operating because of a leaky H2 vent valve
(Item 28-1). Rapid venting of hydrogen and water from the two-phase region causes
flow surges, and in this case, high flow reversal through the deionizer thus dislodging
the beads into the inlet line. Inspection of the resin bed indicated considerable
anion resin material had degraded to a fine powder.
f
The inlet fitting of the deionizer was also provided with 100 mesh
screen filter to retain resin beads in the event of flow reversal. The container was
j	 re-filled with Mixed Bed Resin AG501-X8 from B1O-RAD Laboratories, Richmond,
California having a 20-50 mesh bead size which was used with good results in other
laboratory work. The degraded resin from Illinois Water Treatment Co. , was evidently
the result of a quality control problem. The result of a, water flow pressure drop
test on this configuration is also plotted in Fig'. 39.
Following a WES test demonstration on 2-11-75 the system was
depressurized without the phase separator/pump operating and with water flow
control valve (Item 30-2) inadvertently closed. This condition resulted from trapping
rather than expelling from the process water the hydrogen outgassed during
depressurization. Subsequent system start up revealed a reduced water flow rate..
A bench flow test with water indicated no problem with the deionizer as the data
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shown in Fig. 39. Checks on other components of the process water circuit also
revealed no problem. Further evaluation of the deionizer showed that a gas bound
deionizer bed can initially block `eater flow (top to bottom at 1g) up to 12. 5kN/m2
(50" H2 O) but that gradual water seapage and recirculation will remove the entrained
gas. This condition was never experienced again during repeated WES depressurizations
3
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3.3.8	 O2/H2 Mixture Sensor
Although a General Monitors Corp. combustible gas detector
(Item 22, Table I) was used in the WES to sense external hydrogen leakage to ambient,
there remained a need for a sensor for detecting potential mixtures of 02 and H2
existing in internal lines resulting from possible internal electrolysis module leakage.
Operation at high system pressure compounded the problem.
A catalytic sensor was devised by attaching a platinum electrode
(as used in SPE fuel and electrolysis cells) to a stainless steel sheathed platinum
resistance temperature probe which could be exposed to an O2/H 2 mixture in a high-
pressure fluid line. A successfully tested configuration consisted of a pressed
electrode made with platinum black and expanded tantalum screen which was wrapped
around and tack welded to a . 64 cm (1/4 inch)dia.. sheath x 14 cm (5-1/2 inch) long
resistance temperature detector P/N GP70-A1-P200-B manufactured by RDF Co. ,
Hudson, N. H. This catalytic sensor probe was inserted in the horizontal leg of a
3/8 idch Scvagelok Tee and fastened and sealed with a 3/8 to 1/4 reducer.
The O2/H2 mixer sensor was bench tested with various mixtures of
oxygen and hydrogen injected in the vertical leg of the Tee. The flow of gas mixture
impinged on the sensing probe,which was heated by combination of 0 2 and H2:on the
platinum black surface and ejected out one horizontal leg of the Tee. Measured
sensor temperatures versus the percentage of 02 in H 2 or H2 in 02. are plotted in
Fig. 40. Two sensors were installed in the system. The 0 2 in H9, mixture sensor
(Item 32-1) was installed in the hydrogen upstream of the hydrogen back pressure
regulator to prevent exposure to air during shutdown. The H2
 in 02 mixture sensor
(Item 32-2) was installed in the oxygen output line between the oxygen back pressure
regulator and 02 flowmeter. Automatic emergency shutdown was set for 333K (140°F)
for the 02 in H2 sensor and 359K (187'F) for the H2 in 02 sensor. The latter setting
was higher because oxygen leaving the insulated oxygen regulator can reach about.
327K (13011)
Inspection of these sensors after about 1000 hours operation
showed that the platinum black had spalled off particularly the 02 in H2 sensor.
This erosion was caused by water impringement at rather high velocity when present i
i	
in the discharge lines. Recommended modifications would be to improve the
adhesion of the catalyst with more binder and a smaller screen grid. Also, erosion
would be reduced with a baffle or shield in the impact zone and probe installation in
I;	 a 1/2 inch Tee size to reduce local gas velocities.
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System Development and Test Results
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3. 4. 1	 System Design Analysis
Advance system development under Phase H of the subject contract
included the design, fabrication and procurement, assembly and test of a six-man
rated pre-prototype WES. 	 Various proposed systems were studied which would
include an advanced electrolysis module capable of six-man oxygen generation rate
j and a dynamic phase separator. 	 With the concurrence of Mr. R. B. Martin, NASA/JSC,
Contract Technical Monitor, the system selected included an advanced ,electrolysis
module, a dynamic phase separator/pump and other ancillary components to provide
pure oxygen and hydrogen generation at high pressure (nominal 2860kN/m 2 , 415 Asia)
and (nominal 355K, 180° F) module average temperature.
	 This system would include,
where possible for cost effectiveness, former NAS1-9750 contract components with
necessary modifications and off-the-shelf commercial components meeting functional
requirements.	 The existing 13 -cell electrolysis module would be modified for
operation at high pressure, high temperature and accompanying high current density
to increase capacity from a four-man to a six-man rating. This pre-prototype water
electrolysis system would be packaged and contain suitable controls and display for
safe, unattended operation.
Tests on the four-man breadboard WES were conducted to provide
data: for predicting pressure drop in the water and two-phase circuit at high pressure
conditions.
	 Figure 41 shows measurements of pressure drop vfrsus electrolysis
module current for process water flow rates of 4. 53, 6. 79 and 9.16kg/hr.(10, 1.5 and
20 lb/hr.). Differential pressure was measured across a series of components in
combination:	 (1) deionizer, water temperature regulator and electrolysis module in
one group; and (2) check valve, regenerative heat exchanger and primary heat exchanger
in another group. Pressure drop of Group (1) was essentially independent of hydrogen
generation .rate or module current exhibited by flow through screens in the cells.
Pressure droll in Group (2) was dependent upon both water and hydrogen flow caused by
two-phase slv. g flow in the tubing of the heat exchangers. iTominal line pressure was
310kN /111 2 (45 psia)
From the test data, hydrogen and water volumetric flow rates
were calculated to generate Figure 42, which shows pressure drop in the two-pnase
region (Group (2) components in series) as a function of hydrogen/water volume ratio.
The significance of this volume ratio is illustrated by Figure 43 at design water flow
rate, mean fluid temperature at various system operating pressures. As indicated
by the dashed line, at constant water flow the hydrogen volumetric rate at 23 amps,
690kN/m2 (100 psia), is equivalent to 75 amps at 69lkN/m 2
 (350 psia). A map of
predicted system pressure-flow characteristics are given in Figure 44 with estimated
performance of the phase separator /pump.
a
Analysis of the water electrolysis module was made to predict per-
formance at 2760kN/m'V (400 psia) oxygen pressure, 2413kN/m2
 (3:50 psia) hydrogen
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pressure, and a mean cell temperature of 355k (180 0F).	 At high pressure, and tem-
pera-ture parasitic losses are increased. 	 This is particularly due to diffusion of gases
across the solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) membrane.	 A parasitic current of about
` 5 amps was expected at the cited conditions, r14uiring process water flow of about 20
lb/hr. to limit the cell temperature gradient to 22k (40 0F).	 A higher process water
' flow could reduce module temperature 'gradients, but increase system pressure drop
.R
and pump requirements.
i
A volume study of the proposed system was also performed to pre-
dict water content retention on the two-phase side especially during oxygen generation
rate changes of cyclic operation, startup and shutdown.	 Since the volume ratio of
water to gas varies as a function of 02 generation rate (process water rate is essen-
f tially constant), it becomes necessary to provide a water accumulator Of adequate
storage capacity within the process water loop of the system.
i Definition of the advanced system configuration resulted in the re-
j
quirement of those major components listed in Table IV on Page 37 installed as shown
in the functional schematic in Figure 16 which was dec-cribed earlier. 	 Some small	 .,
but no basic revisions were made in the course of development, 	 A safety study and a
` failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) were performed to establish single point
failures.	 A fault detection and isolation analysis (FDIA) was also made to establish
fault sensors and monitoring equipment requirements of the lATES installation. 	 The
FMEA is included in Table IX accompanied by the guideline criteria used in conducting
the analysis.	 A. summary of the fault conditions, derived from the FDIA, which re-
sult in an automatic safe emergency shutdown (ESD) of the system is provided in
Table X.	 The .limit values and hold periods shown are those set for high pressure
`
operation at the VIES design point.	 Most of the limit values and hold periods were
established in advance from design criteria which defined emergency controller logic
and shutdown requirements.	 Potentiometer adjustments for setting all pressure limits,
provide for system operation and automatic ESD at any selected pressure ;level and
allowed for component and system variations experienced during development.
w
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Table I
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
Guideline- Criteria
a) For the purpose of the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, the term
"failure" is defined as a structural break, a change in dimension or
a change in functional characteristics to the extent that the part or
cornponent no longer performs within specification limits.
b) In the interest of cost effectiveness, monitoring and recording is
4
performed manually by an operator.
C) In the interest of cost effectiveness, isolation is indicated by lights: ;1?
When two or more lights are indicating, , further investigation will be
necessary to isolate the failure and cause.
d) In the interest of cost effectiveness, redundancy of instrumentation
to provide a voting validation of a fault at the same location is not
included in this pre-prototype WES.
e) Only the major components of the WES (Table IV, Figure 16) will be
considered in the FMEA.
3
f) Although the NASA/JSC WES components are considered "non-flyable"
j
q
breadboard hardware, the FMEA will be evaluated for severity of
consequences, with failures categorized in accordance with space
station classes as; I
Class	 Description
I	 A single failure which could cause loss of personnel.
IIA	 A single failure whereby the next associated failure could -
loss of personnel.
IIB	 A single failure that could cause return of one or more
personnel to earth, or loss of subsystem function(s)
essential to continuation of space operations and.scientific
investigation.
^ III	 A single failure which could not result in to	 of primary	 l ss	 i m	
or secondary mission objectives or adversely affect
'
s
crew safety.
^
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Item
No.".
Component
Title	 -
Component
Function
-Failure Made HypotheticalYFailure  Mechanism Effect d Failure
Failure
Class. Fault Detection Fault Iaolatlan
j
Comments -
1. Water Electrolysis To generate oxygen and a)	 Mixture (02 to 112/ Cell assembly gasket WES well automatically shutdown by ail Temperature rise of Red "02 in 112" or " 112
Moxlule hydrogen by electrolysis II,,,O side), internal displacenwid, deterior- oxygen sensing in It_ outlet or by catalytic 02/112 mixture in 02" or "Mod 'Temp
of water proportional to cross leakage. aticn or rupture; solid hydrogen sensing in 02 outlet. sensor.	 Temperature High" light on.
input. current.. _	 - polymer electrolyte rise of 112/R20 fluid at
(SPE) membrane pre- module outlet (Items
foration or rupture. 32-1, 32-2,. 21.).
- h) Internal cross leak- Cell assembly gasket Pressure docayof trapped N2 in mod- -	 Ill Dome press,--c- on Press Red. "N2 Dome Low"
age, N2 in dome. to 02 displacement, deleriur- ule dome.	 dilute output gases with N2. .trans (Item 17-4) drops I light on.
or 112/1120 sides, ation or rupture. WES will ESD jt	 aummalic below low limit.
.. emergency sladll...,,).
c). External leakage of Loss of gland! or 0-ring I Pressure dada; of .nipped Ng in mud- In Same as (b).. Sallie as (b). .
.. N2.. soall.0iy permaneni set ule dome.	 N2 to cabin. 	 WES well
or deterioration.
	 Prue- ESD.
lure of dome...
d) External leakage of Loss of O-ring scut at Gross leak will drop 02 pressure be- Ill 02 pressure tit Press Red. "02 Low" light on.
02. modulo end plate tube low 02 regulated pressure. 	 WES will Trans {Rein 17-21 fans
- connections. ESD.	 Small .leak has no effect. below low lltuit.
I
e) External leakage of Same as (d) n) Cross leak will drop If2/1120 Ares- Ill a) Two-phase pressure Red "20 Low" light on.
112 Or 1 1210- Faro below 1I2 regulated pressure. co Press Trans (item.
WES will ESD.	 n-, mud/or H2O will 17-3) falls below low
vent to cabin.	 WES will ESD. limit.
MI t:) Jl2 small leak W .cabin.	 WES wilt b) Combustible Gas De- h) Heil light on CGD,
ESD.. lector (Item 22) exceeds item 22.
high limit.
c) 11 .20 small leak to cabin.	 No ESD. c) Visual inspection by c) Location of 1120 drop
crew. formation.
ay t) Performance decay Increased cell(s) hoped- Module terminal voltage will increase III Cutput voltage sensing lied "Mod Volt High'sH (i. e. , higher input volt- once due to (1) water until WES will ESD. on Bower Conditioner light on.
age required at current starvation, (2) SPE . lou (Item 11) "eceds high
setting, to generate do- contamination, (3)' low limit.
sired 02 and 112 rate). contact pressure (1)
.corrosion. of current -
collector.
g) 1 1 2/1180 side restric- Contamination clogging Water starvation of one or moro cells, ill Same as (f). Same as (f).
lion. -. ecll(s) 112/R20.side WES will Est) on module high voltage.
flow passages.
2-1 Redundant N2 Input To prevent 112 feed back Valve(b) stuck closed. Contamination. u) Uua41e to presso•ize, lag side with 111 a) Pressure Trans. •a) liemove :,,oth cheek
2-2 Check Valves to Rl to N2 supply line. - N2 during .system pressurization prior (Items 17-1, 17-3) show valves and separately
Side	 '. to start-uup.. no increase tat display
meters when PN2 ) P112.
Visual readout.
bench lest.
b) 112
 pressure falls below N2 base b) Items 17-1 Lind 17 -3 b) tied "20 Low" tight
- pressure during normal, cyclic (WES fall below low limit set- on, perform. (a).
will ESD) or emergency shutdown. ling for cyclic operation.
One valve, stuck open. u) -Contamination mud/. No effect with redundant, uni ts. in None. Remove both check
I
Or spring rupture. valves and separaWly
beach test.
C.0
to
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Item
No,
component
Title
Component
.Function
Failure !11ode hypothetical
Failure hleelnasilsi n
Effect of Failure FailureClass Fault Detection . Fault Isolation Comments
2.-1 Continued Two valves stuck open. Same lHS (n) ., both v:dvc . 112 adm6biva into N 2 supply line . 	gra- Ill TLInvlr'nl. ^:> : 5euf lied "112 In a_"' light m:.
2-2 dual nuxture admission to O, ; _: nw, a:ior' ^. ct..:. yU:. q ^/II L : mature
aortal, cyclic or ennergen y shuuiuyu,. sensor (Item 32-2).
WES will ESD on restart.. .
External leakage Seal material sot or :j Ng side, evcolu:d exhaustion of N_> RI a) N2 pressure a: Press Red"i:z Base Law"
louse coimeemou. supply to cabin.	 WES will ESI). Trans (Ilene	 7 -51 Falls lieui on.
bellow low litnir,
Ib) t/s, side, 112 leakage to cabin.
	
WES b) Comb. AC s Detector [twi light on CGD,
.. will ESD. '
I,
i exceed: high itu lt. Item 22.
7.-3 Redundant N2 Input 'ro prevent 02 feed. back- Valve(s) stuck closed. Contamination. a) unable to pressurize. :0; Bidv with ill a). Press Truus (Item a) Remove both . cheek
2-4 Check Valves to 02 to N2 supply line. - - N2 during system pressurksution prior 17-2) shows no increase valves and separately
Side - to start-up. on display meter when bench test.
PN2 > PpZ ..	 Visual
readout.
-
1b) 02 pressure falls bellow N2base b) item 17-2 falls below b) Red "02 Low" light
prossure during nornwl, cyclic (WES limit setting for cyclic on.	 Perform (a).
will ESD) or emergency shutdown. operation.
One valve stuck open. a) Coatamiu :tiou and/ No effect with redundant units. RI None Remove both check
_
1
`
..
or spriug rupture :. valves and separately .
beach test.
- Two valves Buick open.. Same as (a), built valves.. 02 admission into N2 . supply line.	 Mix- 1► l Tenyorature rise of lied "02. In H2` light
: lure admission into B2/ 11;;0 side after catalytic 6012 mixture on.
normal. cyclic or emergency shutdown, sensor llle	 32-1.).
: WES will ESD on restart. -
- External leakage. Seal material set or a) N4 side ., eveMea. . exhaustion of N2 III a) N2 pressure on Press a) lied "N2 Buss: Low"
loose camection. supply to cabin.	 WES will ESD. Trans. (Item 17-5) falls light om.
below low limit.
b) 02 Side, 02 leakage to cabin. 	 No b) None. b) None.
effect unless gross leakage (see lien 1,
Failure Made d).
2-5 l fakeep Water Check To prevent drain back of Valve stuck closcvl:. Contamination.. Unable to resupply process water loup Bl Water Accumulator (Item Red "Accmn Empty" Make-up Pump Ass'y.
Valve high pressure process with makeup water.	 WES will ESD.' 16) "Empty" position light on. (12em 4) has outlet
water (and 112) to low switch remains actuated check valve, so Item
pressure makeup water beyond 20 sec. limit. 2-5 is redundant.
supply.
Valve Stuck open. Contamination and/or a) No etfcct if outlet check calve on in a) None_ a) Remove and bench
spring rupture.. makeup pump (Item 4) checks properly. test.
L) If outlet check valve nn makeup b) 112/1120 pressure on b) Red "20 Low" light
pump fails quo, WES will ESD. Press T'runs (Item 17-3) on.
falls below low limit.
External leakage. Seal material set or a) Gross leak on high pressure side nl a)	 11 •,.,/1120 presstre ell a) Red '%J lim" light
: loose coimuctiak. Will drop . .112J1120 pressure to cause Press 'trans (Item 17-J) on..
L•'s0.... fails below low limit.
b) 1120 small leak to cabin.	 No ESD. b) Visual inspection by b) Location of 1120
crew. d100
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item
No.
Com	 nentFw
Title
ComponentP^
Function
Failure blode ti	 odteticalYp
Failure Mechanism
Effect of Failure Failure-CL•isa Fault Detection Fault Isolation Comments
24; Water Accumulator Allows quick fill of water Valve stuck- closed. Contamination.: 11_!11,0 pressure will suddenly fn.- 111 112/1120 pressure oil Red 1120 high" Sight tai.
Check Valve accumulator from 20 Crouse during start-up or iucreose, in P. T. (Item 17-3) will
loop during start-up or load.	 WES. will ESD. exceed high HmIL
i load change transients;
Prevents reverse surge . Valve stuck open. Contamination and/or lieverse surge of wilier front  accumu- lit 02/i120 pressure mi lied "20 High" light on. Pressure measure-'
during this transient and _spring. rupture. later to 2(1 ioop cotdd cause Al l eye- P.. T. (Item 17-3) will - menls and transient
L'4 when :aakeup water pump . ling in loop and spitting of separator/ exceed high limit during - behavior of 20 loop(Item 4) ;s operating. pump 10 112 outlet. 	 Probable ESD, f.ressure surge, to be investigated
- with Item 2-6 re-
^d 111 moved during WESf
IExternal
development tests_..
leakage.'. Seal inatcirlal set or al Grass leak will dropJt2/R _O pros- RI a) 112/1120 pressure on "20a) lied	 Low" light
loose comlection, sure to cause ESD _ P. T. (Item 17-3) fails on.
e below lowlimit. 
6) 1620 sinall Wak to cabin. 	 No ESD. b) Visual, inspect ion by b) Location of 1120
crew. drop -formation.
3 Makeup Water Filter To remove particulate digit filter AP or no Partial or :complete- Makeup pump suction pressure is low
ill Pressure at pressure Red "Makeup !U20 Low"
t - material from water water flow, clogging by contamina- when operating.	 WES will :ESD. switch (Rem 19) falls to light on.
sulo' l .it:4 to makeup hump tion. Loss of makeup actuation point.
(leer..	 i. - waler supply pressure. -
i
External leakage. Seal material set or Ro_O Ieakage to cabin;	 NO ESD. Rf Visual inspection by 7"atton of 1120 drop
.. - loose connection. crew . iormation_
'	 4. Makeup Water Pump To sue ply makeup water No water delivery to railure of motor, drive a) Unable to supply procesc water Dl. Water accumulator (Item fled "Accum Empty"
to hig!l. pressure process water accumulator _ mechanism, plunger loop will makeup water.	 WES wili 161 "B alpty" position light on.
water loop. seal leak, or stuck in- ESD. switch remains ,, actuated
-. let or outlet check valve • beyond 20 ecc.. ilimit,
External leakage. Seal material sot or ! !g(Fleakage to cabin.	 No ESD unless Ill Visual inspection by Location of 1120 drop
.loose connec t ion. leak exceeds output as in (a). crew. formation.
5 Coolant Water Filter To i• movo particulate Low Brno waf_-r mow, ^. Partial or complete WES will ESD at coolant flow under Ili Coolant flow under 0 . 2 Red "Cool Flow Low"
"la	
rial front cooling clogging by coutamilw- 0.2 gpul.. I'pm will actuate flow light on.
wgll 'r supp!ka3l:. WES. .lieu. switch. (Iteln.25)..
External leakage. Seal material set or if-	 leaiCUgC ltl Gabill. 	 No. ESD. W Visual iils1wetieil by La:atitxi Of 1120 drop
I.
loose connection. - -crew. formation.
6 Electronic Controller Pr bides manual swHche s Loss of power input to. (h)en circuit from poor Loss of separut rfinunrAl and pro- ill AP press. trans. (Item Iced "Sep. AP Low"
for Phase Separator/ ' and electronic control pump motor_ solder couue ctions, or ct s	 of-at. .r ftuw.	 WES will ESr. 18-1) will fall below low light on.
I
Pump (item 8) for energizing separator/ component limit setting.
pudhp motor and solenoid . --""' -
Val e. Loss of llo-wer	 r- Open circuit from poor Two-phaau loop pressure will increase ill 20 pressure will exceed lied "2(l High" light on.
^. ^;lznrf . '. solenoid valve solder connections, or until solenoid valve relieves and/or high limit setting of P. T.
open. component failure. relief valve (Item 26-3) opens. 	 WES (Rout 17-3).
_ will ESI).
? Deionizer Resin Bed r	 remove Tonle import- I igh conductivity effluent Resin lnouobed channel- WEB will ESD by high conductivity It>O.
ill Process water conduc- Red "Cola!, high"
ti •s from process water: water fromi deionizer. Ing,	 high, conductivity tail excledige Of impurities with. hydro- tivity will exceed high light on.
makeup It20, ionic con- gen protuu ill SPE of module cell will limit setting of coodie-
tantinalion of process cause so,rte perouincut degradation of tiviry sensor (heal 24).
water by WES coupon- clectrolysis module (itein 1) perfor-
ehts. mauec:
o S.a•	 t
in H2 stream.
External leakage. Seal material set or a) 112 leakage to cabin detected by .III Comb. gas detector Red light on CGD, Item
connection. comb. gas detector.	 WES will ESD. (item 22) exceeds high 22,
I
loose
-_ 'in.) -1120 leakage to cabin. Visual insptsetion by crew Location of 1120 drop
.... formation.
9 •^•.,..:,,g Walor Flow- To provide visual display iligh float reading. Contamination of gas in .None. Ill Visual Inspection by crew If no ESD on 25 at low
meter-. of coolant flow.
I
Rowmeter. How, check 29 calibra-
tion.
... Low float reading. Sallie.. "!a:tw. Ill Same as above.
External leakage. Seal material set,. loose 1120 leakage to cabin.	 No ESD. al. Same as above. Location of 1120 drop
connection, glass formation.
fracture.
10 Temperature To control lac udet water High outlet 1120 tempera- Wax actuating valve bind- Electrolysis tnotlule inlet and outlet Ill Temperature of 20 mix- Red ".Mod Temp Iligh"
Regulating Valve temperature to the g lee- ture.. ing due to contamination temperatures ivaaease improving dire at module auabi light on.
trolysis module (Item 1). - or corrosion limiting - ma.wie performance. WV.S t. "I LSD. rises above high limit.
cold waver in flow Sir -
-poor heal tt unsfor to
iwax actuator dueto ex-eessive gas in 1120.
Low outlet 1120 tempera- Wax actuating valve Electrolysis module inlet and outlet in Output voltage sousing oil Volt High"
Lure. binding due, to oontanti- temperatures decrease reducing per- power conditioner (item light mi•
nation or corrosion formance.	 Tbrnibial voltage may ex- 11) will exceed high
limiting Lot-water in eeed high limit at high loads resulting liutit.
flow, in ESD of wES.
_....,r..,..,a......it?•#9..tti}'idt._..,.,_.E	 _^_.._..........._..x, ....	 ..,. e.x.n.rt;=„t. ....,	 _.
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Item , Component Component aFailure Mode Hypothetical^ rEffect of Failure Failure: Fault Detection !'suit Isolation Comments i,No. Title -Function Failure Mechanism Ct;'Asa
7 Continued	 1 Low process water flow Resin bell has become !educed process water Claw ride w•; ; 1 111 Module outlet lemperatur lied " Mod Temp High" { ~	 t
' rate. partia lly clogged with increase alecttulynis module 112//120 sensor will exceed high light on.
•
►ptj
I
- particulate contamina- outlet l a mperamre.	 WES will ESP. limit.
i
Lion.
No process wooer flow.
r
Resin bed has become Water starvatiout of One O r more aloe- lIl Output voltage sensing on .tied "Mod. Vol! N.I'e ^
completely clogged will& troly is mutilule cells increases module  diiiouer (item light on.
particulate euulamina- terminal v_pwg ,	 %VES wui ESD. 11) exceeds high limit.
eTJ t...n..
! b £xleroal leakage. ' Seal material set or 1120 leak to cabin. HI Visual inspoctfou by Location of 1120 drop
loose connection. crew. formation.
IG4 Two-Phase Dy amic To separate. process Loss of pumping AP and Moen failure, decou- laudegLate or Ito" of process water III 4P on press. trans. Red "Sup Ali law" light
Separator/hum water and H:, from 20 water circulation. filing of magnet drive, flow wool(! . uverheat and/or starve (Item I9-1) will full he ow on.
mixture and provide AP excessive tortrae due to elr, .etrolysls niootule (Item 1).	 WES law liutit.
for process water hearing or component will ESD.
circulation.	 __
_
failure, lack of adequate
HL,0 in 2(6 mixture.
.Normally closed solenoid (ipeu circuit due to poor 244 mixture will increase fn pressure Ill 20 pressure on P. T. Rcoj 112(JI high" light on.
fails to open.	 - solder joint or broken at module gas getersticn rate until (Item 17 -3) will exceed
wire, jammed plunger, vented by relief valve (item 26-9). high limit.
contamination. WES will ESD. i
N. C. solenoid stuck ripen Spring fracture, seal Water discharge to downstream ill. Visual inspection of 112 1120 droplets in glass a
~ or leaks internally. material set, jammed
plunger, cruLL :uuiuutfna.
Uydregen. tlowmeler by crew. 112 ilowmeter, down-
stream 1120 discharge
-~	 !	
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item Component Component Failure Mode Hypothetical Effect of Failure Failure Fault Detection Fault IsolationNo. Title Function Failure Mechanism Class
10 Continued Ext(Lrual leakage. Seal mutert•tl set or 1120 k.. Ik t. cabin. Ill Visual inspection by Laration of 14,0 drop
- loose conned: tlon. crew.. formation.
It Power Conditioner/ To provide manually pre- Zero or low current (Nit- Juss'of amplltler gain, Po Bible burned out electronic ale- lit Vi.ui inspection of Low meter readings.
Cold Plate ,assembly set regulated current to - put tu module below broken wire, overheated metals. or ,n„t!a.u.,, y„ P. C.	 Zero or module current olcter
electrolysis module be-. ' setting.. of slu rted cicctromic reduced IVES gas ou4,ut. and 02 and 112 gas flow-
low a maximum voltage: - elements, poor soldk:r encte'rs by crew.(
n m.11. )mints.
-
fligh current output to Same a, above. Possible burned out electronic eie- lit a) input P.C. current may a) Red "Current high"
module. above manual metals.	 Excessive current drawn by exceed circuit breaker light on.
setting. P. C. may activate circuit breaker limit.
(Rent 33) or increase module voltage
resulting in Est) of WES. b) Output voltage may b) Red "Mod Volt High"
exceed high limit. light on.
•
Over heating. Contamination in coolant Zero or t•et!uced coolant flow. WES	 - Iii Coolant pow, will hill be- Ited "Cool Flow Low"
_ tubers of cold plate. will ESD.. low actuation point of light on.
flow switch.
i External coolant leakage Corroded tubing, loose 1120 et of at leak to cabin. III Visual. inspection by LUCation of 11 20 drop
from cold plate. connection, crew. :formation.
i 12 . Regenerative Heat:6' Recover	 of waste. heaty lu:,da uate heat transfer4 Partial or complete1 '.	 Alutlule u dcratin	 tdnu peraturc w iii•)	 n	 b	 1 lit Output volta g e sensingfu	 6'	 6 lied "Mod Volt High"B
Exchanger from electrolysis in Pre- from hot side to cold clogging of tubes with reduce which may cause excessive oat power conditioner light tin.
- heat Process Hater to side. contamination. terminal voltage at lijgll loads.	 WES (Item 11) would exceed_
module for elevated will ESD. high limit.
-; temperature Operation.
^. b) IVES will ESD if low process water
{ flow causes watts starvation of one or-
more cells, increasing terminal
voltage.
External leakage. Seal material set or It,, _leakage to cabin detected by GCD. —I Combust. gas detector tied light on CGD Is no.
loose connection. (Item 22).exceeds high
limit.
1120 leakage.. to cabin. Visual Inspection by Location of 1120 drop
crew. formation.
13 Primary Beat To transfer WES waste inadequate heat transfer Partial or complete o) iledueed process w 'Ater flow or sur- ill a) Module gullet temp. Iced "Mod Ter p lH640"
Exchanger heat (ehec, module and from hot (process water) clogging of tubes with face fooling will cause module temp. sensor will exceed high light on.
power cond.) to coolant - to cold (coolant water). contamination,: to increase.. limit.
water. side-
b) blocked process water flow same b) Output voltage. on lied "Nod Volt high"
- as item 18 b. power cond. would ex- light on.
teed high limit.
c) Reduced or Mocked coolmd Clow... C) Coolant flow will fall lied "Cool Flow tow"
- below actuation point of light on.
All will cause LSD of WES. flow switch.
41 ' Absolute o•r Book Re6^ttL•uus pressure level Valve elements stuck :q Cenueulinatium.Uiw.lhtg &) side pressure intacasos until vent- III O}.pressure on P. T. Red "0.2 High" light uu.
Pressure Regulator Ott 0, side of electrolysis Closed; movable )tarts in closed ell by 02 relie f valve (Itemt 28-2) • 	WE. (Item, 17-2) exceeds high
module. position will Est), lilnii.
Valve elements stuck b) stnriug fracture, soft 0_ side pressure falls to N•
-
, Luse pros- 111 0?hressure at P.T. Itcd "02 Low" light oa.
Open.	 seat rupture,. Coulamf- 	 sure where N2 is admitted. WES gill 	 (hemp 17-2) falls below
nation binding moval,lc.
	
ESD.	 low limlt.
marts fn an olden position
Comments .	 I	 1,
i
f	 ,
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Item
No..
Cmy,porent
Title
Component
Function Failure anode	 -
Hypothetical
Failure Mechanism
Effect of Failure FailureClass Fault GetecUon Fault Isolation Comments
1,4 Continued External leakage. c)	 Seal materia l. - set Or 0_ leakage to cabin.	 No :.SD unless Ill	 - None Unless audible Hiss Location of leakage
rupture. O2 pressure fulls to low limit. heard by crew. point by bubble check.
15 Absolute H2. Back Regulates pressure level Valve elements stuck Saint! as Iteul 14 a. 112 regulator inlet pressure iocreascs III 112 pressure ou P. T. Red. "112. high" l ight On.
• pressure Regulator. at 112 discharge of: phase closed.... until vented by li-. relief valve (Item (Item 17-1) exceeds high
separator/pump (Item 6) 26-1).	 IVES will ESD. limit.
and 112 side of 1190 aceu-
mulator' (item. 16). Valve elements stuck Same as Item 14 b. 112 regulatur inlet pressure falls In N2 'ill 112. pressure oil P. T. Red 11 112 Low" light on.
open.. base pressure where N2 is udmfttcd. (Ilan 1? - I I falls below
WES will ESD. low limit.
External leakage. Same as Item 14 C. 112 leakage to cabin. 	 WES wiU. ESD.	 < 111 Combust. gas detector Red light on CGD is on.(Item 22) exceeds high
.. limit.
10- Water accumulator Provides high pressure Piston stuck in "Empty" Contamination, corro- WES will ESD alter 4 nunute delay it ill "Empty" position switch lied "Accum Empty"
reservoir for makeup position. Sion or seal wear binding "Empty" position signal held caution- actuated by piston lied, light on.
water and absorbs piston or lied. "Empty" (lusty. cicctro'do tinier.
changes in 1120 quantity position switch fails
in 24 loop during startup closed.. l
o4A load changes.
Piston stuck in bder- Contamination binding as Lack of 1120 in 20 lo(q) will reduce III AP on P. T. (item I8-1) Red "Sep AP Law" light
mediate position. above. separatur/pump AP and WES will ESD. will fail below low limit. On.
. Piston stuck in "Overfill" Contamination binding as WES wilt Est) after 4 initiate delay If RI "Overfill" position switch lied "Auction Overfill"
position. above.	 "Overfill" switch "Overfill" position signal' held conlinu- actuated by piston Rod. light on.
O Q fails closed. osly. clecwonic timer.
Internal leakage. Piston seal wear, set, II-,0 will leak across piston to 112 111 Visual inspection of 112 1120 droplets visible in
b scored. cylinder Iron chamber and 11_ discharge line. .fix- Rownteter by crew. glass 112 flowmeter.
'contamination. cossive makeup water "cotswnptian"_
External leakage. Seal material set. loose Ill leul,age to cabin.	 WES will ESD. 111 Combust, gas detector Red light on CGD is on.
G - connection. (item 22) exceeds high
b liluit.
^. 1120 leakage to. cabin.	 No ESD. Visual inspection by crew. Location of H2O drop
formltuuu.
"Empty" position switch Fatigue. lever fracture. .Makeup punnp will noteonne tin.	 Lack in AP on P. 7% (Item 18-1) Red "Sep AP Low"
falls open. of 1120 quantity in 20 loop will reduce will tall below low limit. light on.
separatur/punp . AP and WES will ESD.
"Overfill" position switch. Fatigue. "Overfill' accumulator condition cal( III ltd pressure on P. T. Red 11 20 High" light on. -
fails open. only occur at start-up, load change or (Item 17-3) will exceed
secondary failure.	 Excessive 20 high limit.
pressure buildup as o result would
vent 20 relief valve (Item 2G-3).	 WES
will ESD.
17-1 Pressure Transducer, To nnotitor regulator il'2 High. signal outpUL Failure of internal a)	 False "lligh" pressure signal call HI "112" meter display, red Co tpure P. T.
0-500 psig, 112 Press, pressure and provide electronic component, cause Est). "11.2 High" light on. 17- 1	 readout with P.T.
high.: and low Est) signals 17-3 and 17-5.
Lbw signal output. Sallie as al ave, b)	 False "Low" pressure signal talon In "'1121" tatter display, red .Same as above•.
cuuso ESD. "11;", Low" tight on.
Zero signal oupat. Sane as abode. e) WES will Est). UI Same as above. Saute as above.
tf,
	 1
Zero si6na1 output..
Pressure Transducer, To monitor N2 base High signal output.
0-500 psig,.N2 Dusk pressure and provide
Press. low ESD signal._
Low signal output.
Zero signal output.
Differential Pressure To monitor separator/ high signal outfwat.
Trans(hucer, * 15 paid pump AP and provide a
Separator/Pump AP low FSD signal.
Low signal output.
Zero signal output,
Differential Pressure To ntumtorprocess Iligh signal output..
Transducer, t 15 paid, wales flow rate.
1120 Now Orifice AP
: Low signal output.-
Zero . signal uutpul.
17-5
18-1
Same as 17-1.	 WES will ESD.	 DI	 Same as above.
Failure of internal	 None.	 in	 "Separator" meter dis-
Electronic component. 	 play.
Sa"w
 o above. False "Low" signal call cau", ESD. III Same as above.
Saute as above. WES will ESD. (	 III Stme as above.
Same as 18-1. None. in "Orilice" meter display.
Saute as1B-1. None. III Same as above.
Slime as 18-1. None.. 10 Same as above.
Same as 17-1. Sam. as 17-1 b).
Same as 17-1. WES will ESD.
Same as 17-1. None.
Same as 17-1. Salle as 17-1. b).
111 111,12 Dome" meter display,
red "N2 Dome Low" light
oo_
Ill	 Same as above.
11I	 11 1,12 Base" meter display.
in 11 1,12 Base" meter display,
red "N2 Base Low" light
W.
am	 iwo	 1iiYilâM*
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G-MAN ADVANCED BREADBOARD WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM (WES)
Refer Drawing 73A990-808 ltev. A
Item. - Componentponenl CaoWnent Failure Mole HypotheticalYP Effect d Failure ailure  Fault Detection
__	
_.......
Fault Isolation -^-	 -	 --Comments
No.. Title Function
-. Failure Mechanism. Class
17-2 Pressure Transducer, To monitor regulator 0., Iligh signal output. Samu as 17--.1. S:uue as 17-1 a). 111 " l12" meter display, red Compare P.T. 17-2
0-500:psig, .02 Press. pressure and provide Iligh" light,on. readout with 17-5.
.high and low .ESD signals
:Low signal output.. Same as 17 -1. Sallie as 17-1 b)l III "Q,!" teeter display, red sank, as above. -
„ 02 Low" light on.
Zero signal output. Same as 17-1. WES will ESD. NI Swne as above. same as above.
17-3 Pressure Transducer, To monitor 112/1120 nigh signal output. Same as 17-1. Sume as 17-1 a), III 1 12(P meter display, red Compare P. T. 17-3
0-500 prig, N2/1120 pressure at module out- - "20 Nigh" light on. readou. with P. T. Is
Press, let and provide high and . 17-1 and 17-5.
. lo%v ESD signals.
- - Low signal output. . .Same as 17-1. Same as 17-1 b). IR 112 phasu" meter .display. Same as above.
	 '
,.2(5 Law" light on.
	
Zero signal uugiut.
	
. Same as 17-1.	 WES will ESD.	 III
	
S:une as above.
	
17-9 Pressure Transducer, To monitor N2 pressure High signal output. 	 Saint. as 17-1.	 None.	 to	 "N2 Done" meter display.
0-500 prig, N2 Rome in module dome and pro-
( Press.	 Vide low ESD signal.
1
Low si6nlal outiwt.
Same as above.
Compare P. T. 17-3
readout with 17-5 willh
27-1,. 27-2 and 28-7
full well at low N2
pressure.
Same as ti110ve.
Same as above. -
Compare P. r..17-5
readout with 17-1 and
17-3.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Chuck P. T. 18-1 read-
out when separator 8 Is
switched on and off.
Compare P. T..18-1. .
with P_ T. 20.
Same as above.
Sate as above.
Check P. T. 18-2 read-
out when separator (8)
is switched on and off.
Same as above.
Same its above.
UIN-
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Item
No,.
Component
Tilie
Component
Function
-Failure Male
-
11	 othetical172
Failure Mechanism
Effect of Failure Failure:Class Fault Detection Fault Isolation Comments
19 Pressure S\vitch "lo munitor makeup Switch fails closed. Failure of internal cum- Falsc • (m" pressuro signal sill III Red "Makeup . 1120 Lore" Verify makeup 1120
IN. u.) pump suction pressure ponent or contamination. cause ESD.. light is on, supply pressure. and
and provide low (switch. - check with makeup.
closes) ESD signal. water pump (4) switched
on a¢d off.
Switch fails open. Sam. as above. Low makeup 1123 supply pressure or I ll None. No ESD will result with
clogged makeup 1120 filler ( Item 3) shut-off makeup 1120
wil:.uol be detecled.. supply line and makeup
water pump (Item a) Oct.
External leak. Seal material set or No ESD.
	 1120 leak to cabin. III Visual inspection by crew, Location of 1120 drop
- rupture, loose cunt e- formation..
Lion.
20 Differential Pressure To monitortcater Iiigh signal. Output Same as 18-1. :None.	 - Ill "Accumulator" meter Check P. T. 20 readout
Transducer t 100 psid accumulator (P1120 - display.	 : when separator (8) Is
11-)0 Accumulator _AP Pf :!)- off and P. T. 'a I7-1,
. 17-3 and 17-5 are at
same pressure.
Low signal output. Same as 18- 1. None. 111 State as «hove. Compare 11. T. 20 read-
Out with 18-1 with
separator (8) on.
Zero signal output. Suae as 18-1. None.	 - Ill Same as above. Same'as above.
21 Module Outlet Temp.. To monitor n witle il2i. High signal output. False "Iiigh • ` temperature signal can BI "Mod. Cut" meter display Check Item 20 readout
Sensor ll?O outlet temp. and - cause ESD. at low module current.
provide high ESD signal.
- Low or zero signal output. Broken or burned out Iiigh module outlet teny :erature will III Same as above. Check Item 20 readout
:resistance element. not be: deteeied. at high module current.
2z Combustible Gas To monitor 112 .leakage ` IUgh signal output. Electrical component Falsc "Iiigh" 112 level signal can cause Ill lied light on CGD meter_ Check other cabin CGD
Detector from WES to cabin and .failure as breakage. ESD. display is on. monitors.
	
Reealibrate
provide high ESD Signal. overheating, shorts, CGD.
poor connections.
Low or zero signal output. Same as above. - lt2 leakage if present would not be Ill CGD meter display. "dfalfunctitia" light on
detected. CGl) display.
23 Dual 0.2 and 112 To provide visual dis- high float reading. -. Gtmtamination or 1120 in None. ill Visual inspection by crew. Check module current
Flowuaeter Assembly play of 02. and if ,_) output flowmel9r. and WES pressures.
flow rate. - Tap new :.titer.
Low float reading. Same as above. Possible gas leak upstream of III Same as above. Same as above.
	 Check
flowmeter.. forgas -leakage.
External lval...oe. Seat material set, loose Same as above. Ill Same as above. Same as above.
: connection, glass frac-
lure.
21 Conductivity Sensor To monitor the ionic bligh output signal. Same as 22.	 Contanaiva- False "Iligh" 1120 conductivity . signal OI Conductivity sensor (24) Take N20 sample thru
impurity level of pro- lion or rupture of sensor eau Cause ESD. meter display. valve 25-6 and check
cess water effluent front conductivity.	 Check
ticionizer (Item 7) and -. - module (1) voltage.
provide high .ESD signal.
-
Zero or low Output. signal. SnmL as above_ Possible & ... age to module (1) cells if 111 Same as above same as above.
k Inakeup 11 ,O has high ionic Content Or
it tk. unizer not serviced re6ularly..
.,.	
,°#^`	y6.h°t^33i#I3... ..^......) if.dA+f!e•f
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6-14AN ADVANCED BREADBOARD WATER ELECTROLYSIS sY5 •rnt tiyE5)
Refer Drawing 73A490 -868 Rev. A
Item
No.:
Component
Title
Component
Function Failure Male-
II	 otheticalyp	
-
Failure 1ltectlatdsm
Effect of Failure FailureClass Fault Detection Fault isolation Comments
Coolant 11 ,,,.0 Flow To monitor cooling IWO S%witch fails closed. Switch actuator Stock by False "Low Fluw" signal uill cause 1l1 lied "Cool Flow Law" Verify coolant fi-)O sup-
!A% itch (N. 0,) llou rate and pro%-file contamination, failure of ESD. light on.	 Coolant flow- ply pressure atul check
lo%% (Switch closes) .ESD internal component. meter (24) display. with supply on and off. '..
Switch fails often. .Same its above. Low• cuolaut Bow t%iwld not be detecled Ill None without secondary Verify Item 25 failure by
by Itcu%25 -, but overheating of module failure. no ESL' with strut-off
' would cause ESD by Real 21 coolant supply.
26-1 hi-Line Relief Valve, '1L provide over-press. a) Valve elemcrds stuck a) Conlaminutiou binding Dual failure of Items 15 aad'26-1 will Ill Ill pressure on P.T. 17-1 fed "112 Bigh" light (xl..
.112 Relief relief in the event of a. closed. bletuouts, increase If-) pressure.	 WES will ESD. exceeds high limit. Beu;h lest 15 and 26-1.
- failed-closed 112
regulator ( iteml5). b) Valve elements stuck b) Saute as above.	 Seat None if 11: leakage is less than 112 Ill 112 pressure on P. T. 17-1 Red "112 Low" light on.
.open or internal leakage.. material set or damage. generation rate.	 WES will ESD at falls below low limit. Bench test to verify
-	 -
higher leakage as 112 Pressure falls failure of 26-1, 15, or
to N2 has. pressure. 28-1.
26-2 it-Line Relief Valve, To provide over-press. Same as 26-1 a). Same as 26-1 a).
-
Dual failure of items Ff and 26-2 will Ill 02 pressure on P. T. 17-2 Red "02. Iligh" light on.
02 Relief relief in the event of a . :Increase. 02 pressure. 	 WES will ESD. exceeds high limit. Bench lest 14 and 26-2.
failed-clused' 02
regulator (Item 14). Sane an 26-1 . b). Same as 26-1 b). None if 02 leakage is less than Q2 IR 02 pressure on P. T. 17-2 Iced "02 Low" light on.
_._... generation rate.	 WES will ESD at falls below low limit . Bench test to verify
higher :leakage as 0?,. pressure falls to failure Ot 1 .1 or 26-2.
N2 base pressure.
26-3 hi-Lino Relief Valve, To provide over-press. Same as 26-1 a). Same as 66-1 a). Dual.. failure of Items 8 an.. 26-'swill Ill 20 pressure on lied 11 20 lllgh" light on.
Two-Phase Relief relief in the event of a inert Sc 112/1120 pressure.	 WES wdI 11-3 exceeds high limit. Check for 112/1120 dump
failed-closed and stuck ESD.
solenoid valve at phase'
separator/pump (Item 8). Sarre as .26-1 b)... Sane as 26-1 b). 112/1120 discharge lhru dump if leak- Ill 11•s. Bowmeter (23) display.. Low 112 flow indicates
age less than 112 generation rate. - 2fd pressure on' P. T. 20 leakage to dump.
Excess makeup 1120 "consumption" 17-3 falls below low limit. Red "20 Low" light (at.
and low 11 .2 output.	 WES will ESD at - Beach lest 26-3.
higher leakage as 2,0 pressure falls
to 112 regulator pressure.
26-4 In-Line Relief Valve, To provide check when Same as 26-1 a). Same as 26-1 a). Unable to pressurize 20 log, with N2 ill 20 pressure on P. T. 17-3 Red "20 Low" light on. -
N2 Input to 2({ (P26> P112) and input for start-up.	 2( pressure will dcoay below pressure on P. T. Compare 17-3 and 17-1
oP (PN2 >.P20) during below N2 base pressure during WES . : 1 . 7-1 by greater different difference during 1'12
pressurization and shut- shut kc za.	 No effect during WES than 26-9 AP relief pressurization.
down. continuous Operation. setting.
Same as 26-1 b). - Same as 26-1 b). 1120 present in R2 output.	 high ill 112 BOWmeter (23) display. Closure of valve 28-4
leakage can cause ESD.. 20 pressure on P. T. halts 1120 discharge.
17-3 can fail 	 low "20 Low" light on.
limit.
27-1 Manual N2 Pressure Manual setting provides a)	 fic6ul'. valve clenlcuts. a) Contamination, valve No effect during IVES operation with !R 111,12 Doioe" meter display Pressure on P.T. 17-4 -
Regulator, N2 Dome No come pressure on fail (pen. elements stuck open, valve 28-7 normally closed. will .increase with 27-1
Input. module (1). _	 - - spring rupture. backed off and valve
28-7 open.
b) Regul. valve elements 6) Contamination. valve Same as above. Ill Same as above.. Unable to pressurize
failed closed. elements stuck closed. dome with 28-7 open.
Item
Nu.
Component
Title
Component
Function
Failure \\lots HypotheticalYP
.Failure 111ec1u'uiism
Effect of Failure Failure
Class Fault Detection Fault I6ulal/art Comments
1 7--' Marotta( i\.i pressure Manual 	 111n, {.	 rovisle. Sail,, ao- -1 7-1 .li: zasoc• as _7-1 a). 1 Ili`., dok''a lA N2	 supply {l'e'a n^'. to ll •1. lit "N> 111.,1'" un:I,r and (1- Pressure oil P. T. 17-5
ltrgulater, N , U'ase N . ha t { r u5ura to U • t rguL' uor presour	 Setting.	 Iligh "O_' and 112 flow int it,r di. play. w ill increase ,with 27-2
Input and II	 line. utJ " II	 ' flaw readings on Item	 ..	 11-,. Possible rest "11- Bogle' backed off.	 Low Ng.
ti^ and O	 pressut a will im.rt a.e and .light oil. supply. pressure.
may cause high pressure ESL.
.Same as 27-1 b). Same as 117-1 h). WES will ESD during normal or cyclic Ill Pressure on P. T. 17-5 Iced " N •2 Base Low"
hutdown as N2 Luse prLssaru decays, wiU fall below low limit. light ore.	 Unalite to re-
pressurize.
28-1 manual Shut -Off Valve To provide means forty a)	 Internal teak.: a) Suat material set or WES will ESD if 112. leak exceeds II:! ill Ill pressure on P. T. 17-1 Red " 112 Lone" light on.
112 Regulator Bypass passing 112 regulator it, damage. generation rate or da r ing normal or (alts below low limit. Reach test to verlfyfail-
(N. C. vent H2 and depressurize cyclic shutdown. urn u[ 28-1, 15, or
WES: .. . '26-1.
b) External leak. Gland uateria l set or Same as above..	 112 leakage to cabin, Ill Stale as above or cons- Same as above or red
.. .:damage.	 Loose comtce- WES a ill ESD. txtslible gas detector (22) light on CCD is on..
tioa. exceeds high 112 limit.
28-2 Manual Shut-OIL Valve To provide means for. Same as 28-1 a). Same as 28-1 a). WES will ESD if U, leak exceeds 02 111 02 pressure on P. T. 17-: . lied "02. Lessee" light t..a.
02 Regulator Bypass bypassing 'U, regul a tor - generation rate ur during uurmal or falls below low limit. Beach tes t to verify.
(N. G:) to vent l72:and de- .cyclic nhulduwn. failure of '28-2, 14 or
' pressurize IVES. : 26-2.
Same as 28-1 b). Saute as 2B-1 b). Saoae as above. 'RI Sane as above. :Same as above.
26 :i Manual :Shut-Off. Valve To provide means for Saute as 28-1 a). .' Same as '28-1 a). WES will ESD if M, leak exceeds I12 III: 20 pressure on P. T. 17- lied "2t0 Low" light tail.
210 Relief Valve fly- . bypassing. 2(1 relief to generation rate.. High. nwkeup 7120 falls below low limit.. Bench test to verily
pass' (N. C_) vent H2/11120 and de- ' cousuatplion"..
WES.
failure of 28-3 or 26-3.
pressurize WES.
Same: as 28-1 lo).' Same as 28-1 b).- 1121 and 1120 will leak to cabin. 111 Same as above. 	 CGD Same as above or red
will ESD. (22) may ;exceed high light on CGD.
limit.
'28-4 Manual. Slut-Off To provide means of External leak. Gland material set or If-)leakage to eabin.	 WES will ESD. III Same as 28-1 b). lied light ml CGD (22)
Valve,. N2 Input to separately pressurizing:, damage,. loose counec- is on.
210 Slut-Off (N. 0.) 02 side during stain- tiou.
tenance only.
28-5 Manual Shut-Off To provide means of Sane as above. . Saute as . abovc.; t120 leakage to-cabin.	 No ESD. III Visual inspection by crew Location of 1120 strop
Valve, 1120 Orifice- adjusting 1120 flow on formation.
Shut-off (N. 0. ) utctering valve (30-2).
28-6. Manual Shut-Off. To provide means of Same as above. Same as above, or seat Saute as above.. III Same. as above. Stlre as above.
Valve, 1120 Sample- extracting process 1120 materhil set or damage.
Point (N. C. sample.	 -
_
fi -7 Manua l^Sliut-Of[ 	-
-
To 	 for Same as 'tb-1 a). Same as 28-1 a)... le doe.'K2 pressure decay on ax>< lu	 m III
y
Pressure on P. T. 17- ! }led "Ne Low"'L hom -
Valve,: Module Dome locking. 112, in dome: . .IVES will ESI). will fail below low limit. light on.
Shut-Off (N. C.)
Same as 28-1 b). $'title as 28-1 b). Same as above. N2 leakage to cables. III Sunte . usabove. Same as above.
28-8 Manual Shut-Off To provede mums for Same as 28-6. Same as 2b-6. rune as above. Ill	 I Same as above. Same'as above.
Valve, Module Dome venting or draining - -
Drank Valve . (N. C.) module dome....
F"
O
OD
30-1 Needle Valve, To provide means ^f Same as"-5. Same as 28 -5. Siemens 28-5. 111 Same ses28-5.. Sane as 28-5.
Accumulattlr 1120 restricting  ti •20 Rwv
r j Metering (N.O. ► 	 ^ ofrom aceunuJatur. Clogged valve-. Contamina t ion. No makeup 1120 lu process 11 .20 loop. 111 Separator AP on P. T. Red "Sep ,]P Low"I i WES \VIII. ESL), ^ l tS-1 will fall below lot, light Cu.
so
44--tt
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Table I
 WES FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
-
-	 6-MAN ADVANCED BREADBOARD WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM (WES)
Refer Urawini( 73A490-868 Rev. A
w	 lit W W	 W"A	 WiYi"	 uslisio	 Wow
_
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..
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Item Component Component Fellers Mode Hypotheticaln' Effect of Failure Failure Fault Detection Fault Isolation CommentNo.` Title Function	 `	 " Failure Mechanism Class
3ea-2 - Needle Valve, Proces - To provide means of Saute: as 28-1 a). Same as 28 -1 a). None.	 htodule (1) aT may be lower. III Orifice meter display for Bench check.
1120 Metering (N. C.) adjusting 1120 flow.
-
AP oil 	 T. 18-2 may be
lower.
31	 Process Water Flow `S'o	 aus ofh_.,...,.;. nnu Partiallclogged orificeY	 bb Contamination.. inadequate	 r.... -ss lvator flow rate will1	 S'-'""^ III' - sera-tempModule outlet o Red	 Mod Tenit) 11Lgh""	 R 
Q_...ce munitoring process or screen. increase nmdule (I) attlet temperatur e. lure sensor will exceed light on.
water flow rate, I WES will E SDr. high limit.
Completely  clogged Cot t .un inution. Loss of pruceas water Row will reduce III Separator AP on P. T. lied " Sep AP Low" light
_ orifice or screen. separator/pump (8) AP.. 18-1 will fall below low on.. t.
e
32-1	 Catalytic 02/0"
	 ` To monitor presence of a) High output sib'nal. Internal electrical False O2 signal would cause ESD of Ill 11 02 in II-P w-Lier d;>Pluy. lied "02 in 112" light on.
Mixture Seusor.(C2 in 02
 in 11 .2 output gas, failure. WES. Check output signal with
112) _ N2 gas In 112 output line.
n) Zero or low output Same as above. 	 Shorted 02 ill H2 output possibly caused by ill Sallie as above.	 Visual - Meter readout Is con-
_
signal .
_.,
resistive element.. mudale (1) internal leak would go.. inspection by crew. stout 112 outpul temp..
- undetected.: unless •,	 , i'as failed.
c) External leakage. Seat damage.	 Loose 112 leakage to cabin. 	 WES will ESD. DI Combustible-gas detector Red P,ght on CCD is on.
- connection. - (222) will exceed high.
_ limit.
52-2	 Catalytic 02/11 To monitor: presence of Same as 32-1 m). Same as 32- 1 a). Valse lit signal would cause ESD of III " 112 In 0211 meter display. Red "112 in 02" light on_
hlixture Sensor 1112 in .' . 112 in 02 output gas., - WES. Check outimt signal with
2) N2 gas in O2 output line.
G Same as 32-1 b). Same as 32-1 b). 112, if present Ln 02 discharged to ' 111 "112 in 0211 meter display. Meter readout is 02 out
cabin, would result in ESD of WES.: - Cou"stible gas dete c tor put temperature unless(22) would exceed high 32-2 has failed.	 Red
limit if lit in cabin. light on CGD Is on.
1
Same as 32-1 c). Same as 32-1 c). None. Ili None. Bubble check by crew.
5(	 33	 Circuit Breaker (N. C.) '1'o prevent excess input Contacts stuck closed. Welded contacts or Unable to manually open 28 VDC input W Green"28 VDC 11 light Unable to remove 28 '.
F G amp DC current to power spring rupture. switch.	 Second :uy failure in power remains or.. lied "02 VDC input to WES by
.. conditioner (11). conditioner, If causing high current, Low" light on.' manual switching of (33)
..	 _ ;. would probably result in burned out
transistor in P. C. , and .loss of inyxnt
power to module (11). 'WES would ESD
3during 02 pressure decay at open
circuit.
k Contacts stuck open. Contamination.	 Open Unable to upply 28 VDC W WES, Ill Green 11 28 VDC" light. - Unable to apply 28 VDC
.; relay coil... remains off. input; to WES by manual
switching of (33).
f	 _	 .
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TADIX X
For Sensor and nisplay Device 4i -MAN WAT ER I LCC '1'1101YSLS SYSTEM (WES) s =	 —
' Item No. Identification and Location F DIA EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN SUMMARY
--Refer Table I and Filnire I
.Srnsur I•tlnit Limit hold Inhibit Disp. Level. Fault
Fault Condit ) cii Fault Sensor	 item No. Sclliu rj, r Period_ Required Display Device	 Item _N. o. Visual Simial
1. High Mcxlule . Voltage Voltage Meter Belay None j 24 VDC lmilaut None 0-50 VI;.; rvieter 40 lit-d 'l,ibiii "On"
2. high Mod'ale (P. C. Out) Curr. Current Shunt Nonry 1 8b ;imp Instant None 0-100 A Meter 41 Red Light "On"
3. High Power Con c_1. r,^- 	 C...t ..urr. 100 A Circuit Breaker i3 80 Am 1^ Instant None None - Red Light "Ott"
4. boss 28 VDC Supply Voltage Voltage Divider None 4 2(i VDr, Instant Reset None - Green Light "Oil"
5. Loss 115 VAC Supply Voltage Voltage Divider None % 100 VAC Inslanl. Heset None - Green Light "Off'
f.- v. high Module Outlet Temp. Ta-coperature_Sensor 21 j 22011 F 10 Sec. Notre 0-250°F I?Iec. Meter 44 Red Light "On"
` 7. Low Sep. /'Pump Press. Rise AP Press, 'TranS. ]fl L :1.5 psid 1 Sec. Start-up 0-5 VDC Elec. Meter/Scl . Sw.-50- Bell Light "On"
8. high M(xlule 2 O Outlet Press, Press. Trans. 0-50C psig '17- :1 ' 0:490 prig 1./4 See. None 0-500 psig Elec. Meter 50 Red Light "On"
9. Low MoiltAu 2 0 Outlet Press. Dress. Traits. 0-500 psig 1 7-3 */- :150 psig 1 See. Start-up 0-500 psig Elec. Meter 50 Red Light "On"
+ 5 min timer
U). Iligh % Outlet Press., Press. Trans. 0-509 psig 17 -2 *>412 pf,Ig L /4 Sec. Notre 0-500 psig Eloc. Meter 48-2. lied. Light "On"
11. Izw 02 O;:flieL Tress. Press. Traits., 0-590 psig 17-2 *"4:180 ps ig 1 Sec. Start-up 0-500 psig Elce. Meter 48-2 Red Light "On"
+ 5 min timer
f ' 12. 'high Ho Outlet Pr: ss. Press. Trans. 0-500 psig 17-1 +)':180 psig 1/4 See. None 0-500 psig Elec. ]victor 48-1.. Red Light"Chill
0 13: Low 1j2 Outlet Press. Press. 'Trans. 0-500 psig e7-1 •/_330 psig 1 Sec. Start -up 0-500 psig	 Elec. Meter 48-1 Red Light "On"
/
+ 5 min timer
14. Empty Water Accumulator "Cm;ety" Position Switch On 16 Closed Sw. 9 Min. Start-up None - Red Light "On"
15. Overfilled Water I 'Max Stroke" Posit. Sw. On 16 closet] Sw. 20 See. None None -	 _ Red Light "0n"
!6. Low Coolant Water Flow Flaw Switch 25 1 Gl'M l Sec. None None - lied Light "On"
I
17 liigh 11 2 Cone. bt 02 Ill" Cat:[iytie Temp. Sensor 32-2 18VP I Sec. None 0-250*F Elec. Meter 44 Red Light "On"
18. Low Makeup 11 20 Inlet Press. Pressure Switch .19 5 psig :10 See. None None - lied Light "On"	 i
1
19. high Process 11 20 Conductivity Conihtctivity Sensor 24 > qll, mI10 1 Min. Start-up Meter On (47) Red Light "On"
20, iligh 11 2 Concentration Contl,uaihic bas Detector 22 ^.5^^, Just. None Meter On (46) Bell Light "On"
21, Itigl► 02 ConC- In 112 Line Catalytic Temp. Sensor 32-1 140" Ii 1; See. None 0-250*F Elec. Meter 44 ]tell Light "On"
22. : Low Mculule Dome N2 Press" .— Press. Trans., 0-609 psig 17-4 Pot. Adj,/,400 psig 1 See. None 0-5 VDC Elec. Meter/Sel.Sw. 50- ]tell Light "On"
L:1_ %A02 Base Press. Press. Trans., 0-5110 psig 17-5 ^a'l.0 psig 15 Seo. None 0-5 VDC Elec. Meter/Sel.Sw. 50 iced Light "On"
Q * Limit Setting Will 1)olentiornoter Adju:ameut
Gd
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
3. 4.2	 System Assembly and Check Out
The pre-prototype assembly or the system consisted of a fluidY	 y
package and control package or cabinet (photographed in Figure 15). 	 The fluid
` package was made of "Unistrut'aluminum frame with a'vertical aluminum panel for
amounting the larger fluid components. 	 A commercially available cabinet was selected
of a size for mounting all the display components on the front face resulting in a
generous interior for mounting electrical control components and circuit boards.
Prior to installation in the fluid package, fluid components were
bench tested for proof pressure, leakage, regulated settings, etc. 	 and instruments
I were checked out as calibrated by vendors or by in-house verification. 	 Some of this
component testing is described in Section 3.3.	 Sections of fluid lines with components
were also proof pressure and leak checked as sub-assemblies prior to installation
1
wherever possible, i.{
Initial system testing was conducted at pressures under 345kN/rn^
(50 psig) to check out major functional -omponents such as the power-conditioner/
electrolysis module, phase separator/pump, water accumulator and make-up pump.
These conditions were also used to verify sensor outputs, automatic startup and ;F
shutdown sequence iunct ons and auLoind,tiu
 einea;gency shutd iwina-.
All major componentia perforried satisfactorily so that most of ji 1
check out period was occupied with troubleshooting of automatic controls.
t
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3.4.3
	
System Evaluation
The following discussion summarizes in chronological order the
conditions experienced and observations made during extensive testing of the advanced
WES which commenced in June, 1974. Operating results and test data relating to ;i
specific component have been presented in Section 3. 3 and a functional description of
components as part of overall system operation is provided in ;section 3. 2.
Operation of the system at regulated system pressure and
temperature was initialT performed on June 13, 1974. A load profile versus time
showing the temperature, transients during warmup is provided in Figure 25. Operation
of all pressure regulato)ss, nominally set for a. 690kN,/m 2 (100 p„ig) level, and the
water temperature regulator was very satisfactory.
7
{
a
i
a:
Electrical checkout of automatic startup and emergency shutdown
functions was sufficiently- complete to allow unattended system operation 'around they	 P	 Y 1
clock.	 Erratic automatics shutdowns in the module overvoltage channel and later in the
separator OP channel, however, interrupted sustained operation„ 	 The first was
corrected by utilizing isoi'Ated voltage sensing with a meter relay.i.n pidee of the i
previous electronic,- comp;rrator circuit approach.
	
The cause of tape .latter erratic.
behavior was found to be sensitivity to 115 VAC noise and load switching on the power
' line which was subsequently corrected with a commercial noise, filter on the input
115 VAC .line. Oil
'The first week of endurance testing was hampered by false
shutdowns as described.	 However, two weeks of continuous unattended operation was
subsequently demonstrated at the nominal 690kN/m2 (100 psig) system. pressure level, i
Maximum gas generation rate at an electrolysis module load of 75 amperes was
sustained for most of the 429 accumulated hours of endurance testing at this pressure. 	 I
As shown. by Figure 25, a regulated process water temperature 1
of 339K (150 0 F) was achieved after warmup resulting in a H 2 /H20 module outlet
temperabtre of 431K (190 0`F).	 At 75 amp loan, module surface temperatures reach
. about 344K (160 0 F) .	 The pressure of trapped, nitrogen in the module dome is seen' 1{.
1	 ;. to increase and eventually stabilize with temperature.
Measurement of steady state temperatures at different loads was
`t1"1
obtained subsequent to a sustained period at maximum load.
	
This load/temperature
profile is shown in Figure 26.	 Recorded temperatures were not continuous but
readings were taken at least 	 :ix hours after load changes to obtain essentially steady
state values.	 Process water regulated temperature is maintained at about 339K (1500F)
at .50 amps or higher and with electrolysis module OT, i, e. , module H2 /H20 out minus
module Hi)O in, proportional to load.	 Heat generation rate below 50 amps was not
sufficient to maintain a 339K (150 0F) process water temperature; the "hot" part of the
temperature regulator is fully open, and system temperatures fall as shown.
112
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The initial 429 hour etidurar:,ce test period was'established at
system pressures tabulated in Figures 2, , and 26, nominally 690kN/m 2 (100 psig).
Subsequently the system was shutdown to Adjust pressure regulators, relief valves and
the accumulator return sprin o- for` operatiOn at nominally 1724kN/1n 2 (250 psig). The
load/temperature profile and tabuated pressures are shown in Figure 27. Because
phase separator/pump pressure rise had di-, opped to under 41.kN/rn 2 (6. 0 psid) and
reduced process water flow rate, ;maximum. load of 75 amp could not be sustained
without module outlet temperature',exceeding 441K (200 0F). In addition, a water
discharge was observed in the H2 cutlet lowmete:r. Differential pressure gages were
added to monitor separator/pump 41P and wader flow rate. Also, 1/4 inch diameter
translucent nylon tubing was inserted at the separator/pump H2 outlet to observe any
water discharge.
The phase separator/pump was found to have a loss in AP with
increasing system pressure and a leaky solenoid valve. With the concurrence of
Fluid Dynamics Corporation, the manufacturer, it was decided to obtain system
performance data at maximum system pressure of 2413 M 2760kN/m2 (350 to 400
psig) before returning the separator/pump for vendors examination and correction.
This would identify any other component difficulty at design pressure level before
suffering the extended downtime e<pected for separator/pump repair.
i
I=
I
3
	
E
V
The pressure regulators, relief valves and water accumulator
spring load were adjusted for nominal 2760kN/m 2 (400 psig) system operation..
Evaluation of system operation at gradually increasing pressure levels was 1
accomiplished by self-pressurization ,at a 10 amp load (with automatic ESL' deactivated)
Jand gradually "bootstrapping" the system. with manual control of valves to the
following operating pressures kN/m2 (psig) at regulated conditions. N2 dame,
2896 (420); 02 regulator, 2723 (395), ,module two- pheLse 2586 (375); H2 reg+:tlator, j
2427 (352) and N2 base 2289 (332). 	 Phase separ. .tor 4pump v' was found to fall
off briskly from 66 to 31kN/m2 (9. 6 to 4. 5 psid) with ;increased line pressure indicating
1, possible deflection of internal components proportional to pressure. 	 Sustained operatioa
of the WES at high pressure was not p-pssible because (,?f sudden loss of pump out;, ut
due to uncoupling of the magnetic drive. 	 The unit was removed from the system on
9-11-74 and sent to • the manufacturer, Fluid Dynamics ''C'orporation, Chester,
^
,California for high pre•ssure evaluation and corrective naociificati:ons.
	 Furthe:r
discussion of phase separator/pump pegrforman.ce is included in Para. 3.3. 3,.
Subsequent to iastal'lation of the repaired phase. separator/pump
l on 10-30-754 high pressu^ e systexxi evaluation was resumeii. 	 Adjustment of the switch
position on the water, accumulator and A, change in the timin g
 cycle of the make-up
+ '1 pump was r-e('1uired '.to avoid false "empiy" signals. 	 After ,satisfactory compo.neat
performance was verified and system, automatic startup aria shutdown sequences
were tested, 1i SD pressure limits were';readjusted for high pressure operation.	 The
i E'SD limit sett.ings are listerin the FDtk Table X.	 These 11mits were verified uxeder
actual test coryI litions'where )ossible with the automatic ESD',controls reactivated,.
',1 "High"" limit	 values	 be demonstratedpressure,	 ould not	 under actual system operation
^'.113
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because the 02 and H2 pressure regulators relieved gas under the fault ESD valve.
,
System depressurization with ESD controls activated did not allow
components such as the phase separator/pump to operate at system pressures below
ESD limits. Therefore, expulsion of hydrogen gas (plus water) from the bwo-phase
region was accomplished by venting the fluids through manual valve (Items 28-3,
Figure 16) to atmosphere. Subsequent to rapid system depressurization on 11-9-74
because of a leaky seat on the H2 vent valve (Item 28-1) the water line connecting the
outlet of the; phase separator/pump and inlet of the deionizer was found to contain
resin beads',dislodged from the deionizer by pulsating, reverse two-phase flow during 	 µ
'	 depressuriz4tion. The deionizer was modified as 'discussed in Para. 3.3.7 and
additional phase separator/pump repair : as required because of damage by the resin
particles. Also as a corrective measure, an enabling switch was added inside the
1.	 control cabinet which could correct or interrupt all SD signals to the controller. The
switch enabled component and system operation outs:lde of ESD limits. In part,cular, 	 `t
it allowed phase separator/pump operation during sy ,^,^tems depressurization to vent	 }
C essentially all entrapped and dissolved hydrogen gas from the two phase .region to the
hydrogen outlet and simultaneously prevented flow reversal in the process water loop.
This switch also permitted low pressure system operation and self -pressurization as
previously described up to regulated operating pressures although manual valve adjust-
ments were required for pressure control„	 Y ;tern
pre	
''	 pressurization is
.
accomplished by gradual rc^ssuri^ation with the N2 7narual regulators until all pressures
,N11{^
	
are within design limits with all .FDIA,
 lights out. The system can then be activiated
electrically using the desired push button panel controls,.
System operation was resumed on 1,2 -4	 ^y	 	 ^'	 ^	 `,-74 with development testing
concentrated on performing cyclic (orbital) operation at hit h pressure conditions.
System checkout an&testing during the normal work day was concentrated on the setting
Y	 p	 dand evaluation of automatic functions for cyclic operation. Overni ght the systemst ,
was placed on unattended continuous operation to a.ccumulate^ hours of endurance testing,
Electrical trouble shooting during the cyclic evaluation tests, revealed that a faulty-
k
	
transistor had caused Erratic. time functions for cyclic operaiion and was corrected.
The electronic timer s subsequently set to provide a 54.. 7 inute system powered
period and a 40. ;' minute standby period. It is not possible at^,high pressure to hold
a period of unpowered ef',ctrolysis module without the cyclic ciansumption of nitrogen
-to maintain. a. minimum  allowable base pressure on both thee oxy en and hydrogen sides.
Also, it was learned that'the phase separator could not be operlted with the module
unpowered since the separator would lose pressure differential and the impeller
-would become noisy (caused by enlargement of the gas core)'. k'c'r these reasons a
minumum module load was to b determined by .addition-al to=sting , in the standby mode-
On Decexber 31, 1974 the system was automatically shutdown due
tg_iaigh-wo-phase pressure hich was caused by a faulty hydr'f.)gen :?-egulator, Bench
	 G
check and disassembly of the component revealed a leaky gas ,^)elloN s apparently
	 r
fatigue.+^„	 .,	 , k,cracked from-cyclic fatgue. The poppet of the component-continuoLsly
 sly--cycles between_
f	 an open and closed position as, the solenoid. valve on the phase 'Ieparator is energized
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1	 cyclicall}T. The frequency, dependent upon gas generation rate, was about 10 cyclesper minute at 30 amperes. It was estimated that 400, 000 cycles were accumulated to 	 x
this failure paint. It spare bellows assembly and gland for the H 2 regulator was received
from Ausco, Incorporated, bench checked, and installed on January 3, 1975. An
electrical counter was also installed to measure the number of cycles of solenoid valve
operation. Subsequent system operation was satisfactory and evaluation of the cyclic
operating mode was resumed.
i	 When the failed hydrogens regulator was disassembled some particles
r,	 of catalyst material were found inside. Inspection of the upstream catalytic sensor
revealed the catalyst :material had been eroded away apparentl ` from the impingement
k	 of water slugs on the catalyst in the line. A future modificatio:i\ would include a pro-
tya•	
^
1
ective screen to re due erosion and an e ax o•, e i tin to re u^ ,fluid ^ 
r
	s c, 	 ,
During the period of system evaluation from Jtjnuary 3 to '\
January 9, 1975, accumulating 119 hours of module operation undo • load, 62,1703
solenoid valve (on the phase separator) operating cycles were co^^nled for an average 	 1
rate of 525 cyc.le,3/hour. In order to prevent the potential cyclic fatigue of rel, .ted
'	 components it was1 decided to add a hydrogen differential pressure r-\igulatin, valve
s;	 downstream of th^ solenoid valve. (Refer Figure ;'.6, Item 20). Tilt' purpose of this	 ^c
regulating valve is to hold a pressure differential across the phase se}-,)arator (water 	 i
outlet pressure minus hydrogen outlet pressure) ,slightly less than its ,z`,orml. pressure
rise when the aas c	 is contro^aed by the magnetic pickup ^i^' 	 iore diameter	 a ,d solenoidl valve.	 i
With this pressure regulator the gas core is slightly larger, such that tl\ie magnetic pickup
impeller is not rotated by the water vortex and the solenoid valve is energized
r continuously p	 y g	 P	 po en to'let l--dro en out, An .4^usco Inc or orated differential Y^Y essu^re
`
	
	
regulator; r/N P321'^.} 50, previously used on this program as awater diff ren.tial li
pressure regulator (refer to Figure 45 and to Para, 2„ 3.6) was tried for t is purpd,se.
It was necessary to add a small spring on the poppet side of the bellows to increase'
operating pressure differential to an initial adjusted! value of 52. 4kN /m2 (7. psid%.	 t'
4	 .
The l addition of the differential hydrogen regulator was ve y
successful in almost eliminating solenoid valve cycling except during moment ry
	 `3 '
transient periods of startup, load change, and at t i mes during system pressurization	 ^+
`	 and water priming. It w 1as also found that the previously observed cyclic emiss on of
`	 water slugs out a cyclingl+solenoid waive was essentially eliminated by the use of the
differential regulator.
System tevaluati	 tr«	 `Ion continued on pars.me__^c testing in the cyclic
mode consisting, of a 54.'7 minute 	 rGj.ic^d and a Z0''cowerhigh	 ^	 low power or standby	 1	 `'^.	 1it	 period. A min. ^nuni standbir ele-trolysis module current of 6 amperes was establi `,heci
to maintain a.;sma l net gas ,.tut rate of about 330 SCCM Hp and 165 SCCNI 02 ouch
	 1	 ^^'
that the hydrogen and oxygen'! pressure regulators .;would hold nx iniroam pressures above'
	 V
emergency shutdown limits. Pressure regulator settings and ESD limits were gc:cor .tingly
adjusted, A minimum
	
current is required o overcome the relatively higher rata of
	 iLL	 -	 - - --
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ga diffusion across the cell SPE membrane at 361 to 367K (190-200 0F) as load is
abruptly changed from a high power of 50 amperes or greater to the standby value.
	 L
As the cells of the electrolysis module cool during the low power period a somewhat
lower current would be sufficient for a net gas output to prevent pressure decay 	 ,.
(when H2 and 02 back pressure regulators are closed). During an extended period of
system operation of over 200 hours the pressure rise of phase separator/pump
gradually diminished from 52.4 to 41.4kN/m2
 (7. 6 to about 6. 0 psid) which required
readjustment of the differential pressure regulator to "hold" the solenoid valve open.
System accumulated gas generation time had now reached 995 hours.
Sustained unattended operation at high pressure except for load changes and five
y differential regulator adjustments described above, was demonstrated for 190 hours
from January 22 to January 30, 1975.
	 After 20 hours of continuous operation the
system was changed to the cyclic mode demonstrating cyclic load changes between'
6 amperes standby current to high power values of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 amperes
each for extended periods totalling 170 hours without shatdoNvn. 	 Because of the
loss phase separator/pump speed and pumping differential it was decided to
deactivate the system on January 30, 1975 until the phase separator problem could. i^
' be investigated and resolved.'
On February 10, 1975, functional aspects of. the system were
demonstrated at various loads and operating modes for a short period prior to system
} depressurization to remove and disassemble the phase separator/pump.
	
Inspection
of the pump revealed that a teflon washer shim between the impeller and housing had
been worn and frayed.
	 This was replaced by a 13 mm (. 005 inch) thick niobium
metallic washer.	 The separator/pump was then reassembled and bench tested with a
" pressurized water reservoir up to 2413kN/m2P	 (350 psid) and circulated water flow
(without two-phase input capability).
	 A pump OP of about 62kN/m2 (9. 0 psid) was
measured in this set-up.	 On February 11 the phase separator/pump was reinstalled
in. the system.	 Initial system operation at low pressure of approximately 172kN/m2
(25 psig), revealed a low water flow rate at normal pump OP.
	 After removal and
bench flow testing of the deionzer the problem was corrected.
	 The added flow imped-
ance was attributed to gas blockage of the deionzer caused by the previous day's
' depressurization with a closed water metering valve.
	 This dead-ended the inlet line
to t
 the deionizer_ and trapped the gas comivIl out of solution.
	 Subsequent normal ;,	 ?
system operation at design pressure and ai module load from 10 to 75 ,V.mperes was
demonstrated at phase separeor/pump OP of 52kN/m2' (7. 6 psid) and water flow oi'._,
90.2kg/hr. (22.5. PPH) .
Additionale;vstem tests were conducted to determine the variation 4
in phase separator-/pump performance which is discussed in Para. 3. 3.3.. Phase
.
r separator/pump OP output  remained at 44. 8 to 51, i'l-!.N/m 2 (6. 5 to 7, 5 psid) at highline pressure attributable to internal clearance changes.
	 Except for maintaining module f	 `
current under 50 amp during sustained operating periods to keep outlet temperature
_ under 367K (200F), high pressure system operation was otherwise satisfactory.
F 11? 1
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In support of preliminary design work on a parallel program fora
Life .Science WES Demonstrator Unit, continued system -testing was used to provide
data for electrolysis module and system perforrnance analysis.
	 Also, design
approaches for simplifying pressure control, priming and depressurizing techniques
were also investigated. 	 From this work a recommendation for the Demonstrator Unit
included the use of 02 and H2 differential back pressure regulators which would be
referenced to the base pressure; nitrogen regulator.
	 This-modification would allow
manual adjustment of a single regulating valve to e;stabllsh control of both H2 and 02
`i pressures at any desired operating level rather than by pre-adjustment of absolute gas
regulators in the current system.	 Additional tests also verified that the accumulator
. check valve (Item 2-6) was not a necessary system component and its r-emoval was
proposed for the Demonstrator Unit.
Because of a planned change in facility location, the six-man
packaged WES was satisfactorily disconnected and transported to the new location.
With the availability of services in the new facility on 6-2-75 the packaged system
v was reconnected and satisfactorily operated at design conditions within two-days timer
- Subsequently the electrolysis module was remo Tied from the system, as planned, for
disassembly, refurbishment, and installation of fluorosilicone cell gaskets to be
evaluated.	 Total accumulated operating time under load was 1077 hours.
i
9
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SECTION 4.0 HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN GENERATION
4.1	 _ .System Analysis
As part of the subjectprogram, design analyses were made for the
electrolytic generation of oxygen at up to 17.24 MN/m 2 (2500 psia) with the basic SPE
cell and module configuration for the purpose of providing oxygen for a waste process
reaction.
Requirements for the oxygen generator would be that it provide oxygen
at a temperature between 283 and 343K (50-140F) and at a constant rate of 2. 95 kg/day
(6.5 lb/day) into a reactor in which pressure normally varies between 14. 5 `and 15. 9
MN/m2 (2100-2300 psia). The water utilized by the oxygen generator would be sup-
plied at ambient pressure. The high pressure oxygen output control valve would be
part of the waste process system. Two separate electrical signal pulses of 5 VDC
from the. waste process system would be utilized to start and stop the oxy gen generator.
Electrolysis cell operating performance at high pressure was derived
from development testing of SPE electrolysis cells for oxygen generation at 20. 79
MN/m2 (3015 psia) and conforming to requirements for a Navy oxygen generating plant
under Contract N00024-72-C-5557, Project Serial No. SF 0433-104, Task 16670 under
Naval Ship Systems Command, Department of the Navy. At a mean cell operating con-
dition of 393K (120F), 17.24 MN/m2 (2500 psia) and at a current density of 242 mA/cm2,
it was determined that 12 cells of 214.2 cm 2 area (same as in 13-cell module of ad-
vaned EVES) would provide the required oxygen rate of 2.957 kg/day (6. 52_ lb/day).
Process water circulation rate would be 26.1 kg/hr (57. 5 lb/hr) for an electrolysis
module water inlet temperature of 311K (100F) and a H2/H20 outlet temperature of
333K (140F).
This was the operating temperature and the current density demonstra-
ted during most of the life tests on submarine cells operating in the cathode water feed
mode. Higher operating temperatures were not found advantageous since higher para-
sitic losses due to gas diffusion through SPE cells at high pressures offset the reduc-
tion in cell operating voltage. Predicted input power to the power conditioner (90% i
efficiency) and electrolysis module would be 1425 watts whereas, heat rejection from
both components would be 672 watts. Consistentinput current would be 50. 9 amps at
a supply voltage of 28 VDC.
The electrolysis module design for 17.24 MN/i`n2 (2500 psia) would be
similar in concept to the 2.86 MN/m 2 (415 psia) design of the advances; WES. That is,
the stack of 12 cells would be contained within a dome pressurized with nitrogen to r --
reduce cell gasket differential pressures to about 690 kN /m2 (100 psid).	 r "
I
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bare and lugher pressure have allowed for eliminat:cn cif the regenerative heat ex-
changer. This requires operation of the phase separator/pump at about 333K (140F)
and the deionizer at about 311K (100F) which is considered feasible for both components.
A shown in Figure 46 a hand-loading base pressures 	F b  ^	 b	 p	 regulator is used
for manually raising and lowering system operating pressure. 02 and H2 differential
back pressure regulators and the module dome pressure regulator are referenced to
regulated base pressure. It is proposed that the 02 generator system would be started
ag low pressure and be self-pressur;.zed by electrolysis at increasing pressure levels
as base pressure is adjusted upward to design operating conditions at the following
regulated values:
N2 Base Regulated Pressure;P N
	0-16. 5 MN/m2 (0-.2400 Asia)	 3
(Manually adjusted) 2 BASE
Hydrogen Regulated Back Pressure: PR
	
N9P	 + 345 kN/m22	 BASE	 (50 psid)
Oxygen Regulated Back Pressure:P O PN^	 + 690 kN/m22	 BASE	 (100 psid)	 1
N2 Dome Regulated Pressure: PN2 DOME - PN2 BASE + 11:35 kN/m2(150 psid)
Relief valves arerovided for overpressure protection and would back-p	 	 p	 _
up FDIA instrumentation with ESD controls. Several manual valves are shown for
shut-off and venting capability to completely depressurize the system.
A water temperature regulator controls process water delivered to the
Ana deionizer and to the H2 side of the module at a temperature of 311K (100F). Two-
0phase H2/H20 flow leaves the module at a temperature of 3331'. (140F) and is delivered
to the phase separator. Because of the high pressure, only a small amount of water
vapor is discharged with the hydrogen at this temperature. Water discharged from
the phase separator is cooled by the heat exchanger with some :by-pass directly to the
5	 temperature regulator. A water accumulator, as in the advanced six-man WES, has
the dual function of providing logic for make-up water addition and a water storage
capacity for load changes. A piston-type make-up pump delivers feed water from am-
bleat supply pressure to the accumulator at a pressure of about 16. 9 MN/m2 (2450 psia).
Coolant supplied to the system removes waste heat from the heat exchanger and power,
conditioner.
120
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The basic high pressure oxygen generation system schematic is shown
in Figure 46, Redundant components for improved reliability and necessary instru-
mentation for performance monitoring and fault detection are not included for simpli-
fication. Functional components are similar to those of the six-man advanced WES
(refer to Figure 16) except that differential rather than absolute back pressure regu-
lators are employed for high pressure control and means of system pressurization
a7ad depressurization. The process water loop operating conditions of lower tempera-
.
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A trade-off study would be required to determine the most feasible
means of meeting power, weight, start/stop requirements of a waste process system.
Because of a high rate of 02 and H2 gas diffusion at high pressure or so-called "fuel
telling", gas pressures would drop suddenly if load was removed from the electroly-
sis module. Either a standby current must be maintained such that a small net 02
and H2 gas production is discharged through the back pressure regulators, or as the
pressures fall in the electrolysis module, nitrogen would be admitted through the
check valves shown in Figure 46, to hold system pressure at regulated N2 base pres-
sure. For short, frequent down times of the waste process reaction, maintaining a
standby load on the 02 generator sounds feasible whereas for long, infrequent down
times, the nitrogen back fill would conserve power with little addition weight for N2
usage.
It was determined that  standby current of 16 amps would be required
to overcome estimated diffusion losses at a module temperature and pressure of 316K
110°F) and 17. 2 MN/m2 (2500 psia). An input power of 386 watts and system heat re-
jection of 375 watts would be required to maintain this condition. Some 02 output
valve control would be necessary to dump or by-pass the small amount of oxygen dis-
charged from the 02 generator.
Complete removal of current from the electrolysis module would result
in nitrogen at 16. 5 MN/m2 (2400 psia) replacing essentially all oxygen and the equiva-
lent stoichiometric amount of hydrogen which are gradually combined to form water by
diffusion at the electrodes in the SPE cells. It was calculated that a total quantity of
4.54 kg (10 lb) of nitrogen would be used for 100 system shutdowns. This nitrogen
would necessarily be purged overboard with the generated 0 2 and H2 for a sufficient
period of time after restarting to eliminate this diluent from oxygen delivered to the
waste process reactor. Assuming three complete system changes which include N2
pressurization of the module dome, the total nitrogen requirement would be 7. 5 kg.
(16. 5 lb). The gas bottle volume requirement for initial storage at 41. 3 MN/m 2 (6000
psia) and use at 16. 5 MN/m2 (2400 psia) would be 26. 4 liters (0. 932 ft 3)_equivalent to
a sphere having an inside diameter of 36. 9 cm (14.5 inch).
4.2	 Component Design
Because cell design would be identical to and the stack assembly of 12 	 j
cells would closely approximate the 13-cell advanced module configuration, only the
enclosure plate and domed enclosure would require redesign for higher pressure.
Conditions of maximum operating pressure of 17. 9 MN/m 2 (2600 psia), a proof pres-
sure (1.5 X) of 26. 9 MN/m2 (3900 psia), and a burst pressure (2. 5 X) 44.8 MN/m2
(6500 psia) were applied for module design stress analysis. The following modifica-
tions would apply to the module design shown in Figure 22. The bottom enclosure plate
would consist of 7075S-T6 aluminum, 5. 08 cm (2. 00 inch) thick utilizing type 316
stainless steel inserts for fluid porting and corrosion resistance. The lower module
operating temperature permits the use of this design approach and use of this high
122
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strength aluminum to reduce weight. The elliptical dome of the module is made of
2024-T6 aluminum with a wall thickness of 1. 42 cm (0. 56 inch) and having a flange
thickness of 3.8 cm (1. 50 inch). The diameter of the flange and enclosure plate have
been increased from 33 to 37.4 cm to accomodate these larger dimensions and larger 	 it
iyflange bolts.	 Twenty-four flange bolts 9/16-18 thread are specified by iVIS9738 (17-4
Ph), precipitation hardened stainless steel. 	 The estimated weight of this 12-cell
17.24 MN/m2 (2500 psia) module design, is 41 kg (90. 5 lb).
The water accumulator design shown in Figure 34, which incorporates !^
an external actuating rod was found not feasible for much higher pressures because of
. imbalance forces.	 A modified design concept would include an internal stainless steel
piston with encapsulated magnets and without a piston rod. 	 Reed-type position switches
would be contained in sealed tubes inserted in the end plates of the accumulator. 	 Water
capacity was reduced to 164 cc (10 in. 3) because of elimination of the regenerative heat
exchanger in the water process loop and the high operating pressure. 	 Cylinder size
would be 7. 62 cm (3. 00 inch) O. D. x 20. 6 cm (8.12 inch) long.	 Net additional weight
over the six-man WES accumulator is 1. 4 kg (3. 1 lb) to a total new weight of 7. 13 kg
(15. 74 lb).
The phase separator/pump would not change in concept, but would in-
crease in size and weight to provide for a heavier housing to accomodate the higher
internal pressure.	 Estimated weight would be 9.1 kg (20 lb).
f a nitrogen bottle for minimum weightDesign o	  considered an ARDEFORMb	
sphere made from cryogenically formed 301 stainless steel shell with external glass
filament reinforcing.	 As fabricated, the steer inner shell is under compression and
approaches a zero stress condition at the design operating pressure of 41.3 MN/m2
(6000 psia).	 Design burst pressure (2. 5 X) would be 103 MN/m 2 (15, 000 psia).	 The
external fiber structure is of glass filament wound construction with resin cured at
422K (300F).	 Demonstrated tensile strength at room temperature is 2275 MN/m2
(330, 000 psi).	 Design configuration would be a stainless steel shell of 36. 9 cm (14.5
inch) inside diameter and wall of 3.19 mm (0.125 inch) surrounded by a fiberglass	 -
shell with a wall thickness of 4.19 mm (0.165 inch). 	 This configuration would weigh
19. 5 kg (42.9 lb) and hold 12.5 kg (27.5 lb) of nitrogen having a standard volume of
13. 4 std. liters (380 SCF).
Gas regulators for differential control at high pressure are commercially
available as special equipment for the conditions cited.	 Contact was made with Tescom
" Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn. , who provided information on the units listed in the
following table.
i
i^
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Max Max Positive
. Inlet ` Outlet Reference Bias
Tescom Weight Pressure Pressure Pressure Differential
Regulator Name P/N kg -	 - MN/m2 (psis) =	 - IcN/m2 (psid)
N2 Base Pressure 26-1024-34 2.5 41. 4(6000) .1- 17.2(15-2500) - -
Hand Loader
nj N2 Donne Pressure Similar to 2.5 41.4(6000) Max17,'6(2550) 16.5(2400)- 103(150)
z Reduced W1 Ref. 26-1000M
02 Back Pressure Similar to 2.3 17.2(2500) C 15.8(2300), 16. 5(24000) _ 69(100)
. n Regulator W1 Ref. 26-1700
n
r` r
' < ^ H2 Back Pressure Similar to 2. 3 16. 9(2450) 15. 8(2300) 16. 5(2400) 34.5(50)
Regulator W1 Ref, 26-1700
0
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GENERAL	 ELECTRIC
Because of the higher process vrater flow rate and hig,'her operating
pressure than the she -man rated WES, the deionizer would utilize a larger 1000 ml
capacity sampling cylinder rated for 24. 1 MN/m2 (3500 Asia) operation.- Container
size would be S. 9 cm (3. 5 inch) outside diameter by 29.2 cm (11.5 inch) long, 	 ^l
weighing 5. 56 kg (12.25 lb). 	 1:
Pressure rating of the dual heat transfer coil heat exchanger, .P/N
3101-6, 4-8-6X, Parker Hannifin Corp. is 18. 6 MN/m 2 (2700 psia). Similarly, most
standard commercial tube fittings, hand valves,, check valves, etc. , have pressure
{II system. 2 (	
p a) d would be suitable for service in thisratio	 eater than _.0.7 Iw/IiV/m 3000 sia an	 r
1	
Major components of a water electrolysis system which are weight
sensitive to operating pressure are listed below.'', .A comparison of coi':nponent weight
is: provided between that of the six-man rated system at nominal 2. 860 Mn'/m2 (415
Asia) and that of the high pressure 02 generation, system at nominal 17.2 MN /m2
(2500 psia).
High Pressure	
I
L+
Component Name	 iix=Man WES	 02 Gen.	 !.
Weight kg alb)
	T;.
Electrolysis Module	 32.9 (72.5)	 41.1 (90.5)
Water Accumulator	 5.7 (12.7)	 7.1 (15.7)	 +'
Phase Separator	 7.2 (15.8)	 9.'l (20. 0)
Deionizer	 1.5 ( 3.3)	 5.6 (12. 3)
N2 Gas Bottle (Empty)	 Not Included	 19.5 (42.9)
N: Gas Bottle (Full) 	 32.0 (70. 4)
N'q^  Base Pressure Regulator	 2.5 ( 5.5)	 2; 5 ( 5. 5)
N,2 Dome Pressure Regulator 	 2.5 ( 5.5)	 2.5 ( 5.5)
03 Back Pressure Regulator	 0.7 ( 1. 5) *	 2. 3 ( 5. 0)
Ii; Back :Pressure Regulator	 0.7 ( 1. 5)*	 2.3 ( 5.0)
* .Absolute Back Pressure Regulators designed to specification.
It should be noted that the component weights listed, excepting the N2
gas bottle, are for commercial off-the-shelf hardware or for preprototype designs
witliout a critical regard for weight and would not be, necessarily, respective of flight-
;	 weight designs.
1	 i`
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i SPACE STATION PF+?OTOTYPE SUPPORT WORK
The design of an Oxygen Generation ,Subsystem as a part of the
Support System for the Space Station Prototype was conducted in parallel 	 l '`
of this program. As reported, testing of the four-man .breadboard WES
rmation on component and system characteristics in different operating
Lpplied test data in support of engineering design. After shipment of the
,gen Generation Subsystem to NASA/JSC in Houston, Texas, in
173. consultation b y telenhone was provided to NASA durinv its installs-
awn anu uuec;lwuw^^	 ^
During subsystem tasting at NASA/7SC on February 19, 1975,
the electrolysis module exhibited evidence of internal leafage.
	 The torque of the nuts ,=
on the module tie bolts was not checked before the system was tested and this was
surmised initially to be the cause of the leakage. 	 The 27-cell electrolysis module
was returned to General Electric Co. /DECP for failure analysis, refurbislunent,; and
checkout.	 This work was accomplished and is summarized in a letter report included
in the Appendix. 	 The refurbished module, containing 15 of the original 27 cells, was 1
returned to NASA/JSC on March 24, 1975.
	 Satisfactory performance of the electroly-
sis module and Oxygen Generation Subsystem was subsequently demonstrated over a-
100-hour checkout test period.
1
F
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SECTION 6. 0 _ CONCLUSIONS a
` 	 - 1) A 13-cell, SPE advanced module design for opei,ation at an t
average temperature of 355k (1800F), and 2860kN/m 2 (415 Asia) conditions was sue-
cessfully demonstrated in a six-man rated wetter electrolysis system (1IES) over a
'total operation period of 1060 hours.
_ 2.
	 Safe, unattended o era
	 ^	 p	 tion of a six.-:rnan rated, ad^^anced pre-Y
prototype WES was demonstrated incontinuous and cyclic operating modes at a
p	 2860M/M2 (415 psia).	 'The packaged system :included semi--nominal ressure of pOk^ '
buttonautomatic controls for	 usl	 start, stop,:, FDIA instrumentation and emergency ,	 >
controllc— for a safe emergency shutdown at high pressure.
3) A combination water pump/centrifugal..phase. separator was '+
developed which demonstrated positive separation of hydrogen , and water and, pumping;
® capability in the six:-"man advanced WES over a. wide range ofo^ erati.ng presoures
from 172 - 2758khT/m2 (25 -400 psia).
4)	 p	 , dual-beaded fluor • osilicone rubber	 sket, system
^^	 electrolysisl i  module and successfully tested at maxi-was installed in the cells of th y: ^el i
mum design operating conditions of S67k (200 0F) and 30001dNT/m2 (435 psia)„	 1 Ii	 E
5) A high pl,essure, catalytic 02/H2 gas mixture ;tensing device7
was developed which demonstrated excellent seAsitivity for both lean and rich mixes
tuxes below and above the flammability, limits.
	
This device was installed in botb',the
02 and the x2 output lines of the six-man rated, advanced WES as a fault detection ;1
sensor. ;
`. 6)	 The results of a preliminary design study of a high pressure,
7	 systemwater electrolys is	  arm presented for an oxygen generator which would supply
oxygen at a rate of 2. 95kg/day (6 5 lb/day) and at a pressure of 17.2kN/m2 (2500
psia) applicable to a •^va.st:e process system.
it
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SECTION 7. 0	 REGOMMENDAr.TIONS
1) Redesign of tb.e phase separator/pump develo ped uncier this
is	 to	 largerprogram	 recommended	 provide a
	
magnetic coupling and motor' tand modi-
s caused b '; deflection^:ication of internal parts to eliminate impeller clearance change 	 y
at
	
g	 p	
g'	
p	 incr orpora^ite .a pro-
^ortionate control. on the Hae^as dischargea to eliminate the cyclicF	 2 g	 	 	  pressure p` lsations
f
encountered in the initial design.
2) Electrolysis, m:odiile design improvement resultbig fro`. incor-
,^I
oration of a beaded fluorosil'cone pas 6t system should	 test e,p	 i	 r kE,	 S te  s ,ld be life te iEd at , maxill' um
` module outlet operating temperature of 361-367k (190-200 oF).	 Also, the integrity
of sealing capability should be evaluated tjy exercising the gasket system between 0
and 2860kN/m2
 (0-415 psia) reflecting anticipated WES shutdowns for :servicing t,^tnd
maintenance.
:3) Further unattended tasting of the advanced pre-prototype s'vs-1
tem, derated to three-man oxygen output, should be performed in contiruoi;is, cyclic.
standby and high pressure ESD modes.
	 The purpose of this testing would be to fur- a,
ther evaluate component performance, life capability and uncover anomad.ie, requir -
ing possible adjustment or modification in pressure regulator settings, auto-matic
start-stop and ESD controls including. setting Of timing sequences and FDLk limits.
Information from this testing would be applied' , t.o improvement in the performance
and reliability of components and the system coxfiguration for the Water El.ec'trolysis
Demonstrator Unit in the Life Sciences Payload, 1E rogram.
a
9
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BASIC SPE 'WATER ELECTROLYSIS TECHINTOLOGir
The electrolyte in the SPE electrolysis concept is a solid plastic
sheet or r.,,iembrane of perfluor ,nated sulfonic acid polymer about 0.030 cm (0.012 in.)
	
_	 thick., hav;in many of the physical characteristics of Teflon. This polymer, wheng	 3	  Yn
+	 ^, satirated with water, is an excellent ionic conductor
	 15 ohm-cm resistivity) and
',. is the only' electrolyte required in the system. 'Cher.. are no free acid or alkaline
liquids, wi+th only water as the free liquid. A typical cell is shown in the following
i:llustratio i. This is a cross-sectional view thruagh 'the SPE and the attached catalyst
	
i	 stxuc•A.ire (;or electrodes) on either side of the membrane. Ionic conductivity is pro-
vided, 
iii ^che'; SP;
 
mobility
 
by
 hydrated
 
betwe^nithe fixed sulfonic. These ions moveg	 y	 g	 acid groups.
To reduce the complexity`.of the water/gas separation techniques,
-:. • I_	 tY:e I.)rocessswater (reactant and ;oo-lar.t) ;s fed^to the hydrogen electrode known as the
cs:thode ;feed. mode. The SPE is sufficiently wader permeable to allow water to diffuse
u `	 frr the hydrogen electrode to the oxygen electrode, where it is electrochemically
r	 dec
^m
omposed to provide oxygen, hydrogen ions and electrons. The hydrogen ions move
to the hydrogen evolving electrode (cathode) by migrating through the SPE. The electrons
,!!	 pass through the external electrical circuit to reach the hydrogen electrode. At the
hydrogen electrode, the hydrogen ions and electrons recombine electrochemically to
produce hydrogen gas.
^
	
	 3
The process water entering the cell is in excess of the amount
required for the cell reaction. This excess water functions as the system coolant by
l
	
	
transferring the electrolysis cell waste heat to an external system heat exchanger and
I
is recirculated within the system. water loop.
The gases are generated at a stoichiometric ratio of hydrogen and
1 corresoxygen at any pressure required of the system b y simply back pressurizing theSb
	SX	 ^	 ^	 3	 13	  tp	 b
pondii^g gas side, For high pressure operation, e. i. greater than 790 klt/m^ (115 psia),_	 ;
the cell is enclosed in a pressure vessel and the differential pressure across the SPE
is controlled by the system gas regulators.
3
s
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3 Psre	 ^^^i Pure l
7 Hydrogen Oxygen
i 1
.
4Hs
i t —►2H	 `'4H	 4e	 2 2 H 0 —o 4H	 + 4e' - Lt2	 2
f
5
+Iii
4e' ^1^
Water (reactant and coolant)
I
SPE Electrolysis Cell Schematic
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*DYNTAMIC PHASE SEPARATOR/PUMP ASSEMBLY SPECIFICATION
*1. 0
	
Functional Purpose: During one GEE and zero GEE operation the dynamic phase
ti
r ireseparator/pump assembly, in any attitude, shall provide separation of a mix'x
of hydrogen and liquid water and also provide circulation capability of process
r
'
water in an electrolysis system for a manned space station application.
1.1	 End Items: Delivered dynamic phase separator/pump assembly hardwa e
shall be:
a	 One 1 dynamic phase separator/purpp with integrally mounted solenoid
I
valve and relief valve.
1
b) One (1) separator electronic controller.
*2. 0	 Mechanical Description: The dynamic phase separator/pump assembly shall con- 7list of an electric motor magnetically coupled to provide rotation to a spin
P
chamber in which centrifugal force will separate liquid and gas phases from a
mixture of hydrogen and water and also to provide an impeller for pressure rise
with subsequent water circulation. 	 Rotating parts shall be fully self-contained
t in the event of failure.
In addition, the assembly shall include a speed sensor (i. e. , magnetic pickup and
impeller) driven by a fluid coupling with the rotating water mass and conditioning
I` electronic logic to open or close a solenoid valve, which is located inthe hydrogen
outlet.	 An in-line relief valve shall -be connected in parallel at the hydrogen
I
outlet to bypass the normally-closed solenoid valve.
*3. 0	 Weight: Minimal weight shall be employed in the design of end items_ consistent
with compliance with requirements of this specification.	 Weight estimates shall
be identified on drawings.
*4.0	 Port Configuration:
Hydrogen/water inlet boss	 MS33649-6
IT ° Hydrogen outlet (one or two to be defined)	 1/4. inch Swagelok
Water out boss (size to be defined)	 MS33649-4 or`-6
Note: "NPT' pipe threads are not permitted, k
C
rR
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I	 *5. 0	 Electrical Interfaces and Requirements:
I
115 VAC 5%, 60 Hz, single phase 	 Available for motor
28 VDC ± 5%,
	
	 Available for control logic and
solenoid valve operation
Note:
°
	
	 Minimum power demand of end items shall be provided in the design
consistent with requirements herein.
Suitable Bendix bulkhead male connectors shall be provided on the end
items including appropriate mating female connectors.
The dynamic phase separator/pump assembly shall be designed to be
ignition proof, i, e. , the assembly or components thereof, shall not beC 
apable of igniting any explosive mixture existing in or surrounding the
assembly either functioning or at standstill in accordance with Procedure
{r
Q	 15
al awithouteleetromoc controllerL sSTD
T Si
permitted to be 'breadboarded Thowever
potting compounds and need not be considered "explosion proof'.
°	 The dynamic phase separator/pump assembly shall be designed with
electromagnetic interference (EMI) characteristics (emission and suscep-
tibility) in_accordance with,Class No. ID equipment of MIL-STD-461A
dated l August 1968.
1
°	 Electrical wiring shall be properly supported and routed to prevent chaf-
ing, provide protection against'sharp ed ges, mechanical strain, etc.: ,>
and conform to MIL-W-16878.	 Color coding of conductors of the equiva-
lent shall be provided for identification.
Bonding  requirements in accordance with MIL-B-5087 Class H, R and S`
as applicable.
The motor and solenoid valve shall be-.capable of withstanding for one (1) y-
minute a potential of 1000 volts RMS at 6(Y FT z gradually applied to each	 -	 -
connector pin and the case without dgmage, arcin or breakdown and shall
have a minimum insulation resistance of 2 megohms after this dielectric
strength test.
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*6, 0	 Mounting Provisions: Mounting of the dynamic phase separator/pump assembly
shall have adequate structural integrity to assure compliance to this specifica-
tion without mechanical failure or performance deteriorationwhen subjected to:
Acceleration hard	 environment of Procedure 	 Yl ,Btliod 713, paragr aph
3. 2.4 with "Manned Aerc1_space--Vehicle Category".
Vibration "hard" environment of Procedure I, Method 514, paragraph
4.5.1, Part 1 (Sinusoidal vibration curve VP" and time schedule I) and
paragraph 4.5.2 Part 2 (random vibration curve AG), MIL-STD-810B
dated 1.5 Julie 1967.
Bench handluig shock f 'liar d" environment of :procedure V, Method 516, ?^-
r --	 -	 paragraph 3 .7 , IJIL•-ST1.1-81 0 B	 dated 15 June ? 967.
ne mounting confi r^ •, 'ra zon of the ^e a nato' electronic: controller shall be desi , aed
for securement.to a ho dzontal plate.'
.. ,	 The :6ounti ig ccAnfigura:ti.on of the dynamic l^ l,^; se separator/pump la. ,ssembly shall _
be de:signed'for yecureinent':to aculd plate wM:^r hi :,Ls cooling water iimG 7 ing- therein
-o remove heat.	 The d nazrac separator/pure	 ,Uld cold	 late will^be secured to',3	 p,^,	 R
`vertical panel.	 The cold plate is not an end :ili;em of i	 c ee;fz.^a`ti'on:.^+v^r'
_
*7. 0	 1,e_r aissihl^	 teii`als: In configezration p:roximit^l with the water, 'pet.rm.iss bi-er-"-"~"`` p
.	 ----	 —	 ,,, aterials_are 316 or 321 AISI stainless steels; Viton "A", Texan or Teflon.
Consideration of other materials '',N li:il be given wh.e^1 presented to CE;';fDF(;P by
j	 the veldor.	 No copper, iron; sil,7er, zinc„ cadmiumor processes of brazing
soldering are. allowed in the configuration 	 roximi,	 	 ti,	 p.	 ty^,of the water. 	 Ct1x^°ro,.^ion ^+	 =
reduction processes shall be introduced to those'surlaces which are in configura- i
f tt
	 withtion proximityT. v it  the water; such as annealing after welding plain 316 SST,
passivation of stainless steel and thermoplastic coating surfaces; i. e. , ,fluorinated
ethylene poh,Tpropylene (FEP) coating a 316 SST spill'ch^amber or similar plasticI coating,to Mckel magnetic slugs, of the speed sensor.
Redundant Viton "A" O-ring seals shall be introduced into the design in
appropriate regions to assure no external leakage 'pf hydrogen to ambient.
--,J. .ub w ear "materials which could contaminate the de4vered water and/or
1	 a yj	 hyu	 irogen or compromise lseful life shall be minimzed,
^'	
^	 I
s	 uE^ t
_	 -
	
'Titanium is not permitted in the design.
It	 `,
Lubrication	 h-	 -	 materials are not permitted :in. tide designch could
- contaminate the water, and hydrogen or leak to ambient `=
F	 `
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Electroactivuty-contact odissimilar metals per MS33586 shall be
avoided.
Materials that could liberate toxic gases shall be avoided.
The use of metallic self-locking :nuts is the preferred method to secure
the assembly detail parts.
	 Lockvvire should be considered as an alter-
nate approach.	 Star washers, jam nuts, lock washers, etc.. shall not
be used.
TV
r Assembly drawing copies with appropriate parts list, material identifi-
cation and process specification definition shall be submitted to GE/DECP
for review.
'	 *4: 0 Overall Envelope Dimensions and Spin Chamber Storage Capacity:
t
G
Minimum sizing for compatibility to requirements of this specification is required.
--rtrs W iafion drawing copies delineating all pertinent details of the end_____O_Ut?ine-
Items (e, g. , port title and fitting identification, connector identification and pin
designation electrical schematic, detail installation and outline dimensions,
~
servicing and ac,;ceptance test notes as necessary, rated requirements, etc.) 	 3
shall be submitt?d to GE/DECP for review.
'	 a
*9. 0 Performance Requirements
The dynamic phase separator/puinp assembly shall be cq.Dable of continuous
or cyclic operation, in any attitude in a one GEE or zero GEE environment with
a two 2 phase mixture of saturated hydrogen gas and "sluglet" water at 50 to
. 100' F (normally 7 5 1".F) delivered to the inlet,
`Note:
	
A cycle is equivalent to one (1) 94 minute orbit of 55 minutes "on" power
and 39 minutFs „ off" power.
The dynamic phase separator/pump assembly shall reach a sufficient speed of
rotation for positive centrifugal separation of gas and liquid delivered to the unit
mid /or contained therein within 15 seconds of motor energization.	 The unit shall
also be capable of pumping water at the specified rate and pressures within one
(1) minute of motor energization.
The dynamic phase separator/pump shall be capable of acceptable functional
performance at standstill, startup transient, steady state operation and/or
shutdown transient during any attitude within.. an environment of one GEE or zero
GEE and in an environment of 40 to 110 11 F and 0 to 14.7 Asia.
-	 - 135
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During transient periods of starting and stopping the unit as well as at standstill
both gas and liquid may be transferred to or from the cavity between the two-
phase inlet port to water outlet port depending on environmental gravity condi-
tions, shifting and circulation of fluids in the two-phase circuit, and gradual
consumption of hydrogen by the electrolysis system. The solenoid valve and
relief valve must remain closed and unenergized during these periods to pre- 	
1vent any discharge of water through the hydrogen outlet. Also, the inlet
passages of these components shall be designed for negligible hold up or trans-
fer of water to the hydrogen outlet during startup.
The dynamic phase separator assembly shall be capable of delivering a water
flow of 10 to 30 lb/hr with a pressure rise (from two-phase inlet port to water
outlet port) design requirement of 10 psid at 20 lb/hr. Simultaneously it shall
provide phase separation anddelivery of hydrogen to the hydrogen outlet port
at the following conditions:
"
	
	 The hydrogen content of the two-phase mixture will be delivered to the
two-phase inlet port of the unit at a flow rate of 0 to 0.10 lb/hr.
The hydrogen outlet .pressure will be maintained by a downstream back 	 j
pressure regulator (which is not an end item of this specification) at a
selected pressure level adjustable bebA een 100 and 380 psia. The
selected pressure level will be regulated from 0 to plus 20 psid
respectively, from cracking pressure to full hydrogen flow and with a
minimum reseat pressure of minus 20 psid from cracking pressure at
zero hydrogen flow.
The hydrogen/water volumetric mixture ratio can vary from zero to
15.. 0 coincident with maximum hydrogen flow, minimum water flow and
minimum hydrogen outlet pressure.
The dynamic phase separator/puinp shall be capable of no external leakage,
structural damage or performance deterioration with a proof pressure of 549
psig or no structural damage with a burst pressure of 915 psig.
'	 Acceptable functional performance is defined as:
No' liquid water (e. g. , sluglet or mist) is permitted in the hydrogen
discharge for any conditions.- The hydrogen outlet gas however, will
be saturated with water vapor.	 a
No hydrogen gas is permitted in the water discharge for any conditions.
Ap
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j Pump pressure-rise capability and flow capacity as mentioned above.
` Minimal power demand (watts) shall be employed in the design consistent
with compliance to the requirements of this specification.
°	 Pressure drop (two phase mixture inlet minus hydrogen outlet) of 2
psid maximum for all flows and pressures with solenoid valve open.
_ Integrally mounted in-line relief valve shall have a nominal relieving
pressure differential adjustable between 3 and 50 psid (between core
pressure and H2 outlet). 	 Breaking of fluid connections and partial dis-
assembly is permissible for manual adjustment,
°	 leakage of hydrogenNo external	 or water.
10.0
	
Continuous Mission Rate Duty: Acceptable functional performance as defined
in paragraph 9. 0 Auring steady operation for six (6) months.
11.0
	
Cvclic Mission Rate Du 7: Acceptable functional performance as defined in
paragraph 9. 0 during 5514 equivalent orbital cycles of paragraph 9.0.
12. 0
	 Reliability: Useful life two (2) years.
C
s
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WATER TEMPERATURE REGULATING VALVE SPECIFICATION
1.0	 * F anctional Purpose: During one GEE and zero GEE operation in any attitude
t1te temperature regulating valve shall establish a constant controlled mixture-
out temperature of hot and cold process water which is circulated to a solid
polymer electrolyte module for a manned space station application.
2.0 Mechanical Description: The water temperature regulating valve consists of a
sleeve mixing valve acbiated by a sealed eutectic :wax actuator which is sensi-
tive to temperature by mixing hot and cold water. The valve shall provide
for&ed flow of the water passed -the waxed actuator for optimum heat transfer
and sensing characteristics.
3.0 Weight: 1.6 lbs, maximum.
' 4.0 Port C nfi 'ration: Three ports (cold inlet, hot inlet and controlled mixture
{ outlet) in accordance Vuth MS 33649-6.
i
5.0 Electrical Interfaces: None.
R
6.0 Mountie , Provisions , The water temperature regulating valve will be secured
r at three (3) mounting points.
7.0 Permissible Materials:	 316, 321, 3417'	 17-4 PH A.ISI S •ta.inlesi Steels; Viton
seal material; proprietary eutectic wax mixture.
8.0	 * Maximum Overall Envelope Dimensions: 6.00" x 1.52" x 3.00' .
t 9.0 Performance Requirements:
* - With 170 to 200"F wia.ter admitted to the "hot-.in " pert and 50 to
100"F watE:r admitted to the "cold-in" port, the controlled mixture out tempera-
ture of the total process water flow (10. 0 to 15. 0 lb/hr) shall be 160 	 5*F.	 The
valve shall be capable of external adjustment of the controlled mixture out ;\
temperature within a range of 1.50 to 1.70°F.
* Press-are Less:	 At 15. 0 PPH; less than 0. 25 psid.
Working Fluid:	 Water with dissolved hydrogen and rands m gas "sluglets".
* Upstream Pressure:	 333 to 373 prig.
Environment Requi rem^:nts:	 40 to 110°F and 0 to 14. 7 Asia.
k
External. Leakage:	 None,
* Proof. P,ressu.r=,:	 560 ps ig.
Burst Pressure;-	 933 psig.
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*HYDROGEN ABSOLUTE BACK-PRESSURE REGULATOR SPECIFICATION
1.0 Functional Purpo se:
 
During one GEE and zero GEE operation in any
attitude the regulator shall establish e. controlled pressure level on
the hydrogen discharge side of a dynamic phase separator/pump in
a water electrolysis system for a manned space station application. >-	 '
2. 0 Mechanical Description: The hydrogen absolute back-pressure regulator
consists of a soft-seated valve actuated by a differential force of
"upstream" hydrogen pressure, bellows gradient, compression spring
and "downstream." pressure.
3. 0* Weight: 1. 60 lb. maximum. j
4.0 Po rt Configuration;: MS 33649-4 inlet and outlet ports.
5.0 Electrical Interfaces: None. 
y
6.0 Mountin , Provisions: In-line tubing inst„fled.
1 7. 0* Perrnissa.ble Mater sls: 17-7 PH, 316 AiSI Siau-Jess Steels; Viton "A t ' seal'
material. I
! T! S. O ar lAaxinlum Overall Envel ope .Dimensions: 1. 56” dia. x 4.40" long. {
+ 9.0 Performance Re uiz tments
With 50 to 100° F mixture of hydrogen andY	 g
i
I
- water vapor supplied to the inlet, the regulator shall crack within and
be capable of controlling the	 upstream px ensure to 361 to 381_ psia,
r when passing a 50 to 100° F saturated. mixt^re of 0,. 0194 to 0-. 220 lb. /hr.
f of hydrogen independent of tt.e downstxearri pressure. 	 The regulator
shall reseat (,shut off hydrogen flow) as 34'.1.psia minimum.
	 The
A
regulator ,shall be capable of ei, ternal adjustment of the upstream
4 pressure within a ra.A e of 100 to 500 psia.
Working Fluid: 	 Hydrogen and water vapor.
Allo•wablde IL akage Ra1:e: 	 No internal lealtage after thele	 con-
dition has been reached; no external_ leakage.
	
Note: Redundant seals .
shall be provided. for all external hydrogen .Leak paths except on inlet Y„'1
and outlet "MS” borts:`
Downstrea.rn Working Fluid Pressures:
	
0 psia, minimum; 265 psia maxi-
a
nzurn for 500 psia upstream p:ressu.re; 53 psia maximum.. for 100 psia.
_
upstream pressure; 15, 5 psia. nominal.
F.. 1.40
F
.
f
_.._ .
	
.
+	 `REVISEDTable IV (Cant d)
'• No.	 73A490-830, Rev. B
Date	 9 /14/73
Page	 2 of 2
I * Upstream Working Fluid Temperatures: 50T minimum; 100°F maximum;
I " 75T nominal. `
*	 Proof Pressure:
	
572psigmaximum.	 - -
*	 Burst Pressure:	 1000 psig maximum limited by bellows.
Environment Requirements: 40 to 110°F and 0 to 14.7 Asia.
10.0	 Continuous Mission ,Rate Duty: Steady-state flows for six (6) months
varied within a hydrogen range of 0. 0194 to 0.220 lb. /hr. of 75°F
s saturated.
11.0
	 Cyclic Mission Rate DutS=; 5514 cycles of hyil^ogen-/-^yater-vaur_flow __
.,, "on and off', i. e. , one cycle equals 55 minutes of 75° F ;saturated
hydrogen- "on" flow time at 0.220 lb. /hr. and 39 minutes of no flow.
r
I. -:^ 32.0	 "	 Reliability: Useful life - two 2 	 ears.
i
i
i i
Al
I
i.
1
1
it
i
I
f
I Idi	 I
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' Table III	 * REVISED
_ No.	 7.',A490-83I, Rev. 'B
Date	 9/14/73 {
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* OXYGEN ABSOLUTE BACK-r'RESSURE REGULATOR SPECIFICATION
1.
t
1.0 Functional Purpose: During -one GEE and zero GEE operation in any attitude the
regulator shall establish a controlled pressure level on the oxygen discharge
side of a solid polymer electrolyte module for a manned space station application._
I 2.0 Mechanical Description: The oxygen absolute back-pressure regulator consists
I	 I of a soft-seated valve actuated by a differential force of "upstream" oxygen_pressure, bellows gradient, compression spring and "doAmstream" pressure.
3 0 *	 Weight: 1.60 lb. maximum.
4.0 Port Configuration: MS 33649-4 inlet and outlet ports.
'^ ----5 0 0 Electrical Interfaces: None.	 -- -
6.0 Mounting Provisions: In-line tubing ins%3.1led.
ti 1.0 k'	 Permissible. Materials:	 17-7 PH, 316 ANSI Stainless Steel, Viton t1 A 11 ,,seal -,
matE^rial.
t3.0
-	 I
*',	 ^1!da^;.i:mumOver alI Envelope Dimensions: ! 1.56 11 dia x 4, 40`1 .tang,,	 t
t 9.0
ti
lierformance Requirements: 	 +	
_
a,; *	 Witr! 100 to 260"F mix'tu're. „i c,cygen and waUir vapor
supplied to the inlet, the regulator shall crack within and b 	 capabl,e,of `ce`:atrolling a
,the upstream pressure to 415 to 435 psia, when_ passing a 1,'00 to 200°F sal-, ur .ted
mixtuze of 0,154 to 1. 750 lb/hr of ox-- 1y gen'independe.pt of the downstream pressure:`---.	 ._...
` \ The, regulatot shall reseat (shut off oxygeU flow) at 3 1,1 5 psia, minimum.	 The regu^- T
\ c^14tor shall be	 of external adjustme',ni of the up str am press re with a
r, nee ,:.)t 100 to 500 psia. 	
^ o
1 Wrari%n:g Flu 	 Oxygen and water vapor. t
Allov7able Leaka rp Rate:	 No internal leakage after the re,,,4ating condition.1`as
'. been ^ea.ched, 	 No external leakage.
Downstream Working Fluid Pressures: 0 ps' is minimum-, 26. 5 ,Psia mtwiinum fob,^ .:
' 500 Asia. Upstream pressure; 53 psia maxilnum for 100 Asia utps xeam pressure'
15.5 ps.a. nominal.
Upstream Working Fluid Temperatures: 50"F minimum; 250°F inaki.mum; 150"F^ '
t
nominal.
	 1
tProof :Pressure:	 653 psig maximum..
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WATER ACCUMULATOR SPECIFICATION
	
1.0	 Functional Purpose
The water accumulator shall establish a water storage capacity during
s 'irtino, and operating
 transients in the water circuit of a water electrolysis system.t,,
It,^dso shall provide three (3) position switches for identifying "empty" and "full"
points of ,t smaller volume to be used for charging the system with make-up water,
as well as the position for "maximum stroke".
	
2.0	 Mechanical Description
The water accumulator shall consist of a pressurized cylindrical con-
tainer havin g a spring-loaded piston or diaphragm separating the water storage cham-
ber from a hydrogen charnber at a lower pressure. The quantity of water stored will
be dependent upon the pressure differential (pH 0 - pH2	 2) as opposed by a return
spring. The differential area gained by incorporatin g a piston rod may be utilized
forces to reduce spring force and size. The position switches shall be
integrally	 0	 with a single electrical connector.
3.0	 IVI-^io=ht
Mu*iimal^l weight shall be employed in the design consistent with the
requir,-.:,.ments of this s p^,,cifi cation.	 A weight estimate of the assembly shall be iden-
tified oa drawings.
4.0	 Port ConfiUration
I-ly, di^o 7	 1AS33649--4gen bbss
Wa.te^r boss	 MS33649-4
K, Note-	 IINPT^l pipe th,,eads are not permitted.
5-0	 Ele-trical Inb,-rface and Requirements
'MY9,ffetd^p^ ree&switchesmay be utilized as position switches which
will be connected to a. 119gic circuit (not an end item) for controlling a make-up water
pump used for charghig, the water accumulator.
Switch R	 ing: 0.25 amps resistive, 28 VDC
Both normally closed and normally open contacts
available.
^F
W
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Switch Location: Three position switches shall be installed to
signal volume point of the water accumulator
per Table I.
Electrical Connector: An integrally mounted Bendix-type bu ahead
male connector shall be provided including the mating female connector.
The water accumulator assembly shall be designed to be ignition
proof, i.e., the assembly or components thereof, shall not be capable of igniting
any explosive mixture existin g in or surrounding the assembly either functioning or
at standstill in accordance with Procedure II, Method 511 of MIL-STD -810B dated
15 June 1967.
Electrical wiring shall be properly supported and routed to prevent
chafing, provide protection against sharp edges, mechanical strain, etc., and con-
form to MIL-W-16878.- Color coding of conductors of the equivalent shall be provi-
ded for identification.
Bonding requirements in accordance with MIL-B-5087 Class H, R
and S as applicable.
6.0	 Mounting Provisions
Mounting of the water accumulator shall have adequate structural in-
tegrity to assure compliance to this specification without mechanical failure or per-
formance deterioration when subjected to:
o	 Acceleration '_'_hard" environment of Procedure I, Method 513, Para-
graph 3.2.4 with 'Manned-Ae-rospac.e Vehicle Category'
o	 Vibration "hard" envdronment of Procedure I, Method 514, paragraph---
4. 5, 1, Part 1 (sinusoidal vibration curve "P" and time schedule I)
and paragraph 4. 5, 2, Part 2 (random vibration curve AG), MIL-STD-
810B dated 15 June 1967.
o	 Bench handling shock "hard" environment of Procedure V, Method
516, paragraph 3. 7, MIL-STD-810B, dated 15 June 1967, 	 i
The mounting configuration of the water accumulator shall be designed for secure-`
ment to a vertical plate, water side up.	
iE
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7.0
	
Permissible Materials
Wetted Areas	 (Both water and hydrogen chambers)
n Type 316, 321 A1S1 stainless steel, passivated; 316L, 321, 347
JL A1S1 stainless steel for welded parts, or solution anneal316.
1 Type 316 (preferred), 302, 17-4 pH in springs. 	 -
No copper, iron, silver, zinc, nickel, cadmium or processes of bra-
zing or soldering is permissible in wetted regions.
Elastomers: Teflon TFE, FEP, Viton A preferred
Buna N acceptable.
Corrosion protection of large, exposed non-rubbing surfaces in the
C water chamber is desired by thermoplastic coating with FEP (fluorinated ethylene
N
propylene).
Electroactivity contact of dissimilar metals: ;;der MS33586 shall be
avoided.
i Materials that could liberate toxic gases shall be avoided.
{ The use of metallic self-locking nuts is the preferred method to se-
cure the assembly detail parts. 	 Lock-wire should be considered as an alternate ap-
proach.	 Star washers, jam nuts, lock washers, etc. shall not be used.
Assembly drawing copies with appropriate parts list, material iden-
tification and process specification definition shall be submitted to GE/DECP for
_review.
"A"Redundant Viton	 Q-ring seals shall be introduced into the design
i in appropriate regions to assure no external. leakage to ambient.
Rub wear materials which could contaminate the delivered -water and/
or hydrogen or compromise useful life shall be minimized. 	 a
1Titanium is not permitted in the design.
I
.,	 Lubrication materials are not ;permitted in the design which could
contaminate=. the water and hydrogen or leak to ambient.
l	 ^
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8.0
	 Maximum Overall Envelope Dimensions
5.'00 inch dia. x 24 inch long (including stroke)
Cylinder diameter and piston stroke shall be selected to minimize
unit volume and weight, yet maintain optimum L/D considerations for smooth strok-
ing performance of the accumulator.	 9
Outline-installation drawing copies delineating all pertinent details of
the water accumulator assembly (e.g., port title and fitting identification, connector
identification and pin designation electrical schematic, detail installation and outline
dimensions, servicing and acceptance test notes as necessary, rated requirements,
etc.) shall be submitted to GE/DECP for review.
9.0	 Performance Requirements
The water accumulator shall be in any attitude under cyclic operation
capable of providing water storage capacity as a function of water pressure minus
hydrogen pressure differential (PH 2 O - PH2) according to Figure 1. The volume Set-
tings for switch positions are indicated with tolerances provided in Table I.
ii
c r,	 i EL ECTRICGENERAL	 l
No:
	 70A,4n0- t62
t Page 5 of '^
	 \
'.I`ablc_I 1	 A	 '
Percent Stor.@,&e Ca acitc;
Switch	 Volume	 S witch Lo atiocn
Position
	 Point-in.3	 •'om`
 _Nominalu al	 Tolerance -
1. ''Make-up H2O on"
	
0	 0	 0	 10,
^i	 ► 2.	 * "Make-up H2 O off"	 5	 2.5	 22 ,-28
„	 S	 ^•,^	 20	 10^	 91) - 100	 ^^3.Max. troke"
hI
*Adjustable swiich posii;ion is desirable, unit disassembly permissible.
	 s,	 ^
Provision shall be made in the water accumulator design for adjust-
:agent of the return spring force as indicated by Figure l. , Unit disassembly for
spring adjustment or for replacement with a spring of different size is permissible.
Alteration of stroke length beyond 20 cubic inch capacitST is permissible for spring
adjustment.
tt
Hysteresis due to friction shall be minimized to provide repeatable,
smooth stroking within y;107c of_a mean linear pressure differential versus stroke
characteristic.
fFluid Media:
Water S ide: Distilled water I
Hydrogen. Side: Saturated hydrogen with possible water condensate.
` Hydrogen Pressure: 3
Range:	 100 to 365 psig
Design Point:	 365 ,psig -
Water Pressure:
Greater than h dro^•en pressurey	 b	 per Figure 1
Maximum Pressure: 425 psig
--	 - ^'--- __	
---	 --Case Proof Pressure".__.0'.7.prig {
- Case Burst Pressure: 1060si pp a Y
Internal Seal or Diaphragm Differential Proof Pressure:
j 100 psid either direction 3r_
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External Leakage: zero hydrogen or water at proof pressure
Internal Leakage: zero, water at proof pressure: pH 2 O> pH 2
i 5 cc/hr hydrogen at proof pressure: pH2' pH2O
e
Environmental Conditions:
j Ambient Pressure: 0 to 15 psia
Ambient/Fluid Temperature: 40 to 110°F
Gravity: 0 to 1 g any direction
10.0	 Duty Cycle	 -
4 {Acceptable functional performance as defined in paragraph 9.0 for
k	 r. the following inclusive duty cycles.
Total Cycles for
Percent "Maximum Stroke" Cycle
	 Rate	 6 Months Mission
'^. 0 - 100 - 0	 one per 94 minutes 	 5,514
0 - 25-- 0	 three per hour	 15,000
d: 2 at any point 	 one per minute	 262, 000-	 3
i 11.0	 Reliability: Useful life (2) years-.
Al
,t
Ow
' ^
4
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY ........ DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION PROGRAMS D I VISI O N
-	 50 FORDHAM ROAD, WILMINGTON, MASS, 01887, Phone (617) 657-4610
i
April 3, 1975
R	 I
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attention:
	
Mr. R. B. Martin
Mail Code EC 39
Subject:
	
SSP 27-Cell Electrolysis Module Failure Analysis,
Refurbishment, and Checkout by General_ Electric
Company, Direct Energy Conversion Programs
Gentlemen:
The following is a chronology of the pertinent observations, measurements, and opera-
tions made by General Electric Company,  (GE) as part of the failure. analysis, rebur-
bishment and checkout of the SSP electrolysis module as received from NASA/JSC-on
March 3, 1975.
March 3. 1975
1.	 Removed module, delivered by R. Reysa, from carton - no apparent damage.
2.	 Checked all cells for electrical shorts using the capacitor charge technique
with a Simpson Voltmeter.	 No shorts in all cells.
3.	 Measured 1000 Hz impedance of 27 cell stack (0. 054 ohms) and of each cell
(O. 0016 to 0. 0021 ohm range) which compared closely with measurement y
(0. 00158 to 0. 00189 ohm range) made during original buildup by GE on }^
September 12, 1973.
4.	 Pressurized oxygen side with nitrogen at 22 psig. 	 Gross leakage out H2 ports
to atmosphere was observed.	 Closed both H2 side MDV's and raised pressure s
to 50 psig.	 No overboard (gasket) leakage was apparent.
150
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DC power supply, feed water pump at 5 to 7. 0
approximately to atmospheric pressure. Dur-
t one ampere, all cells exhibited expected
5. Set up module in a test hood. with
psig, and H2 and. 0 2 sides vented
ing electrolysis operation. at abou
voltage level (1. 48 VDC).
end plates and residual break away torque
sentially as measured at NASA/JSC prior to
6. Measured the outside distances of
tension tie bolts. Values were es
i.:delivery to GE/DECP.
od nuts, belleville washers, and rear end plate.7.	 Removed module bellyband, tie r
petted.	 No gasket damage was evident and theCell No. 27 was removed and ins
ngs on the cell solid polymer electrolyte (SPE)iir^print of the gasket dual bead ri
to cause damage or leakage.	 Some corrosionmembrane was not severe enough
to was caused by water trapped in the pressureof the. anodized aluminum end pla
corrosion cannot reach the cells or interferepad area during assembly.	 This
ing capability.with module performance or seal'
March 4, 1975
growth in stack height over night as evidence1.	 Measured about 0. 06 to 0. 09 inch
since the tie rods were not installed.	 Retorqueof gasket recovery withoutt t load,
aluate gasket seal.tie bolts to 45 inch-pounds to rev
2. ogen at low pressure showing gross leakagePressurized oxygen side with nitr
as .before.
3. N2 first to 02 (dead ended) side and purged H2K2/95Supplied a mixture of 5% 	 °jo
capability,  was under 0. 2 VDC for most cells.side with air.	 Fuel cell charging
vide 5% H2/95% N2 to H2 side, air to 02 side.Reversed the gas supplies to pro
17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27 evidencedCell Nos. 3, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14,
C.	 Test was not considered conclusive in locaopen. circuit values under 0. 4 VD
eakage because of blockage and masking effectsting cells with cross membrane 1
cells from electrolysis operation.of entrapped residual water in the
4. and using a plexiblass clamping fixture cellModule disassembly was initiated
an gaskets) from No. 27 down through Cell No.assemblies (M&E plus screens 
psi air pressure with the active area sub-22 were leak checked at about 1/ 2
r pressure would distend the membrane andmerged in water.. Because the ai
to the screens, allowable pressure was verywrinkle the protector ring welded
bubbles' as evidence of leakage were observed.limited. to the 1/2 psi value. 	 No
IR
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March 5, 1975
1.	 Continued leak checking. 	 Cells 21 down through 17 showed no leakage.
2.	 The module with its 16 remaining cells was compressed using "C" clamps on
the end plates and leak checked for cross membrane leakage. Gross leakage
still existed.	 , 1
i
3.	 Remaining cells with their associated screens were individually tested for
leakage.	 Cell No. 4 was found to have a small pin hole in the membrane at the
edge of the catalyst region near the H2 outlet port.	 Pin hole was only detectable
by holding cell against a fluorescent light background.
	 The tongued portion of
the H2 side screen protruding into they H2 outlet port showed evidence of slightly
brown oxidized surface.	 The oxygen aide of the membrane showed a fanned out
region from the hole exhibiting cracked catalyst, whereas the H2 side showed
indentations or dimples (between screen openings) resulting from membrane
heating and distortion from H2 > 02 pressure differential.- The hole itself was
fish-mouthed toward the H2 side indicating 02 over pressure. 	 Inspection of
! adjacent screening did not reveal any barbs or broken strands which might have	 -
caused the membrane puncture.
;I
4..	 Measurement of the screen and gasket thickness showed the molded gaskets
averaged 0. 030 to 0. 031 (0. 025/0. 029 per drawing in the flat unbeaded region),
whereas the screens were 0. 023 for a difference of 0. 007 to 0. 008.	 Bead height
was about 0. 011 inches on each side. 	 Assuming 100 010 impression of the beads
and as confirmed by stack/component measurements during stack assembly and
from component and overall stack dimensions an average 0. 008 inch rubber de- 	 -
flection per cell was calculated.	 This calculates to about 7. 5 percent compression
of 0. 106 inch rubber per cell (2 x 0. 0305 cell gaskets plus 0. 045 manifold gasket)
in the flat region.	 The torque region at the manifold ports has the lowest loading
or gasket pressure and in view of the 0. 007 inch height difference was vulnerable
to local unloading of the gasket due to rubber relaxation, 02/H2 mixing in the
manifold region and high pressure differential and local heating which damaged
the cells.
March 6,1 1975
1.	 Measurements of cell gaskets revealed that the gasket> were molded 0. 001 inch
thicker in the 02 and H2O port region than at the H2 outlet port region. 	 Since
the stack assembly contains 54 cell gaskets, the 0. 054 inch total differential ex-
plained the apparent tendency toward non-parallelism of end plates during tight-
' ening of the bolts with uniform torque measurements. ` It also may explain the
j
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1. Continued
tendency toward unloading and possible leakage of the gasket in the H2 outlet
port region.
2. Review of NASAATSC data from testing on 2-19-75 showed evidence of module
cross membrane (or manifold) leakage, i. e. , fairly rapid increase of about 1
psi/min in oxygen pressure, during the period of holding H2 side pressure at
30 to 35 psig for system pressurization and startup.
3. The test data on 2-19-75 at 1:57:36 DARS time showed an oxygen pressure decay 	 =,;
rate of 1. 6 psi/min during \►he shutdown period which sharply increased and re-
sulted in severe manifold leakage and probably primary cell damage when the
oxygen pressure suddenly dropped from 10. 4 to 7. 70 psig as the module voltage
dropped from .26. 16 to 7. 41 volts in 7. 3 seconds at about 2:00:00 DARS time.
This abrupt loss of oxygen pressure and cell voltage occurs when rapid hydrogen
admission to the 02 side consumes most of the oxygen within the cell screen
cavity and at the electrode with local temperatures which can soften and damage
the SPE membrane. Further testing the same day revealed normal cell operation
and lower oxygen pressure decay rates during subsequent shutdowns probably due
to resealing of the gaskets due to rubberexpansion at higher module operating
temperature. At oxygen pressures under 20 psig or at H2 > 02 pressure dif-
ferentials greater than 25 psid during shutdown further evidence of excessive
lealaae was revealed by an increasing oxygen pressure (3:05:14 DARS time) as
hydrogen (and water) leaked into the oxygen side.
March 7, 1975
1.	 A repeat of individually leak checking of cells was performed with the screen
assemblies removed in test fixture up to an air pressure of 31 inch water column.
Found Cell No. 7 a leaker from a small pin hole in addition to Cell No. 4, and
rejected Cell No. 8 because of overheated damaged area in the sealing region near
the 02 port. Cells No, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 showed no evidence
of leakage by air bubble formation inside the flooded catalyst area
March 10, 1975
1.	 Completed individual leak checking of cells and rejected Cell Nos. 17, 18, 19 and
26 because of leakage. Discovered airpressures as high as 18 and 26 inch
W. C. in two cases which were required for air bubble break through because of
water sealing of the small pin holes at lower pressures.
153
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2.	 Pressed a sample cell assembly (using No. 4 M&E assembly) including pressure
pads in Wabash hand press up to 12 ton load to measure gasket deflection and to
visually inspect afterward for any signs of excessive embossing of separator
sheets in the port area from 0. 005 shim.	 Sample OK.
March 11, 1975
1.	 Visually inspected all cells under amicrosco e first using the rejected leakingY	 P	 p	 g	 J	 g
cells as a refere^^ce.	 All cells showed some evidence of locally cracked catal-
yst from overheating, particularly on the 0 2 side near the 02 port or dimpling
or cratering between screen openings on the H2 side due to softening of the SPE
l membrane and H2 1 02 differential pressure. 	 Cell Nos. 10, 13, 20 and 22 were
rejected on the basis where opposite sides both showed local damage as described.
March 13, 1975
1	 Reassembled module with 16 cells 1	 2	 3	 5	 6	 9	 11	 12	 14 15	 16	 21	 23
l
24, 25 and 27) having been refurbished as follows:
a)	 The bolt holes in the 0. 005 inch thick niobium separator sheets were
f elongated 0. 03 to 0. 06 inch, sheets were reflattened, solvent cleaned,
j vapor degreased and ultrasonically cleaned. 	 Voltage tabs were spot
welded to edge of separator sheets.
b)	 Eyelets on the protector rings surrounding the manifold ports were
trimmed off to increase gasket sealing area. 	 Other electrolysis bird-
ware, has shown this eyelet to be ineffective in protecting the silicone
rubber from the SPE and could interfere with sealing capability.;
C)	 Gasket and screen assemblies were cleaned in water and gaskets were
re-attached to protector rings using silicone rubber adhesive as required.
j d) -	 Niobium shims -0. 005 inch thick were tack welded to ,screens in the
tongued port region on the side facing the separator sheet to accommodate
the unequal assembly thickness.
bolts-	 e)	 Removed wrinkled and damaged teflon sleeving from tie 	 and applied
heat shrinkable polyolefin HS-. 101 tubing (Original 0. 280 O. D. _ x 0. 12 inch
wall, Manufacturer: Insultab, Inc. , Waltham, Mass.). 	 Original heat
shrinkable teflon tubing was not ire stock and would require seven to 10
days delivery time.
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f)	 Made eighteen 1. 30 inch long stainless steel spacer sleeves for tie bolts
to compensate for reduced stack width of eleven cells left out.
g)	 Reduced width of sheet metal band surrounding module to 3. 50 inches
I and removed harness for measurement of cell voltages 17 through 27.
h	 Measured belleville washer stack height and module end plate distances
at tie bolt torque values of 45 and 60 in-lb and let sit overnight.
March 14, 1975
1.	 Electrically checked all cells for shorts, and shorts to ground with Simpson
meter.	 All cells OK,
2.	 Measured residual torques on tie bolts (46 in- 1b average) and retorqued to 75
— in-lb.
	
--
3.	 Pressurized H2 side with N2 at 50 psig and measured 41.-2 cc/min out 02 port.
This was excessive.	 Reduced N2 pressure to 50 inch H20 and leak vas hardly
detectable by H2O slug movement in 1/4 inch tygon line.
	 Increased N2 pressure
	
a
and measured 6. 4 cc/min leakage at 7.2 psig (6. 4 x 0 = 45 cc/min).
Conclusion: Probable sealing of very fine pin hole with water at bubble points
under 50 inch H2O.'
	 a
4.	 Disassembled module and individually leak checked each cell with air at 40 psig
while clamped between the module end plates with four "C" clamps. 	 Found
original Cell No. 5 leaked and all others OK.
	
Subsequent microscopic inspec-
tion of Cell No. 5 revealed an isolated region of cracked catalyst on the 02 side
about two inches from 0 2 port.	 A small isolated dimple and hole was also visible
on the opposite side.
March 17, 1975
1.	 Reassembled electrolysis module with 15 cells in following order 1, 2, 3, 6, 9,
11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25 and 27 in positions 1 through 15.
NOTE:	 (With the removal of original Cell No. 5 from position No. • 4, voltage
tabs of positions 4 through 15 are labeled (under bellyband) 5 through 16
consecutively.)
Measured belleville washer stack height and end plate distances at tie bolt torque
values of 15, 30, 45
	
60 and 75 inch-lbs.
	
See data in Table I.
	 {`
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2.
	
	 Leak checked module with H2 side pressurized with N2 at 50 psig and measured
3.5 cc/min out 02 port. Calculated theoretical N2 diffusion through 15 cells
at 50 psid is 3. 67 cc/min.
I	 j
1 3. Discussed observations and conclusions of failure analysis to date and module
refurbishment with R. Gillen, NASA/JSC during his brief.visit to GE/DECP in
late afternoon. Presented him with M&E of failed Cell No. 4 and additional cell
a
parts for NASA inspection.
i	 March 18, 1975
s
i 1. Measured washer and end plate distances, residual torques (average 63 inch-
^
lbs) and retorqued to 75 inch/lb.
t
! 2. Pressurized H2 and 02 sides in common with air at 50-psig and module submerged
in water tank.	 Observed no visible leakage.
3. Assembled module dolly base to front end plate, connected voltage leads to volt-
^age tabs using teflon insulatincrg gape, and attached sheet metal band with hose
clamps.
t 4. ` Retorqued tie bolts to 90 inch-lb and recorded measurements.
I -
5. Placed assembled module in air circulated oven at 120OF at 1600 hours. j
6. Informed R. Reysa, B. Pond, NASA/JSC by telephone to reduce power supply in-
put to 34 VDC and to reduce output power conditioner shutdown: voltage to 29 to
i 30 VDC by altering resistors in emergency controller.
March 19, 1975
1. Removed module from oven at 1220F at 0815 hours and measured residual
torques, belleville washer heights and end plate, distances while still hot.
2. Installed module in low pressure test hood with compound gages at H2 and 02 3
aports and operated at 2 ampere load.
	
Found Cell No. 1 partially shorted by volt-
age tab against negative terminal plate and with lead wires of cell position No. 14-
and No. 15 reversed. Added additional electrical insulation and corrected re-
versed wires.	 Short test with Simpson meter showed all cells OK.
:
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3. Operated electrolysis moL±ule at 5 to 7 psig water input pressure and approxi-
mately 0. 5 psig 02 and H2 output pressure, with applied loads of 2, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, and 60 amperes.	 Normal cell voltages (all under 1. 66 VDC @ 60
amperes) were recorded on all cells.
` 4. Closed off valves at H2O in, H2 out, and 02 outlet ports while monitoring pres-
sure on H2 and 02 cavities with compound gages.	 After 54 minutes (lunch hour)
H2 pressure was 22. b inch Hg vacuum and 02 pressure was 10. 9 inch Hg vacuum.
1 Because some residual  water Ls trapped in the H2 side and two volumes of H2
gas are consumed for each volvme of 02 pas to form water, in time all H2 would
be consumed and 02 would occupy both sides at equal pressure. 	 This is called
an "oxygen takeover". 	 Test was repeated after a few minutes of electrolysis
operation monitoring module vcaltage and pressures for 25 minutes with values
plotted in Figure 1.
5. After module operation at 10 amps and shutdown. the 02 outlet valve-was- clos-ed
and H2 side valves remained open allowing communication with the water supply
at atmospheric pressure.	 The data plotted in Figure 2 was recorded over a 45
minute period of an eventual "hydrogen takeover". 	 These tests demonstrated the
behavior of the electrolysis module with regard to voltage and gas pressures after
shutdown at atmospheric pressure.	 Decay rates would be affected by the gas
pressures at shutdown and the trapped volumes on each side. 	 The ability of the
module in this test to support a vacuum condition and differential pressure over
a one hour period of time verified the integrit5r of the cells and gasket seals.
March 20, 1975
-1. Measured residual torques (68. 8 in-lb average), module dimensions and retorqued
tie bolts to 100 in-lb,
2. Purged H2 side of residual water with nitrogen and conducted cross membrane
leak check with H2 side pressurized with N2 at 50 psig.	 Measured 4.16 cc/min
out 02 port which -was acceptable.
3. Purged and pressured H2 side with helium gas to 50 psig and measured a rate of
20. 2 cc/min out 02 port at atmospheric pressure.	 Because of the high diffusion
- r rate of helium gas through the SPE, nitrogen gas is normally used for multiple
cell cross membrane leak cheeks to avoid masking of a pin hole leak. _	 3
4. Retorqued tie bolts to 100 in-lb and recorded dimensions in Table I. 	 Checked
cells for shorts.	 All OK.
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5.	 Attached handles, brackets, and packed for shipment.
NOTE: Rear end plats was discovered rotated by one bolt hole such that rear
handle is tilted 20 0. It was left in this manner to avoid delay in
f shipment.
March 24, 1975
1.	 Electrolysis module delivered to NASA/JSC by A. C. Erickson, GE/DECP.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
__
.n1_	 r.11 +arinrr conclusions and recommendations are provided to NASA/JSC which have
f resulted from the module failure analysis, refurbishment and subsequent oxygen genera-
a	 A	 Stion system testing t NAS /J C.
( 1.	 Electrolysis module failure is attributed to unloading of the cell gaskets in the +'
' fluid port area, over a 20 month period, which resulted in leakage from the
hydrogen manifold into the oxygen screen cavity of one or more cells at a pres-
sure differential greater than 20 psid. 	 This was caused by inadequate local
compression of the gasket for the reasons described herein (See chronology date
i March 5, 1975).
2.	 The refurbished module contains 15 of the 27 damaged original cells which ex-
3
hibited normal performance and sealing capability as demonstrated by electroly-
sis operation at full load and from supportive leak checks. 	 The integrity of the
damaged SPE membranes is unknown, and cross membrane gas diffusion rates
should be monitored during periods of high H2 > 0 2 pressure differential as
during initial pressurization and after removal of electrical load. 	 Based on ob-
servations made during system tests at NASA/JSC on March 27, 1975, an oxygen
side pressure rise of about 3. 0 psi/hr appears normal during system pressuriza-
tion with the H2 side at 30 to 35 psig.	 Also, an oxygen side pressure decay rate
of ' 0. 7 psi/min was measured after load removal at operating pressures. 	 Abrupt
1
or' severe departure from these rates would indicate excessive cross membrane
leakage and the module should be leak checked on the bench with nitrogen gas.
3.	 Detection of hydrogen in the oxygen output stream was provided in the oxygen 	 -
^ g 'neration subsystem, as designed, by two combustible gas detectors at thee
oxygen discharge to atmosphere. 	 This capability was lost by the installation of
an oxygen output line to a saturator, wet test meter and discharge outside the
building at NASA/JSC.
	
Some means of continuous detection of hydrogen in the
158
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3,	 Continued
6
oxygen stream is recommended during electrolysis operation to stop system
operation thus avoiding a mixture buildup in downstream components. A brief
discussion of electrolysis module failure as experienced on February 19, 1975
at NASA/JSC and the potential safety hazard is offered. Internal cross mem-
brane leakage as experienced, results in the mixing of hydrogen and oxygen
within the screen cavity and combination at the electrode catalyst with the gen-
eration of heat. For the rates involved, the relatively high activity and surface
area of the catalyst to the small cell volume occupied by multi-layered screen-
ing prevents the accumulation of a mixture in an explosive volume. During
electrolysis operation, the continuous supply of water for heat removal and the
self-quenching capability of water leakage along with any hydrogen admitted to
the oxygen cavity results in relatively unaffected module operation as experienced
on February 19 1975. Depending on the size and location of the leakage point,
some hydrogen may bypass the catalyst area and be carried out the oxygen mani-
fold which is a small tube like volume formed by the alignment of holes in the
stack of rubber gaskets. Because of the process and configuration described,
the formation of a quantity of gas mixture and an amount of energy which could
result in an internal, pressure rise or rupture of the assembly or components is
extremely remote as demonstrated by the 27-cell module failure. _ Rather, it has
been found from pressure tests that a gasket-type assembly as used in the module
design provides a self-venting, feature by local separation or displacement of the
gas kets .
	
j
4.	 The beaded gasket design was introduced for the first time into the SSP electroly-
sis module delivered to NASA/JSC. Since only short-term acceptance tests were
employed before shipment, no continuous long-term evaluation of the design and
ensuing rubber relaxation phenomena was possible. It is felt that the molded dual-
bead sealing concept is a sound design and failure in the manifold region was due
to inadequate control of tolerances and rubber deflection under load. Because it
is difficult to maintain the tolerances in rubber fabrication as closely as desired,
future compensation will be made by the adjustment in the pressed, height of the
cell screen package. That is, shims or stops will be used during manufacture
of the multi-layered screen package to provide a difference of 0. 002 to 0.004 inch
between the measured face rubber thickness (flat region) and screen assembly as
adjusted. Previous flat gasket design criteria employed a nominal 10 percent ini-
tial rubber deflection during assembly for sealing internal gas pressures up to
100 psig. Local rubber deflection in the beaded gasket during module assembly
could be 50 percent in the beaded region and was calculated at 10 percent in the
X
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4.	 Continued
flat region from end plate measurements. It is recommended that periodic
measurements at 2 to 3 month intervals be made of bel]eville washer stack
height (See Table I) and the tension tie bolts should be retorqued to 90-100 inch-
lb when average washer height expands beyond 1.750 inches.
truly oursVery	  y	 ,
A. C. Erickson
=1l Project Engineer Electrolysis System
Building 1A
Tele. No.: (617) 657-4698
q
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DATE
TIME
BOLT
POSITION •
ELECTROLYSIS MUUlll; l: TIE RO1. 'L^rOlt( Ill: AND pIMI;NSI(DNA1. MEASlIlI6: RJEN'I'S
3-17-75	 -----_ :1-18-75-	 -	 3-19-75	 3-20-75
1010
	
1030	 111'2	 1250	 1340	 111'1-(1 	 0815	 0015	 0900	 1008.3	 1550	 0815	 (1815	 0840	 0840	 0915	 1130	 1145
Electrolysis	 Leak
Lua1C Check	 Set in l )vcn .--_^	 Ulwrallon	 Check
DEL1,EVILLE WASI	 R STACK	 ANO MEASIMED 11t81UIJA1 JIRUAKAWAY TORQUE ON BOLT
** includes 40 Washe rs ('Theo. Solid Il gt. - 1, 100'	 rwo^06^f' 1^I:#1 11_osherti and . 188" (lead of Guide
3-24-75
1100	 1100
1 2. 01.0 1.975 1._ 926 1.894 1.816 1_ 816 1.814 65 1.800 1.740 1.736 1, 738 100 1.752 66 1.733 90 1.732 1- 736	 72
*In clockwise ur(Wr 2 1 . 991 1.952 1.907 1. 861 1. 791 1 . 775 1 . 786 82 1.766 1. 737 1. 73 . 1 1.735 90 1.751 65 1.72.1 95 1.728 1.731	 66
facing washer end 3 1.992 1.956 1.9151 1.86;4 1. 806 1_ 794 1.800 6:1 1.776 1. 73:3 1.732 1.735 85 1. 751. 65 1.726 100 1-,727 1.735	 68
of module, 11 2 out 1 2.015 1.979 1.038 1.8:39 1.851, 1.849 1- 85 1 ) 59 1. e*9 1.793 1.737 1.'737 85 1.757 6 .1 1-738 95 1.736 1.741	 68
port pit 12:00 o'clock, 5 1,988 1.951 1.1)06 1,859 1.792 1.770 1.782 65 1367 1.7:17 1, 731 1•734 90 1.752 661 1.728 95 1.729 1.734	 65
11 U in port at 6:00- 6 2.005 1.976 1. 835 1.893 1. 846 1.842 1.8m, (;2 1. 84 :1 1. 76 1 '1-7 .12 1.7 .12 95 1.760 66 1.739 95 1.736 1.7 .14)	 60
No. 1 to right of 11 2 7 2.010 1.973 1. 943 1.898 1. 840 1, 826 1.834 6:1 1,817 1.742 1, 742 1, 742 9:1 1. 760 68 1.732 100 1.731 1.735	 68
port, No. -10 twhve"ll 8 1.991 1. 91;1 1. 92:3 1.875 1_ 925 1.821 1. 828 6.3, 1. 818 1_755 1.746 1.749 90 1.768 68 1.735 100 1.735 1.740	 68
0:uIJ 11,,,0 purls. 9 1.994 7.961 1.915 1-864 1.805 t. 799 1.801 fib 1,'79'2 1.7 .12 1,731 1.733 95 1.750 65 1.7'25 97 1.729 1-735	 55 
a
2
10 1.999 1_976 1.9:30 1,889 1.82:3 1..820 1.824 6.1 1. 810 1.772 1. 76 .2- 1.766 -95 1.782 75 1.764 90 1.750 1.750	 64
1,1 2,012 1.985 1.946 1,90 .1 1,872 1.86'') 1,873 60 1.8741 1.833 1,741 1.7 .12 118 1.757 70 1,747 90 1.743 1.749	 72
12 1.990 ,1. 950 1.906 J. 857 1,790 1,794) 1.7951 74 1,797 1.749 '1.'751) 1,750 90 1,768 65 1.740 94 1.7:461 1.719	 65
13 2.010 1.959 1.907 1. 844 1, 776 1.7t'3 1. 167 70 1. 74;0 1. 7:12 1. 73 1 1, 733 90 1.747 65 1.738 115 1.7'29 1.7:12	 '58
1 .1 2.013 1.975 1.911 1.858 1. 7(;(3 1.754 1_7117 55 1.75-1 1.7:1 .2 1. 726 1.732 85 1.747 60 1.728 93 1.7:12 1.7:1 .1	 :54
15 2-002 1.964 1.921 1. 868 1-814, 1. eV 1.131:1 62 1. 80'7 1.719 1.77;0 1,7410 90 1.76161 70 1.741 94 1.737 1.744	 62
16 2.013 1. 979 1. 937 1.900 1. 8761 1.820 1.827 62 1	 81'7 11. 7 ,17 L 7.13 1. 7:19 95 1.751 610 1. 732 90 1.732 1.734	 68
17 1.9861 1.934; 1,888 1.827 1.778 1.768 1.772 (i 1.) 1,767 1.7;12 1.741 1_7313 95• 1-748 65 1.726 100 1.727 1.731,	 74
18 Z. 000 1.948 1.903 1. 844 J. 777 1, 763 1. 769 511 1, 762 1.733 1.73:3 1.732 85 1, 746 58 1.725 100 1.727 1.732	 66
Avg. 2.001 1.964 1.920 1.872 1.81.1 1.80:3 1.IRIS 02.9 1.799 1.7511 1.7:1:1 1.7-10 91,8 1.756 618.8 1.7:15 95.2 1.733 1,7:37	 615.2
A -.1137 -.044 ­ 048 -. 061 -, Mot +.005 _009 _0 118 •-. 01.'2 t. (101 •1.016 -.022 -.002 1.004
CLOCK
1'OSiTION OVLRALL IDIS I'ANCE 011 • 4:SME OF ENO PLATES
12 18/1 4.700 4.654 4:635 4_625_4. (it 1 4.605 4.597 4,1391 4.578 •1.1169 4.570 4.556 4.5136 4.532 4.532
2 3/4 4.741 4.693 4., 678 4.660 4.646 •1,641 4.6:3:3 4.4;24 •1.61 .1 4.607 -1.602 4.5861 4.566 4.565 4.563
' 4 6/7 4.773 4.721 4. 6197 4. 678 4.(P59 4.615.5 •1.611(3 4. 6 ,12 •1. 637 4, 60; 4. 634 4.607 4.595 4.587 Net Mori.
13 9/10 4.784 4.734 4.702 4. 678 4.6;59 4.654 4, (IS0 1.1312 4, 0;1:3 Nnl Rleasurod Not Measured 4. 5115 4.594
8 12/13 4.746 4.679 4.13'36 4.63:1 4.6115 4.608 4.6117 4, 5M8 4.59:1 •L 1189 •1.575 4.556 4.560 4.558
10 15/76 4.698 4.661. 4.663 4.621 4.596 4.5 738 4.578 4.1174 4.'168 4.6,63 '1.553 4.544 4.530 4.5261 4.515
Avg. 4.740 4.690 4-665 4.6 .1:1 •1,6:11 4.625 4.619 4_1;12 4.604 •1.591 4.58'7 4.570 4-564 4.5610
I
A -.050 -. 0'1.5 ­ 016 -.0 1 6 -. 006 -. 006 -.007 -.008 -. 013 -, 001 -.017 -.006 _004
Applle(1 Torque In-Lbs. 15 30 45 60 75 75 75 90 90 1011 100
Comment Ile- Omrnite Ito flu- not cluck @ Overnftc Sol. no- Ile- Itclorqued
torque set lorgne torque 120"1' 70°J^^ torque 'torque 49 and 10 to
75 in-1b at
' NASA/JSC
4/3/75
\S
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Hvdro¢en Takeover
After Module Shutdown
H.> and H2 O Ports Vented to
I	 H2O Supply at 1 Atmosphere
02 Port Closed at Time Zero
25	 Test March 19, 1975
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